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Abstract 
It has long been recognized that high-quality aggregates 
are ln short supply in parts of Southern Ontario. 
Due to the poorly understood mechanism of freezing and 
thawing, no satisfactory beneficiation method has been 
developed to date to improve the low-quality aggregates. 
Thirty samples of various lithologic types were collected 
from stockpiles at fourteen active quarries in Southern 
Ontario. 
Ammonium salts, quarternary ammonium salts and phosphates 
compounds were used to pretreat the samples and then subjected 
to a five - cycle freeze - thaw test in a deicing salt (NaCl). The 
effects of salt- solution mixtures were studied. In addition to 
the chemical treatment, durability tests such as absorption, 
degree of saturation, specific gravity, adsorption, grain 
size, hardness, petrographic number, magnesium sulphate 
soundness and freeze - thaw loss were performed. 
The results of the chemical treatment were encouraging . All 
the chemical compounds improved the the frost resistance of 
the samples significantly. A mixture of deicing salt and 
sodium phosphate was able to reduce the damaging effect of the 
deicing salt . The mixture lS therefore an excellent and 
economic alternative to minimize aggregate and concrete 
deterioration . Statistical technigues performed on the 
durability tests indicate that freeze - thaw loss has the 
highest and significant correlation with adsorption . Other 
lV 
high and significant correlations with freeze - thaw loss are 
magnesium sulphate soundness , degree of saturation and 
petrographic number . 
It is concluded that reduction of water adsorption and 
extensive cation hydration from aggregate internal surfaces 
increase the aggregate ' s resistance to freezing and thawing . 
The phoshates , the quaternary awnonium salts and the awnonium 
cation were able to reduce freeze - thaw loss of the aggregates . 
The most effective chemical compound which reduced the 
freeze - thaw losses of the aggregates was sodium phosphate. 
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Chapter I 
1 . Introduction 
1 . 1 Present Problem 
Frost durability of aggregate is not a material property 
and therefore not a measurable quantity (Powers , 1955; Litvan, 
1975) . 
In an air- entrained concrete the vulnerable component 1s 
not the matrix, as far as its own freezable water content is 
concerned , but the aggregate . It has been shown that fully 
saturated aggregates damage the matrix on freezing and may 
themselves become damaged ( Powers , 1971 ). The same op1n1on has 
been expressed by Sweet ( 1948 ) and Hudec ( 1980 ) . These authors 
claim that the field performance or service record of concrete 
pavement is dependent on the coarse aggregate. In other words, 
durable coarse aggregate which occupies 75 percent of the 
volume of concrete i s essential to concrete durability . 
Pitting , popouts and D- cracking which are consequences of 
frost action has been attributed solely to coarse aggregates 
(Stark, 1976; Shakoor et al ., 1982 ). 
Verbeck and Landgren ( 1960 ) reported that sources of 
aggregates of known satisfactory performance are being 
depleted , particularly near some large metropolitan areas, and 
some so- called "marginal " aggregates are being rejected for 
use in concrete due to unrealistic testing methods . 
Proctor and Redfern ( 1974 ) predicted that high quality 
aggregates in part s of Ontario would be exhausted in the near 
future . In areas where high quality aggregates have been 
1 
depleted, marginal and poor quality aggregates usually exist 
(Robnett, 1983). 
No satisfactory beneficiation method has been developed to 
date to improve the marginal aggregates for use in concrete. 
The reasons why not much progress has been made can be 
attributed to poorly understood mechanism of freezing and 
thawing and the current acceptance testing method which do not 
simulate field conditions. Hudec (1978) inquired that, "The 
standard aggregate tests, what do they actually measure?". 
Newlon (1978) expressed similar v1ew on the existing testing 
procedure. He believed strongly that the particular method 
used in any laboratory depends on the philosophy of the 
laboratory using it, and on the particular purpose for which 
the tests are being made. 
The 1960 "bare pavement" policy, which led to increase 
use of deicing salts, is causing greater deterioration of 
concrete. The salts lower the vapour pressure of the liquid 
and therefore for a g1ven relative humidity, increase the 
degree of saturation (Litvan, 1975 and 1976; Macinnis and 
Whiting, 1979). 
The ASTM test C 672 which determines the scaling 
resistance of concrete surfaces exposed to deicing chemicals 
is also not a satisfactory test method for durability of 
aggregates (Newlon, 1978). 
1.2 Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to beneficiate the abundant 
2 
marginal aggregates in Southern Ontario. Chemical treatment 
was the main focus of this research. 
Thirty samples were collected from fourteen active 
quarries ln Southern Ontario. The samples represented good, 
marginal and poor quality aggregates. The objective was to 
check how the various qualities responded to the chemical 
treatment. 
The crushed rock was collected from stockpiles at the 
quarry site. The stockpiles represent various Formations units 
of the quarry face as illustrated in chapter IV and Appendix 
A. The samples from the gravel pits consisted of various 
lithologic rock types. They were deposited during the 
Wisconsin glaciation. 
The physical properties of the aggregates which play a 
major role in the freeze-thaw deterioration were determined. 
The tests included specific gravity, absorption, degree of 
saturation, adsorption, grain size, hardness, petrographic 
number, magnesium sulphate and freeze-thaw resistance. 
Statistical techniques were carried out on the test 
results to determine the relationships among the various 
tests. A student t test was performed on the means of the 
freeze-thaw loss of the treated and untreated samples. This 
was to test whether there was a significant difference between 
the freeze-thaw results of the treated and untreated samples. 
The effectiveness of the various chemical compounds used in 
this research were assessed. 
A literature review and discussion of mechanism of frost 
3 
action and deicing salt in rock pores and concrete are 
presented in Chapter II. The various types of deicing salts 
with the exception of abrasives such as sand, have been 
surveyed. The basic properties of the aggregates and the 
existing beneficiation methods have been reviewed and 
discussed in Chapter III 
4 
Chapter II 
2. Literature Review and Discussion of 
Frost Action and Deicing Effect 
2.1 Mechanism of Freezing and Thawing 
The problem of frost action has been investigated by many 
researchers and various mechanisms have been proposed to 
account for the damage in cement paste and mortar. Only two 
mechanisms, the Powers Hydraulic Pressure hypothesis and the 
Dunn and Hudec Adsorption hypothesis have been postulated to 
explain the breakdown of rocks. These are discussed in 
sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 
2.1.1 Hydraulic Pressure Hypothesis 
Powers (1945) proposed hydraulic pressure hypothesis to 
account for frost action in rocks. Briefly, the hypothesis 
states that pressure is generated when growing ice crystals 1n 
the capillaries displace unfrozen water, forcing it to flow 
through the unfrozen parts of the body, which offers 
resistance to such flow. 
There is 9 % volume expansion when water freezes. If any 
given capillary space has more than 91.7 percent of its 
capacity filled with water, excess water will be expelled from 
the pore system contributing to the hydraulic pressure. The 
hydraulic pressure depends on water/cement ratio, degree of 
saturation, extent of supercooling, and more importantly on 
5 
the rate of cooling. 
Osmotic pressure and 1ce growth play important role in 
frost action after initial freeze (Powers 1955 and 1975). 
There is a general consensus among various research workers 
on the generation of hydraulic pressure during frost action 
but there is no unanimity on the direction of flow of water. 
Williams (1972) reported that frost heave in soils involves 
the increase in moisture content at freezing, which results 
from a movement of water to the freezing layer. The movement 
of water is caused by a hydraulic gradient. He argued further 
that such a hydraulic gradient must involve the development of 
a lower water pressure at the frost line than otherwise exists 
in the water in the underlying soil. An earlier work by Taylor 
(1938) (quoted from Powers (1955)) which is in consonance with 
Williams (1972) was dismissed by Powers (1945). Powers (1945) 
believed that such a hypothesis would be applicable to certain 
soils, but not to a cohesive system such as mature concrete. 
Beaudoin and Macinnis (l974) used benzene in a freezing 
experiment. The volume of benzene contracts when it is frozen. 
They performed the test on hardened portland cement-flyash 
pastes. They observed a length change anomaly (expansion) at 
the freezing point of bulk liquid as shown in fig. 2.1 
6 
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They explained that the dilation was due to hydraulic pressure 
as a result of nucleation and crystal g rowth in capillaries. 
The liquid adsorbate migrates from small pores towards the 
solid adsorbate. Beaudoin and Macinnis (1974) findin gs have 
completely invalidated Powers' Hydraulic Pressure hypothesis. 
After exhaustive review of the literature on the mechanism of 
freezing, Powers (1975) agreed that most of the effects of 
freezing in cement pastes were due to the movement of unfrozen 
water to the freezing sites. 
However, Powers restated that his hydraulic pressure 
hypothesis is valid for rocks. He cited a research work done 
by Thomas (1938) which revealed that the same kinds of 
phenomena exist in rocks and paste during freezin g . If the 
work of Thomas (1938) is valid, then Powers' Hydraulic 
pressure hypothesis is also not applicable to rocks. In the 
case of rocks, Beaudoin and Macinnis (1974) mechanism of 
freezing can be used to explain the behaviour of rocks during 
freezing. 
7 
2.1.2 Dunn and Hudec Adsorption Hypothesis 
Using differential thermal analysis (DTA) on some carbonate 
rocks, Dunn and Hudec (1965) proposed a different mechanism of 
frost destruction. They found out that not all the water in 
pore system freezes at or near the freezing point, but some 
0 
remains liquid at temperatures as low as -4Q'c Freezing, 
essentially instantaneous, was detected in all sound rocks and 
usually more of the contained water froze than in unsound 
rocks. Their conclusion was that unsoundness in many rocks was 
not related to the quantity of ice which forms under cooling 
conditions but to the quantity of nonfreezable water, i.e 
frost damage may be inversely proportional to the amount of 
freezable water. They emphasized that water in certain rocks 
is capable of exerting disruptive forces on the pore walls. 
Evidently, such water is rigid, ordered water adsorbed on 
surfaces of minerals. 
Anderson.$~-~ (1973) reported that adsorbed water ls mobile 
at least down to -30°C. 
In 1972, Dunn and Hudec reviewed the adsorption hypothesis and 
agreed that frost sensitivity model as presented above does 
not describe all that occurs in rocks. Other factors which 
play important role are spontaneous volumetric expansion from 
the water phase to the ice phase, the degree of saturation of 
the pore system, the critical size and the continuity of the 
pore system. 
Furthermore, Hudec (1977) showed that the internal surface 
area, not the amount of water freezing, determines the 
8 
weathering behaviour of a rock. He stressed that the amount of 
adsorbed water in a rock, which ls a function of the internal 
surface area, is the determining factor for rock behaviour. 
For unsound rocks, a direct relationship was seen between 
freeze thaw losses and the amount of adsorbed water (Hudec, 
1977). Hudec (1978) reported that wetting and drying of the 
sorptive- sensitive rock has the same effect as freezing and 
thawing 
Litvan (1980) reported a decrease ln the dynamic modulus of 
elasticity of cement paste during wetting and drying. 
2.2 Deicing Salts 
During winter, the snow makes the pavement and bridge decks 
slippery and hazardous to driving. The 1960 "bare pavement" 
policy was to keep pavement surface ice free to ensure safety 
and uninterrupted flow of traffic (Keyser, 1973). However, the 
increase use of deicing salts is causing greater deterioration 
of concrete (Browne and Cady, 1975; Macinnis and Whiting, 
1979; and Neville, 1981). Hudec (1980) also reported that salt 
treatment of carbonate rocks also increase water adsorption 
and thus deterioration. 
2.2.1 Effects of Deicing Salts 
The major problems connected with deicing salts are scaling 
on concrete pavements and corrosion of reinforced steel 
leading to spalling on bridge decks (Verbeck and Klieger, 
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1956; Klieger and Landgren, 1965; Ost and Monfore, 1966; 
Browne and Cady, 1975). Use of less durable aggregates also 
lead to popouts of mortar after application of deicer (Klieger 
and Landgren, 1965). 
2.2.2 Types of Deicing Salts 
A whole spectrum of chemicals from inorganic to organlc 
salts have been used as a deicing salt at one time or another. 
Some of the principal deicing salts are discussed below: 
2.2.2.1 Sodium Chloride (NaCl) 
Sodium chloride is the commonest and the cheapest deicing 
salt used in North America (Salt Institute, 1970). 
Rock salt lS either mined and then reduced in slze by crushing 
and screening or extracted by injecting water into a salt 
mines. The brine is pumped out and evaporated leaving the salt 
behind. Another method is by evaporation of sea water 
(Klingman , 1975). 
Keyser(l973) reported that sodium chloride solution has 
eutectic temperature of -2P~ , The reaction between sodium 
chloride and water is endothermic. When the concentration of 
the salt solution is high, recrystallisation of sodium 
chloride takes place. 
Sodium chloride has low rate of solution and is ineffective in 
melting snow when temperature is below -lO.~C (Keyser, 1973). 
Verbeck and Klieger (1956) reported that sodium chloride 
produces the most serious scaling effect on concrete 
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pavements. McGreevy (1982) attributed the destructive action 
to hydration (NaCl ~NaC1.2H2 0) occuring at a temperature of 
0. 2 c. 
2.2.2.2 Calcium Chloride (CaC1 2 ) 
Calcium chloride is the next most common deicer after 
sodium chloride (Salt Institute, 1970). It is supplied in the 
form of flakes or pellets. 
Calcium chloride solution has low eutectic temperature of 
-50.6°C. The calcium chloride salt is deliquescent and reacts 
exothermically with water. It has greater ability to melt snow 
and causes less damage to pavement and bridge decks (Verbeck 
and Klieger, 1956). 
The main disadvantage lS its higher cost e The road surface 
remains wet after calcium chloride has thawed the snow 
(Keyser, 1973 ) . This is attributable to surface solution which 
calcium chloride forms with the snow. 
2.2.2.3 Sodium Chloride and Calcium Chloride Mixtures 
The mixtures are used mainly to thaw the sncw and ice in 
very cold weather and at a faster rate.There is an increase ln 
coefficient of sliding friction as ice is being melted by the 
combination of sodium and calcium chlorides mixtures (Caird 
and Young, 1971). A mixture of 3 parts of sodium chloride and 
one part of calcium chloride will thaw a greater quantity of 
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lce than either of the chlorides alone (Dickinson, 1959). 
The mixture causes serious scaling effect on concrete 
pavements (Grieb et al~ 1962). 
2.2o2.4 Alcohols 
The common types of alcohols which are being used as deicer 
on the pavements are ethanol Cc2H50H) (Klieger, 1980) and 
ethylene glycol (CH2 0HC~OH) (Hansen, 1963). These alcohols 
are polar and they exhibit both hydrogen bonding and Vander 
Waals bonds. They are highly miscible in water because the 
energy required to break a hydrogen bond between two water 
molecules or two alcohol molecules is provided by the 
formation of hydrogen bond between a water molecule and an 
alcohol molecule (Morrison ·and Boyd, 1978) 
The principal advantage of these alcohols are their lower 
freezing points compared to salts. For example ethanol freezes 
at -117°C (Weast, 1974) 
It has been reported by many researhers that alcohols also 
cause scaling of pavements and accelerate concrete 
deterioration. 
2.2.2.5 Urea CH2NC=ONH ) 
Urea is an amide. It ls very soluble in water. The damaging 
effect when urea is used as deicer is as severe as sodium 
chloride (Verbeck and Klieger, 1956; Litvan, 1975). However, 
Neville (1981) claimed that urea is less deleterious but also 
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less effective ln removing lee. 
2 . 2 . 2 . 6 Ammonium Salts 
Klieger and Landgren (1965) investigated ammonium sulfate 
CNI-Q2304) and ammonium nitrate (NH4 N03 ) as an alternative to 
sodium and calcium chlorides deicers. They found out that 
these two deicers and others chemically similar in nature, are 
chemically aggressive and should not be used on concrete 
pavements. Results by Ukraincik P~ Al. (1980), Mohan and Rai 
(1980) working on different fertilizer plants support the 
findings of Klieger and Landgren. Neville (1981) stated, 
"ammonium salts, even in small concentrations, are very 
harmful and should not be used". 
2.2.2.7 Phosphates 
Not much research has been done on these salts. Keyser 
(1973) proposed a mixture of 75 percent formamide (HC=NH ) and 
25 percent tripotassium phosphate (Na3 Po4 ) for use on runways 
to reduce stress corrosion of aircrafts. 
2.2.3 Deicing Scaling Mechanism in Concrete 
The poorly understood mechanism of deicing salts was 
stated precisely by Swenson (1969). He reported that the 
reason for the added severity of freeze-thaw action in the 
presence of salts lS not yet clear. The salts usually used on 
the pavements are sodium~nd calcium chlorides. Other 
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chemicaly unrelated substances as glycol , ethanol and urea 
aggravate concrete scaling in a similar manner under the same 
conditions of freeze - thaw cyclings. 
Litvan (1975 and 1976 ) , Macinnis and Whiting (1979) share the 
view that the mechanisms of deicier damage proposed by other 
authors are not fully satisfactory . 
The mechanism by which ice removal agents damage concrete 
1s a combination of both physical and chemical processes, 
however, the two are entirely independent ( Browne and Cady, 
19 7 5 ) . 
2.2.3.1 Physical Mechanism 
Research work done by Verbeck and Klieger ( 1956) and later 
confirmed by Grieb et al ( 1962 ) , Litvan ( 1975 ) and Neville 
( 1981 ) indicate that irrespective of the compound used, 3- 5 
percent of any de i cer solution 1s more destructive than weaker 
or stronger solutions . This is illustrated in Fig . 2 . 2 . 
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Since concentrated salt solution produced less damage than the 
3-5 % solution, the authors concluded that concrete 
deterioration by deicing salts is a physical process rather 
than chemical. 
2.2 03.1.1 Deicer Hydraulic Pressure Hypothesis 
Powers' Hydraulic Pressure hypothesis (1945) was used by 
Browne and Cady (1975) to explain deicer scaling of concrete. 
This mechanism is strongly dependent upon the degree of 
saturation of the concrete and the difference in concentration 
of the deicing salt at various depths. 
2.2.3.1.2 Osmotic Pressure Hypothesis 
Powers (1956 and 1975) explained that localised failures 
near the surface are due to osmotic pressures. The dissolved 
sodium chloride or calcium chloride becomes more concentrated 
in the larger capillary pores of the paste when the water 
freezes. There is a tendency for gel water to move toward the 
freezing zone to dilute the solution. Hudec (1980) claimed 
however that, freezing is not necessary for the osmotic 
pressure mechanism to operate o 
The pressure generated is directly proportional to the 
concentration and temperature of the concrete and inversely 
proportional to the molecular weight of the deicer (Daniels 
and Alberty, 1966) 
P = k*C*T/M where P=Osmotic pressure 
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C=Concentration 
T=Temperature 
M=Molecular weight 
k=constant 
Research work by Ost and Monfore (1966) shows that chlorides 
penetrate only 1.25 em below the top surface of concrete after 
one year's exposure. The low rate of diffusion also helps to 
explain why scaling occurs at the surface. 
2o2.3.1.3 Temperature Shock 
The term "temperature shock" characterizes the rapid 
temperature drop in an ice covered concrete surface when ice 
is thawed by means of deicing salts (Rosli and Harnik, 1980; 
Harnik et al~ 1980). The large quantity of heat required by 
the spontaneous melting of the lee is extracted from the 
concrete, whose surface cools down rapidly. This causes a 
thermal gradient between the concrete surface and the 
interior. The large thermal gradient produces stresses ln the 
concrete surfaces. This leads to deterioration of the concrete 
pavement. 
2.2.3.1.4 Lityan Model 
From his previous studies on phase transitions of 
adsorbates, Litvan (1975) proposed a mechanism to explain the 
increase in deterioration on concrete pavement and bridge 
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decks after application of deicing salts. 
Using temperature and concentration of the deicer as the main 
variables, Litvan determined the dimensional changes and heat 
content of hydrated cement specimenso 
He noted that deicers lower the vapour pressures of the 
solutions and therefore increase the degree of saturation. The 
high degree of saturation attained is detrimental to concrete. 
He reported that the worst condition in terms of scaling of 
the cement specimens occured at deicer concentration of 5 % 
wt/wt. sodium chloride and minimal damage at a moderately high 
concentration of 13 % sodium chlo_:r>ide. 
Litvan then hypothesised that large amounts of salts ln the 
pores of cement paste produce a greater cohesion within the 
paste and this causes a significant increase in elastic 
modulus. Consequently, there would be an increased ability 
within the paste to withstand freezing stresses and therefore 
reduce frost damage (Litvan, 1975). At very low 
concentrations, the salt solution would have similar effect to 
that of water. For an inte:r>mediate concent:r>ation a different 
situation arises where salts may narrow pore openings 
sufficiently to cause a decrease in permeability but may not 
be abundant enough to increase the rigidity of the paste. With 
a reduced permeability and the high viscosity of salt 
solutions at low temperatures, the flow of liquid through 
pores during freezing may be retarded or completely blocked. 
Hydraulic pressure then builds up within the pores to maximize 
frost damage (Lityan, 1975 and 1976)· 
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2.2.3.1.5 Salt Crystal Growth 
After thawing the snow, most of the deicer diffuses into 
the concrete, and fills the capillary pores. As the cooling 
rate increases due to the severity of the weather, more of the 
melted snow refreezes, again segregating the salt. A point can 
be reached at which salt crystals begin to crystallize in the 
capillary pores (Hansen, 1963). This will attract other salt 
molecules from the smaller pores to form a single crystal. 
Further growth of the crystal may cause spalling of concrete. 
McGreevy (1982) reported that salts which are selectively 
rejected by ice crystals in rock pores during freezing, 
eventually lead to precipitation of salts. 
The development of salt crystals in this way would add to the 
stresses exerted within the rock by ice formation (McGreevy, 
1982). 
2.2.3.2 Chemical Mechanisms 
Chemical mechanisms to explain concrete deterioration has 
not received mucfr attention. Few authors like (Hansen,l963; 
Neville, 1969; Browne and Cady, 1975; Tuthill, 1978; Zaman et 
al., 1982) have postulated chemical attack to be responsible 
for concrete deterioration. 
Hansen (1963) observed that scaling of concrete has occured in 
concrete storage areas when organic liquids such as glycerin 
and glycols were used to deice airplanes. He reported that 
these materials act like acids in being able to dissolve 
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calcium hydroxide and other calcium compounds. He concluded 
that these compounds exert a corrosive action on concrete and 
moreover there lS an increase in the amount of calcium 
hydroxide that can be dissolved by water. 
Neville (1969) showed that saturated solutions of calcium 
chloride with freeze-thaw cycling were destructive to 
concrete. The mode of attacJ: :;_s a function of water/ cement 
ratio of the concrete L'iY . Low water/ cement concretes, 
exposure to saturated calcium chloride solution produced 
essentially no length changes, but large weight losses and 
large degradation in dynamic modulus of elasticity. He 
hypothesized that degradation is due to leaching and thus 
results in loss of strength. 
For high water/cement ratio ( 0 .7) the saturated calcium 
chloride solution produced expansions, weight gains , and loses 
in dynamic modulus. Neville explained that the degradation was 
due to deposition and crystallisation of the salt. The calcium 
chloride crystals exert stresses in the concrete, thus 
accelerating the deterioration of the concrete. 
Zaman et al. (1982) writing on prediction of deterioration 
of concrete due to freezing and thawing and to deicing 
chemical use found that maximum scaling occur at 4 % solution 
of sodium chloride. However, these specimens showed the least 
loss in mechanical properties. Saturated concrete specimens 
showed greater loss in compressive and flexural strength . This 
supports the findings of Neville . 
Mohai and Rai (19 80 ) investigated the deterioration of 
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concrete ln fertilizer factories in India and concluded that 
ammonium sulfate, ammonium chloride and ammonium nitrate salts 
are highly aggressive to concrete. Intense reactions and loss 
of calcium hydroxide result in the formation of large amounts 
of sulfates, chlorides and nitrates, and corresponding 
sulfoaluminate, chloroaluminate, and nitroaluminate hydrates. 
The volatization of ammonia causes a decrease in pH to about 
9.5 to 10. Since concrete is inherently alkaline, the decrease 
in pH accelerates the deterioration process (Mohai and Rai, 
1980). 
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Chapter III 
3. Aggregate Properties and Existing Beneficiation Methods 
A clear understanding of the properties of the aggregates 
lS a pre-requisite for any satisfactory beneficiation method. 
Hudec (1983) stated that the basic properties of the 
aggregates are absorption, adsorption, pore size distribution, 
internal surface area, degree of saturation, density, 
expansivity, chemical and mineralogical composition and 
strength. 
There is an inter-relationship among absorption, adsorption, 
degree of saturation and pore size distribution. Hence, these 
properties will be discussed together under porosity and pore 
size distribution. 
3.1 Porosity and Pore Size Distribution 
3.1.1 Porosity 
Porosity or "total porosity" lS usually defined as the 
ratio of volume of voids to the bulk volume. The pore space 
which lS interconnected and connected to the outside surfaces 
of the rock is termed effective porosity. 
Dolch (1978) considered the distinction as unimportant since 
most aggregates have completely interconnected pore space, and 
any pore that is not can be assumed to be part of the solid. 
Most research workers use water absorption of rock (ASTM C 
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127) to obtain the porosity of aggregates o Dolch (1978) 
stressed that the porosity value obtained from such a test 
does not reflect the total porosity of the aggregate . The 
amount of liquid absorbed depends on how it is taken up , and 
in any event , the saturation is hardly complete ( Dolch, 1978) . 
Another absorption method called vacuum absorption is also 
emp l oyed to measure total porosity . In this method the dry 
sample is placed in a vacuum desicator . The air in the 
dessicator is sucked out and the water is introduced into the 
chamber while the sample is under vacuum . After 24 hour 
saturation in the dessicator , the sample is surface dried and 
weighed . The value appears to be a good index of total 
porosity . 
Total porosity can be determined by us1ng suitable 
magnifications ( optical , electron or scanning electron 
microscopes ). These geologic methods involve making polished 
and thin sections from the rocks and using stereographic 
procedures of point counting , linear transverse or areal 
measurements . However , such direct count methods are 
restri ctive to the resolution limit of the microscope . The 
methods are tedious and inaccurate ( Dolch , 1978 ) . 
Effective porosity can be determined with McLeod gage 
porosimeter ( Dolch , 1978 ). In this method , a dry sample 1s 
immersed in mercury and the air in its pores removed by 
expansion and then collected . The volume of the pores is 
determined directly by measuring the volume of this air 
( Dolch , 1978 ). 
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Pore Size Measurements 
The pore slze distribution can be measured by uslng mercury 
porosimetry. The size of a pore in an aggregate is determined 
by measuring the pressure that must be applied to the mercury 
(a non wetting liquid) to cause it enter the pore against the 
repelling force of the capillary pressure which it inhibits . 
The relation given the pressure required to force a liquid 
into a pore of a given pore size is 
pr=2v-cos9 
p lS the pressure 
r lS the pore radius 
where 
~ is the surface tension and 
9 is the contact angle. 
The method has been used succesfully by Lemish et al. (1958), 
Hiltrop and Lemish (1960) and Stark (1976). 
However, Dunn and Hudec (1965) cautioned against the 
interpretation of the results. They stated that pore system of 
a rock presents a complicated surface and therefore the pore 
size models used are approximations of the actual conditions. 
The assumption that pore is spherical is not necessary valid. 
Another problem is the "ink bottle" pore, i.e pore with a 
smaller entrance than its main body (Dolch, 1978); ln which 
case a pore size distribution may appear to have more smaller 
pore slzes. 
The vapour adsorption method lS also used to determine 
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pore Slze distribution and to gain some insight into the shape 
of the pores ln a porous medium (Dolch, 1978) . The 
relationship between the pore size in which capillary 
condensate exists and the ambient vapour pressure is given by 
the Kelvin equation; 
p - p ' = (1/r+l/r' ) where 
p - p ' is change in vapour pressure 
lS surface tension 
r, r ' are radii, 
the lower the vapour pressure, the smaller the pore size. 
3 . 1. 3 Porosity, Pore Size and Freeze thaw Durability 
The pore system of a rock is very complex. There ls a range 
of pore sizes from "micro " to " mega " within a rock. Lewis et 
al. (1953 ) reported that the abundance, size and continuity 
of the pores influence the amount of water an aggregate can 
absorb, its absorption rate, its water retention properties, 
its internal surface area and the portion of its bulk volume 
that is occupied by the solid. Bell ( 1980) published that 
porosity, tortuosity, pore slze and degree of saturation are 
the i mportant factors when dealing with frost susceptibility 
in rocks. Sweet ( 1948 ) noted that the size, shape and 
distribution of the pores are very important properties 
because they determine how hydraulic pressure is generated in 
aggregates and concrete during freezing . 
Rhoades and Mielenz ( 1946 ) observed that the aggregates with 
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smaller pores attained and retained a higher degree of 
saturation and therefore liable to fail when frozen. 
It is interesting to note that freezing does not take place in 
small pores (Dunn and Hudec, 1965; Hudec, 1978, 1980 and 
1982). According to Hudec (1980 andl982) water in pore sizes 
which are extremely small i.e less than 1 micron diameter, 
have lower vapour pressure over it than in bulk water. Water 
is therefore forced to enter the rocks to a degree greater 
than the available space, thus causing expansion and 
deterioration. McGreevy (1982) stated that large pores may 
allow most of the contained water to freeze but at the same 
time allow extrusion of ice and expulsion of water, both of 
which will minimize frost damage. However, smaller pores 
though lowering the amount of ice to be formed, block ice 
extrusion and water expulsion and therefore promotes greater 
frost damage. 
Shakoor et al. (1982) reported that aggregates which have 
greater proportion of pores less than 0.1 micron are 
nondurable. Blanks (1949) reported that under natural 
conditions of freezing and thawing, pores less than 4 microns 
in diameter will drain effectively only at hydrostatic 
pressures that exceed the tensile strengths of some rocks. 
Verbeck and Landgren (1960) found that aggregates with fine 
pores such as traprock absorb considerable amount of water 
vapour and then attain higher degree of saturation at any 
particular relative humidity than aggregates with coarse pore 
system such as the dolomite. This is shown in Fig 3.1 
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Fig 3.1 clearly depicts that even at 100 % relative humidity, 
. 
the dolomite can never be completely saturated yet the fine 
grained trap rock will be easily saturated o The fine grained 
rocks have the capability of attaining a high de gree of 
saturation at a faster rate than larger pore-sized rocks even 
if these rocks absorb the same percent of water (Verbeck and 
Landgren, 1960). This is illustrated in Fig. 3 .2. 
This significant contribution by Verbeck and Landgren can be 
used to explain why shaly and cherty rocks in otherwise sound 
aggregates may produce popouts in concrete surfaces. 
A classical contribution by Stark (1976) revealed that the 
time needed for aggregate to produce D-cracking is dependent 
on the pore sizes. The fine grained rocks produce D-cracking 
at a faster rate than coarse grained rocks. This is shown in 
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from the above discuss i on, s1nce fine grained rocks are able 
to absorb suffic i ent water vapour from the atmosphere and 
become critically saturated , they are more deleterious than 
coarse grained rocks when used in concrete . 
Other important properties of aggregates which depend on 
the pore characteris ti cs are density, strength , abrasion 
resistance , modulus of elas t icity and Poisson ' s ratio ( Dolch , 
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1980). Marek et al. (1972) also reported that surface pores 
contribute to the sharpness of the surface texture resulting 
in greater skid resistance of pavement o 
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3.2 Chemical and Mineralogical Composition of Rocks 
Rock is an aggregate of minerals. The chemical constitution 
of the minerals, their hardness, cleavage and thermal 
expansion are important in the characterisation of rocks. Some 
aspects of concrete deterioration are attributed to reactive 
minerals. A well known example is the alkali-aggregate 
reaction where the alkali in cement reacts with the very fine 
grained siliceous minerals in rocks or some dolomitic 
limestone. Hence the stability of the rocks depends on the 
stability of the constituent minerals. 
Stark (1976) performed laboratory test on frost resistance 
of some rocks. He reported that the nondurable rocks are 
generally of sedimentary origin. Some of the nondurable rock 
types are chert, shale, greywacke , cherty and argillaceous 
carbonates. 
Schuster and McLaughlin (1961) also showed that chert and 
shale are responsible for freeze thaw deterioration in 
concrete. However, they stressed that the position of these 
nondurable aggregates influence their frost resistance. 
Patton (1954) ( quoted from Carr et al, 1970) reported that 
some Silurian and Devonian carbonates in Southern Indiana that 
contain pyritic laminations have poor service records when 
used as concrete aggregate. In the presence of water, pyrite 
(FeS ) oxidixes to sulphuric acid. 
FeS2 + H2 0 + 7/2 02 = Fe2++ 2H+ + 2So4= 
pyrite acid 
Since concrete ls inherently porous and alkaline, it ls 
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attacked by the sulphuric acid generated. Penetration of 
concrete by the sulphuric acid is especially severe where the 
concrete is exposed to alternate cycles of freezing and 
thawing or wetting and drying or both (Schutz, 1978). 
Lemish et al. (1958) investigated the mineralogical 
characteristics of some carbonate rocks which make them prone 
to frost attack. They found that rocks with high clay content, 
laminated and having high percentage of insoluble residue are 
susceptible to frost attack. Shakoor et aJ. (1982) reported 
that carbonates with high percentage of insoluble residue are 
not frost susceptible but the nature and mode of distribution 
of these insolubles control extremes of deterioration. 
Hiltrop and Lemish (1960) and Shakoor et al. (1982) also 
found that carbonates with poor service record have large 
proportion of clay. These clays were identified as illites. 
The amount of illites in the rocks were used to differentiate 
between the durable and nondurable aggregates in concrete. 
Hudec (1980) reported that carbonate rocks with high content 
of alumina (clay) and chert have the following properties; 
1) high coefficient of thermal expansion in dry state 
2) lower coefficient of thermal expansion in wet state 
3) high water adsorption at all humidities 
4) high degree of saturation 
5) high isothermal expansion on wetting; and 
6) high loss in freeze thaw test. 
However, a carbonate low in alumina and chert, has 
comparatively lower coefficient of thermal expansion, 
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adsorption, degree of saturation, isothermal expansion and 
freeze thaw loss. Its coefficient of thermal expansion ls 
similar in both the dry and the wet state. 
Since clayey and cherty rocks accelerate freeze thaw 
deterioration and other abnormal expansions in concrete, their 
use in pavement construction should be avoided. 
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3 . 3 . Existing Beneficiation Methods 
By definition, beneficiation is the processing of a raw 
material, for example, aggregate to improve its physical and 
chemical properties. 
The existing beneficiation methods can be categorised into 
two main branches; Mechanical Separation and Chemical 
Treatment. Mechanical beneficiation according to Marek (1972) 
includes washing, crushing (maximum size reduction), heavy 
media separation, sieving and blending. Chemical treatment 
involves coating and impregnation of aggregates a 
3.3.1 Crushing (Maximum Size Reduction) 
The various sizes of the aggregates have differential 
effect on the freeze thaw durability in concrete. This led 
Ingham and Dunikowska-Koniuszy (1966) to define critical s1ze 
as; "Particulate size of a rock type of a given porosity and 
permeability below which disruption due to freezing will not 
occur under given set of conditions". 
The larger the aggregate size, the greater 1s the probability 
that the aggregate would be vulnerable to frost attack a 
If the aggregate is used in concrete , the critical size is 
affected by the water/cement ratio, porosity, coefficient of 
permeability, degree of saturation, rock type, tensile 
strength and rate of freezing (Powers, l955). 
Chert 1s fine-grained siliceous rock which causes popouts 
or cracking of the concrete surface above the chert particle. 
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Sweet (1948) conducted freezing and thawing tests on chert 
aggregates of various gradation. The size fractions were from 
4 o75 mm to 19 mm ( No. 4 to 3/4 in). His results indicated that 
chert in a size fraction from 4.75 mm to 9.5 mm ( No . 4 to 3/8 
in.) is markedly better in performance than chert fractions 
greater than 9.5 mm. Walker and McLaughlin (1956) performed 
freezing and thawing tests on Heavy Media Separation rejected 
samples. The specific gravity of those rejected samples were 
all less than 2.5. They observed that the larger particles of 
the rejected samples were more harmful to concrete durability 
than the smaller particles. They concluded that removal of 
lightweight particles of size smaller than 9.5 mm will not add 
to the durability of concrete. However, size greater than 12.5 
mm should be removed since they are deleterious to concrete. 
Larger chert particles in concrete were responsible for the 
disruptive force causing serious deterioration. The smaller 
chert samples were generally sound (Schuster and McLaughlin, 
1961). Klieger (1952) however found no apparent relationship 
between size of unsound aggregate particle and durability as 
long as the air content of the mixture was held constant o 
Bloem (1963) also reported that smaller sizes of chert are 
less vulnerable to the disruptive effects of freezing than 
larger sizes. 
Verbeck and Landgren (1960) subjected various s1ze fractions 
of a particular chert (3.6 percent absorption) which was 
previously vacuum saturated to a freezing and thawing 
experiment. They observed that large particles of saturated 
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chert are more vulnerable to freezing than small particles . 
Macinnis and Lau ( 1971 ) conducted a one - cycle freezing test to 
show the effect of maximum size of aggregate on frost 
resistance ln concrete at various water/cement ratios and 
degrees of saturation . The resul~s are illustrated in 3.U . 
Fig . 3 . 4 
Effect of Maximum Size of 
Aggregate on Length Change 
Patterns at Various 
water / cement ratios . 
(All speclmens arc 
100 % saturated) . 
After Macinnis and 
Lau (1971 ) . 
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From figure 3.4, it can be deduced that for a given 
water/cement ratio and degree of saturation, the larger 
aggregates are more vulnerable to freezing and thawing action. 
As the aggregate size increases from 6.3 mm to 19 mm (l/4 ln 
to 3/4 in), expansion of concrete lS conspicuous even at 
water/cement ratio of 0.45. 
Stark (1976) investigated the possibility of using marginal 
aggregates in concrete. He reported that the most feasible 
method is to reduce the maximum particle size. He noted that 
as the maximum size of the aggregate increases, the problem of 
D-cracking on the pavements become rampant. In his concluding 
remarks, he observed that the maximum size permitted varies 
with the aggregate source. 
Even though it is generally accepted that the SlZe 
reduction of maximum aggregate improves its resistance to 
freeze thaw durability, Neville (19 81 ) reported that the 
larger the aggregate particle, the smaller its surface area to 
be wetted per unit weight. Thus, it can be infered that when 
the gradation of the aggregate is extended to larger slzes, 
the water requirement of the mix will be lowered, so that for 
a given workability and richness, the water/cement ratio will 
be lowered with consequent increase in concrete's strength and 
reduction in shrinkage. 
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3.3.2 Heavy Media Separation 
The principle of Heavy Media Separation involves floating 
lightweight aggregates over a liquid of known specific 
gravity. The aggregates which have higher specific gravity 
than the liquid sink to the bottom of the liquid where they 
are recovered from the separatory vessel (Fuller, 1963). The 
composition of the liquid is a mixture of heavy materials such 
as magnetite, galena or ferro-silicon in water (Walker, 1954). 
Other chemicals which are commomly used are acetylene 
tetrabromide and carbon tetrachloride. 
The application of Heavy Media Separation 1n construction 
industry started in 1949 when premium quality aggregates near 
urban areas became scarce (Walker, 1954; Fuller, 1963). Fuller 
considered the Heavy Media Separation as one of the most 
important steps in concrete technology. 
Walker (1954) reported that a range 1n specific gravity of 
as little as 0.02 makes the separation feasible and that for a 
range of 0.05, separation can be made quite readily. 
The particle size distribution is unaffected by the Heavy 
Media Separation (Missouri State Highway Department, 1965). 
Lewis and Venters (1953) investigated the use of Heavy Media 
Separation to separate Indiana gravels ranging from good to 
poor in field performance in portland cement. After 
separation, the gravel fractions were tested to determine 
absorption, specific gravity, degree of saturation, lithologic 
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composition and durability in air-entrained concrete which was 
subjected to freezing and thawing. From the results, the low 
specific gravity fraction, i.e the rejected portion mainly 
sandstone and chert, were found to be the principal 
deleterious constituents. 
According to Legg (1953) greater durability of aggregate is 
obtained as the specific gravity at which separation is made 
increases. Heavy Media Separation reduced the chert content of 
Indiana gravel from 70 percent of the total untreated gravel 
to 40 percent of the treated gravel (Walker and McLaughlin, 
1956). 
Schuster and McLaughlin (1961) reported that chert causing 
serious deterioration on the pavements had a bulk specific 
gravity of less than 2.45. According to them, specific gravity 
of 2.45 should be used as the critical level of separation 
between unsound and sound chert. Legg (1961) disagreed with 
Schuster and McLaughlin. He noted that concrete in service 1n 
Southern Michigan containing the high gravity cherts cause 
popouts although the action may be delayed a few years. 
Dolar-Mantuani (1976) stated that the Heavy Media 
Separation is only effective 1n separating gap graded gravels. 
(Gap grading is defined as a grading in which one or more 
intermediate size fractions are omitted). She mentioned the 
ineffectiveness of the method in separating finely 
disseminated pyrite grains or limonitic spots from weathered 
siltstones in the Georgian Bay Formation. In addition, 
Dolar-Mantuani claimed that the method is expensive. 
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Fuller (1965) reported however, that the method ls inexpensive 
because the liquid is recoverable. It should be noted that 
most expense is in the capital plant costs but not the liquid. 
Gaynor and Meininger (1967) published that the deleterious 
particles in a gravel pit generally have low specific gravity. 
Hence the best beneficiation method to use is Heavy Media 
Separation. These low gravity fractions have higher absorption 
and are more vulnerable to freezing when saturated. On the 
other hand, they claimed that the percentage of aggregate 
lighter than 2.35 and 2.45 is inversely related to resistance 
to freezing and thawing. They therefore suggested that small 
percentage of lightweight aggregate should be included ln 
concrete to minimize frost damage. 
Since the Heavy Media Separation method leaves a large 
quantity of rejected samples at the plant site, chemical 
treatment of the rejected samples should be investigated. If 
the treatment lS successful, it will help reduce the overall 
cost. 
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3 • 3 • 3 Chemical Treatment to Improve Soundness 
The surface behaviour of solids, mainly adsorption and 
hydration phenomena can be explained by intermolecular forces 
operating at the surface. The surface forces are extensions of 
the same forces acting within the body. Within the body, the 
attractive forces between the molecules, atoms and ions are 
balanced. The net attractive force is equal in all directions. 
At the surface, however, the attractive forces which originate 
within the body are greater than that at the external surface 
as shown in Figure 3.5. 
Fig . 3 .5 
a ) An atom within a 
solid. 
Un~a1anced Forces 
b ) An atom at the surface 
of a solid . 
From Figure 3.5, there is an unsymmetrical distribution of 
forces resulting in the net attraction of the surface atoms or 
ions into the bulk phase in a direction perpendicular to the 
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surface. In order to compensate for the residual charges, the 
surface shrinks to the smallest area that encloses the body. 
These residual charges are responsible for the Vander Waals 
forces and to a lesser degree, the electrostatic forces at the 
surface of the solids. 
One of the consequences of the residual Vander Waals 
forces is the adsorption phenomenon. By definition, adsorption 
is the adhesion of a thin film of molecules to a solid or a 
liquid surface. Adsorbent is any solid or liquid substance 
that takes up or hold another by adsorption while an adsorbate 
is an adsorbed substance. 
Adsorption is restricted to the surface minerals and therefore 
1s directly proportional to the surface area of the material. 
Water is electrically neutral molecule (i.e positive and 
negative charges are equal) but the centres of positive and 
negative polarity do not coincide, consequently, the molecules 
behave as dipoles. Because of the dipolar nature of water, it 
lS attracted easily to the negatively charged rock surfaces. 
There has been a lot of controversy about the nature of 
adsorbed water among research workers. Anderson and Low (l958) 
reported that adsorbed water lS less dense than free water 
when they studied adsorption on Wyoming bentonite.The Grimshaw 
(1971), Wong and Warkenten (1975) findings were diametrically 
opposite to those of Anderson and Low. They noted that the 
density of adsorbed water is higher than that of free water. 
Anderson and Hoekstra (1965) observed that the density of 
adsorbed water is 3 percent less than the pure bulk water at 
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the same temperature. Hence the adsorbed water has a larger 
volume than the normal water in rock pores. 
Mitchell (1976) married the two findings by explaining that 
for water adsorption involving l to 3 molecular layers, i.e 
about lOqA thick the adsorbed water is more dense than free 
water but at higher molecular coverages, i.e gr~ater than 100 
A, the density is less than the free water. 
Low (1961) reported that adsorbed water has a 
quasi - crystalline structure, exhibits non-Newtonian flow, and 
higher than normal viscosity . The adsorbed Hater has a 
solid- like structure , the rigidity of which caused tension ln 
rocks ( Dunn and Hudec , 1965 and 1972). Powers (1968 ) also 
wrote that "water is strongly adsorbed by the solid in 
concrete and any mechanical interference with the normal 
process of adsorption is likely to meet with powerful 
resistance ". 
Since heat of adsorption is higher than heat of freezing 
(Rigbey, 1980 ), the adsorbed film of water has a lower energy 
state than ice at the same temperature . From a thermodynamic 
consideration , freezing of adsorbed water is therefore not a 
spontaneous process ( Rigbey , 1980 ). The adsorbed water remains 
1n a liquid- like stat e well below 0° '.._'_, and no freezing would 
occur if the amount of adsorbed water on the surface is less 
than two complete layers (Litvan 1970 , and 1S72) . 
Another surface effect is the cation hydration . When 
cations are attched to the rock surface they hydrate more 
readily because mos t of t hem are hydrophilic . This increases 
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the amount of water in the pore system. The de8ree of 
hydration is a function of the ionic radius, elctropositivity, 
and valency . As the ionic radius increases the positive charge 
is generated over a large ionic surface area. The generated 
field becomes to weak to take up water molecules (Yanful, 
1982). The rate at which Group l elements hydrate in the 
Periodic Table increase in the order; 
L i ') N a ) K ) Rb .) C s . 
Li has the smallest lOnlc radius while Cs has tha largest 
ionic radius. 
Polyvalent cations like aluminium hydrate more readily than 
monovalent cations because of its ionic charge. 
Any surface treatment which reduces the adsorption of 
water in the rock pores and hydration of cation will be able 
to improve frost resistance of aggregates (Hudec, 1983; 
personal communication) . 
Present l y , chemical treatment is not a popular method to 
beneficiate aggregates. Considerable research has been done on 
clay minerals. The study of chemical treatment of clay 
minerals may shed some insight on some non-durable aggregates 
containing interstitial clays. 
Theng et al. (1967) studied the influence of adsorbed 
alkyl-ammonium ions on the water sorption and swelling of Na 
and Ca momtmorillonite, under controlled conditions of 
temperature. They observed that the water uptake and extensive 
crystalline swelling of Na montmorillonite decreased as the 
proportion of exchangeable alkyl-ammonium ions increased. 
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Lin et al. (1976) treated frost susceptible chert with 
various concentrations of ethylene glycol. figure 3.6 show a 
graph of slow freeze cumulative length change versus 
temperature for aggregates vacuum saturated '~ '7i th solutions of 
various freezing points. 
Fig. 3.6 Slow Freeze Cumulative Length Chan.ge versus 
Temperature for Aggregates Vacuum Satur2ted · 
with Solutions of Various Freezing }oints . 
After Lin et al . ( 1976 ) 
The results as shown in figure 3 . 6 are not encouraging except 
at 100 % concentrat ion of ethylene glycol . Hudec (1981 ) and 
Robinson ( 1983) have observed that the breakdown of rocks in 
ethylene glycol is as severe as sodium chloride . 
Since ethylene glycol is commomly used as accelerator of 
freeze thaw, it is not understood why Lin et al treated an 
aggregate with ethylene glycol . It seems totally wrong to 
beneficiate aggregates with ethylene glycol. In effect, they 
were causing more deterioration than beneficiation. 
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Cady et al. (1981) used impregnations and surface coating 
to upgrade frost-sensitive aggregates. The impregnants were 
methyl methacrylate, boiled linseed oil and polyethylene 
glycol. The fine grained rocks or aggregates with small pores 
were dried and treated with the impregnants. Epoxy and Linseed 
oil emulsion were used to coat aggregates with large pores 
such as vesicular lava(andesite). The results are shown in 
Fip-ure 3 . 7 
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From the figure 3.7, epoxy and linseed oil emulsion coatings 
and methycrylate, boiled linseed oil and polyethylene 
impregnants were all found to be eminently successful 1n 
upgrading highly frost-susceptible aggregates. 
The only disadvantage of the method is the high cost of the 
chemicals. 
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Chapter IV 
4 Sample Location , Collection and Preparation . 
Thirty different bulk samples were collected from 
fourteen active quarries in Southern Ontario in June 1982 by 
the author. Each sample weighed between 20 and 25 kilograms o 
Eight were from gravel pits while the rest were from rock 
quarrieso 
The samples from the gravel pits are mainly 
glacio- fluvial deposits which were deposited during the 
Wisconson glaciation ( Upper Pleistocene ) . 
The crushed rock samples are predominantly limestones 
and dolomites ( carbonates ). The carbonates represent the 
following Paleozoic formations : 
Formation Age Sample Nos. 
Amable ( dolomite ), Middle Silurian 3 , 4 , 22 
Bertie- Akron ( dolomite ) , Upper Silurian 9, 10 
Bois - Blanc ( limestone ) Lower Devonian 11 
Decew ( dolomitic limestone ) , Lower Silurian 29 
Gull River ( limestone ) Lower Ordovician 12, 13, 24, 25, 26 
Locas ( limestone ) 
Oxford ( dolomite ) 
Middle Divonian 
Lower Ordovician 
Non carbonate rock types are: 
Potsdam (sandstone) Cambrian 
Rochester Shale (shale) Upper Devonian 
5, 6 
7, 8, 17, 18 
14 
30 
Figure 4.1 shows the locations of the samples . Details of 
12,13 N 
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the various rock types and sample descriptions can be found in 
Appendix A. 
Originally, the author intended to collect samples of 19 mm 
to 9.5 mm ( 3/4 ln. to 3/8 in.) size from stockpiles of lower 
overall quality material. Since most quarries do not generally 
carry stockpiles of lower-quality material in this size range, 
large blocks representing marginal rock types were collected 
from the quarry face. The larger rock samples were crushed 
manually to 19.5 mm size range in the laboratory because the 
laboratory crusher tends to produce flat and elongated 
samples. 
After crushing, the samples were sieved using a Gilson 
Mechanical Shaker. The samples larger than 13.6 mm were 
recrushed and sieved. 
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Chapter V 
5. Testing of Samples 
5.1 Experimental Program 
The experimental program is illustrated ln the flow chart ln 
Fig. 5.1 and outlined below. 
After crushing and SleVlng the rocks, petrographic analysis 
were performed on the samples. The proportion of each rock 
type was reported on Ontario's Petrographic Number 
Determination Calculation Form as shown in Fig. 5.2. Grain 
size and hardness were also determined. 
The physical properties of the aggregates which play a 
major role in freeze -thaw deterioration were determined. The 
tests included Specific Gravity, Absorption, Vacuum 
Saturation, Adsorption, Magnesium sulphate and Freeze-Thaw 
determinations o 
5.1.1 Chemical Treatment 
For chemical treatment, the samples were subdivided into 
following groups : a) Pretreatment, b) Mixtures and c) 
Posttreatment. 
5.1.1.1 Pretreatment 
The purpose of pretreating the samples was to identify 
alternative approches to upgrading the marginal aggregates 
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Concentrations 
® M,n.,uyol I Transoonat10n ana 
Commumcatrons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Of"! a no 
PIT NAME LAB. NO. 
DATE FRACTION ANALYST 
YPE GRANULAR & 
NO. TYPE MASS •f. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CARBONATES ( hard ) 
20 CAR BONATES (slightly weathered ) 
2 CARBONATES (sandy , hard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard) 
3 SANDSTONE ( ho rd ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard ) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE ( ho rd and mad i um hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and s I i gh tly weot here d ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( s I ightly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBONATES (s oft ; s li ght ly sholey) X 2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy, soft and soft pitted ) X2 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS ( soft ) SCHIST ( medium hard) X 2 
26 CHERT - C HERT Y CAR BONATES X 2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE 
- GABBRO ( brittle) x2 
28 VO LCANIC (soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION x2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AG GREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( shaley or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( so f t friable ) x3 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft, porous ) xJ 
49 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE ( soft) x3 
50 GNEISS ( fnoble) x3 
51 GR ANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) x3 
53 CEMENTATIONS x3 
54 CEMENTATIONS (total l xJ 
55 SC HIST ( soft ) XJ 
56 SILTSTONE x3 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANI C OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE 
TOTALS 
%GOOD X] : 
% FAI R xJ : II EST . PERCENT CRUSHED I 
%POOR X6: II EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
% DELETERIOUS X ]Q: 
I HOT MIX, MULCH AND I I 
I CORRECTED GRANULAR AND I I CONCRETE P. N . 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N . 
P,.-CC-343 79-11 (Fo rmerly 08-MT-84} 
with different types of chemicals (treatment solutions). These 
treatment solutions ranged from inorganic to organic 
compounds . 
Samples were conditioned by soaking them in the various 
treatment solutions for twenty four hours. After the soaking 
period, the samples were removed from solutions and 
surface-dried. The samples were then immersed in three percent 
sodium chloride solution. After twenty four hours, most of the 
solution was decanted and the container sealed to maintain 100 
percent relative humidity. 
A five -cycle freeze-thaw test was then performed on the 
samples . 
5.1.1.1.1 Time Studies 
The minimum time required for satisfactory upgrading of the 
samples was investigated. Samples were soaked in the treatment 
solution for different time intervals. The soaking time ranged 
from 10 minutes to 1440 minutes. At the end of each soaking 
period, the samples were removed and surface dried. Samples 
were then immersed in three percent sodium chloride solution. 
After twenty four hours, the solution was decanted and the 
container sealed to maintain 100 percent relative humidity. 
A five-cycle freeze-thaw test was then performed on the 
samples. 
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5.1.1.1.2 Concentration Studies 
Concentration studies were also conducted to find the 
optimum concentration necessary for satisfactory improvement 
of the samples. 
Six different concentrations ranging from 0.1 percent to 8 
percent of a given treatment solution were prepared. Samples 
were immersed in each of the concentrations for twenty four 
hours. The samples were removed and surface-dried. The samples 
were then soaked in three percent sodium chloride solution. 
After twenty four hours, the solution was decanted and 
container sealed to maintain 100 percent relative humidity. 
A five cycle freeze - thaw test was then performed on the 
samples. 
5.1.1.2 Mixtures 
The deicing salts are known to aggravate the deterioration 
of aggregates and concrete. To lessen the damaging effect of 
these salts, a combined solution containing sodium chloride 
and the treatment solution in 1:1 ratio were examined . 
Samples were soaked in the mixtures for twenty four hours. 
After that, the solutions were decanted and the containers 
sealed to maintain 100 percent relative humidity. 
A five cycle freeze - thaw test was then performed on the 
samples . 
5.1.1.2 . 1 Concentration Studies of the Mixtures 
Various concentrations of the treatment solutions were 
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investigated to find the minimum concentration necessary to 
counteract the damaging effect of the deicing salt (sodium 
chloride) . The salt concentration was kept constant at 0 . 3 
molar. The ratio of the treatment solutions to that of sodium 
chloride ranged from 1 : 30 to 1 : 1 
Samples were soaked in the various concentrations for twenty 
four hours . 
A five cycle freeze - thaw test was then performed on the 
samples. 
5 . 1 . 1 . 3 Post- Treatment Investigations 
Most aggregates contain chlorides in their interstices due 
to the application of deicing salts . The deicing salts are 
predominantly sodium chloride and calcium chloride . 
To find out if the damaging effect of the chloride could be 
reduced, samp l es were pre - soaked in three percent sodium 
chloride and calcium chloride solutions respectively for 
twenty four hours . After the soaking period, the samples were 
surface - dried . They were then immersed in the treatment 
solutions for another twenty four hours . The solutions were 
decanted and a five cycle freeze - thaw test performed on the 
samples . 
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5. 2 Experimental Procedures 
5.2.1 Petrographic Analysis . 
Depuy (1965) amplified the significance of petrographic 
analysis in identifying aggregate characteristics. He noted 
that petrographic examination is the best method for 
predicting aggregate durability. Earlier observations by 
Rhoades and Mielenz ( 1946 ) and Mather and Mather ( 1950) 
support Depuy ' s assertion . Dolar- Mantuani (1969 and 1976), and 
Larson and Cady ( 1969 ) also stressed that petrographic 
examination is a major tool in the evaluation of frost 
susceptibility of aggregates . Robinson (1983 ) reported that 
petrographic examination was able to identify some inferior 
aggregates which the conventional tests failed to detect . 
Petrographic Number ( PN ) determination as practised by 
Ontario ' s Ministry of Transportation and Communication 
identifies many aggregate properties with simple petrographic 
examination and groups the aggregates under a single number . 
The larger the number , the worse the aggregate . The estimation 
of the physical qual ity of the aggregate is very subjective . 
It depends on the person ' s knowledge of the theory of 
aggregate breakdown (Hudec , 1983 ). 
The procedure for the petrographic Number determinat i on lS 
described briefly below . 
About 800 . 0 grams of each sample was washed in order to 
remove dust and clay coatings and surface dried . The rock 
particles were ident i fied and separated into groups according 
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to the physical and chemical qualities, and perceived 
resistance to weathering and behaviour ln surface . Each group 
was weighed separately . The percentage of aggregate in each 
group was multiplied by an assigned factor . Factors of 1, 3, 6 
and 10 were used for good , fair , poor and deleterious 
aggregates respectively . The sum of the products constituted 
the petrographic number . 
5 . 2 . 2 Grain Size Determination 
The importance of grain slze of aggregates has been 
reviewed in section 3 . 1.3 . 
About 400 grams each of the samples were weighed, washed 
and dried ln an oven maintained at 110° C for twenty four 
hours . 
A visual assesment of grain slze was made . Values of 1 , 2 , and 
3 were used to represent fine-, medium-, and coarsed- grained 
rocks respectively . 
Where sample contained a variety of rock types with 
different grain size distribution , such as gravels a weighted 
average grain s i ze was reported . 
5 . 2. 3 Hardness Test 
Hardness is t he ability of a rock to resist abrasion . The 
petrographi c number determination ls based largely on the 
scratch test , l . e the hardness of the rock fragments . The 
hardness test was performed according to A. S . T . M Designation C 
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851. 
The rock particles were separated into soft, medium and 
hard depending on the rock particle's resistance to the 
scratch rod. If the scratch rod made a groove on the rock 
particle, the rock was considered soft but if the scratching 
rod deposited some metal on the rock surface, the rock 
particle was considered hard . Rating of 1, 2, and 3 
represented soft, medium and hard rocks respectively. 
Weighted average hardness was reported for gravel which 
contained a variety of rock types . 
5. 2. 4 Specific Gravity Test 
The specifc gravity of an aggregate has been used as a 
measure of its durability (Ingham and Duniakowska- Koniuszy, 
1965). Low specific gravity aggregate is less durable than 
high specific gravity aggregate. 
The knowledge of bulk specific gravity is also useful in 
calculating the volume occupied by the aggregate in portland 
cement or bituminous concrete . 
Triplicates sets of samples of 9 . 7mm s1ze aggregates were 
washed and dried at 110°C for 24 hours in an oven. The samples 
were cooled and the dried masses were determined. Samples were 
immersed in a pan of degassed water for twenty four hours . The 
mass of the dry pyconometer and when full with degassed water 
were determined . The samples were placed in the pyconometer, 
and then filled completely with water and capped under water. 
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This was to ensure that no bubbles enter the pyconometer. The 
mass of the pyconometer, the sample and water were determined. 
From the measurements, the specific gravity of the sample was 
calculated using the relation; 
S.G= M1/((M2+Ml)-M3) 
where Ml=dried mass, 
M2= mass of pyconometer when full with water. 
M3= mass of pyconometer sample water. 
5.2.5 Absorption Test. 
Absorption is the increase ln the mass of aggregate due to 
water in the pores of the rock, but not including water 
adhering to the outside surface of the particles, expressed as 
percentage of the dry mass. The amount of water in larger 
pores may determine expansion of the aggregate on freezing and 
expulsion of water(ice) into the surrounding cement paste 
(Hudec, 1983). Dolch (1959) observed that nondurable 
aggregates have higher absorption. 
In asphaltic concrete, a highly absorptive aggregate 
increases the amount of asphalt required to achieve a 
satisfactory mix (Rogers, 1978). 
However, Swenson and Chaly (1955) reported that water 
absorption of samples from a gravel pit containing a variety 
of rock types cannot be related to soundness. Sweet (1948), 
and Bayne and Greenland (1949) found out that there was no 
significant relationship between the water absorption values 
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and the field performance of aggregate in concrete pavements . 
Ingham and Dunikowska- Koniuszy ( 1965 ) did not find a direct 
relationship between the magnitude of loss in unconfined 
freeze - thaw tests and water absorption . 
Using Factor Analysis ( a statistical procedure that chooses 
variables which are mostly interrelated and arranges them into 
groups or factors ) on the properties of aggregates, Hudec 
(1983) found the freeze - thaw test ( in water ) was not related 
to absorption . 
In this research, water absorption of the samples was 
determined as described below . Triplicates sets of samples of 
9 . 7 mm size were washed thoroughly and dried at ll0°C for 24 
hours . Af t er cooling , the dried masses of the samples were 
determined . Degassed water was poured onto the aggregates in 
mason jars and samples were left undisturbed for 24 hours . 
The samples were then surface dried and weighed immediately . 
The absorpt i on expressed as a percent was calculated as 
follows ; 
Absorption =( Absorbed mass - dried mass ) /dried mass 
5 . 2 . 6 Degree of saturation Measurement 
Wuerpel and Rexford ( 1940 ), Sweet ( 1940 ) and Bayne and 
Greenland ( 1949 ) observed that the degree of saturation 1s the 
most important factor to consider when dealing with 
aggregate ' s soundness . Dolch ( 1966 and 1978 ) stressed that 
absorption alone is not critical in determining durabili t y but 
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the most important durability factor is the ability of the 
rock to saturate and the degree of saturation attained . 
The Boiling Method was used to determine the degree of 
saturation . 
Triplicates sets of samples were washed and dried at ll0°C 
for 24 hours . The dried samples were weighed and placed in 
mason jars . Samples were immersed in degassed water . The mason 
jars were covered lightly to decrease evaporation. They were 
then placed in a covention oven at 120°C until the water 
boiled vigorously for 15 minutes . They were removed from the 
oven and allowed to cool . After 24 hours the samples were 
removed from the mason jars , surface dried and weighed 
immediately . 
The degree of sat uration expressed as a percent was 
calculated as follows; 
5 . 2 . 7 
V. S . S . D =CV. S . S . D Mass - Dried Mass ) /Dried mass 
where V. S . S . D is the degree of vacuum saturation 
Adsorption Test 
The amount of adsorbed water 1n rock pores is an indication 
of the internal surface area of the sample , and therefore , an 
i n d i rect indicat i on of t he clay conten t in carbonate rocks and 
may be related to t he freeze - thaw durability of the sample 
(Hudec, 1980 , 1983 ). Shakoor et al . ( 1982 ) reported that 
argillaceous carbonates have generally high adsorption due to 
their clay content and will break and popout under hydraulic 
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pressures. 
In this research, water adsorption of untreated and treated 
samples was determined as follows; 
5.2.7.1 Adsorption of Untreated Samples 
Three sets of samples were cleaned and dried at ll0°C for 
24 hours ln mason jars. Samples were allowed to cool to room 
temperature over activated silica gel in a dessicator . The 
samples were then weighed and placed in a humidity chamber. 
The relative humidity and the temperature in the chamber 
were 98 %and 20°C respectively. The chamber's relative 
humidity was maintained by a saturated aqueous solution of 
hydrated cupric sulfate ( CuS04 . 5H2 0). The samples "'Jere kept in 
the chambers for 72 hours. Hudec (198 3 ) reported that 72 hours 
lS sufficient for relative near-equilibrium to be achieved. 
The samples were then weighed and the percent adsorption 
calculated as follows; 
adsorption=(adsorbed mass-dried mass)/dried mass 
5.2.7.2 Adsorption of Treated Samples 
Another set of samples was washed, dried and weighed. The 
samples were then soaked in 3 % sodium chloride (NaCl) 
solution for 24 hours. The samples were redried at ll0°C and 
allowed to cool to room temperature over activated silica gel . 
The samples were then placed in a humidity chamber for 72 
hours. 
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They were then weighed and the percent adsorption was 
calculated as in section 5 . 2 . 7 . 1 . 
5 . 2 . 8 Freeze Thaw Test 
Freeze thaw test of concrete specimens containing the 
actual aggregate is the most direct method for evaluating 
aggregate resistance to frost action (Verbeck and Landgren, 
1960; Dolch , 1978) . 
However, freeze thaw test of concrete specimens lS more 
involved , costly , and time consuming . Uncon£ined freezing test 
of aggregate is simple , cheap and fast . Domestic- type deep 
freeze cabinets can be used instead of more costly 
instrumental laboratory freezers . Dolch ( 1978) stated that a 
test that could be performed on the aggregate alone is always 
desirable . 
Three sets of samples ln labelled mason jars weighing 300 
grams each were washed and dried in oven at 110°C for 24 
hours . 
The samples were then soaked in 3 % sodium chloride (NaCl) 
solution for 24 hours . The sodium chloride solution was used 
to accelerate the test . 
The solution was decanted after 24 hours . The mason jars 
were covered to maintain one hundred percent relative 
humidity . They were placed in a freezer maintained at - 20°C 
or less for 16 hours and thawed at room temperature ( 22°C ) for 
8 hours . One complete freeze thaw cycle was completed in 24 
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hours. The Jars were shaken and turned twice when the samples 
were being thawed. The first and second shaking were done to 
redistribute the sample and the solution in the Jar. Freezing 
and thawing was repeated for five cycles. At the end of the 
five cycles, the remaining solution was decanted, and the 
samples v.1ere dried for 24 hours at ll0°C, cooled and 
backsieved on 9.7mrn sieve. The percent loss in the 
freeze -thaw test was calculated as follows; 
Freeze thaw loss= Hl-1'12/Ml where 
t1l= Initial mass 
M2=Mass retained on 9.7 mm sleve after the test 
5 . 2 . 9 Magnesium Sulphate Soundness Test 
The Magnesium sulphate test (ASTM C 88) covers the testing 
of the aggregates to determine their resistance to 
disintergration by saturated solution of Magnesium Sulphate 
01gS04 ). It furnishes information helpful in judging the 
soundness of aggregates subject to weathering action 
particularly when adequate information is not available from 
service of the material exposed to actual weathering 
conditions. 
Various authors have emphasized that there is little or no 
experimental support for the assumption that the sulphate test 
simulates exposure to freezing and thawing in concrete, or 
gives a reliable indication of field performance. Larson ~ 
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al- (1964) stressed that the sulphate test lS not a reliable 
procedure for predicting the durability of aggregate when 
confined in concrete and that the test should be discontinued 
from specifications as soon as suitable replacement is 
available . Sulphate soundness test failed to correlate with 
field performance in Ontario and therefore rigid specification 
limiting the acceptance of aggregate is not justified 
(Stirrup , 1970 ). The reproducibility and repeatability of the 
test is very poor ( Bloem , 1966 ; and Weast et al . , 1970 ). 
Dolar- Mantuani ( 1978 ) considered the test to be useful if 
it is interpreted by an expert who understands the mechanism 
of deterioration in the test and a knowledge of its 
limitation . 
The Magnesium Sulphate test was performed by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Communication ( MTC ) in Toronto . 
1000 grams of each sample was soaked in a saturated magnesium 
sulphate solution for 16 hours, removed , drained and dried at 
105°C to a constant mass . After five soaking and drying 
cycles , the samples were washed , dr i ed and backsieved on 9 . 7 
mm size sieve and weighed . 
The soundness loss expressed as a percent was calculated by 
the following equation ; 
Soundness Loss = Ml- M2/Ml where 
Ml = initial mass before the test 
M2= mass retained on 9 . 7 mm size sleve after test . 
5.3 Chemical Treatment 
5.3.1 Treatment Materials 
Almost all the aggregate durability problems are related to 
water adsorption and hydration of the cations on the 
aggregates' surfaces. Adsorption and desorption of water 
through either wetting and drying or cycling through freezing, 
cause tensional fatique in rocks. These accelerate the 
breakdown of the aggregates (Dunn and Hudec 1965; Hudec and 
Sitar, 1975; Hudec, 1978, 1980 and 1983). 
Chemical compounds which have the ability to reduce the 
surface processes of adsorption and hydration have a better 
chance of improving aggregate resistance to frost action 
(Hudec, 1983; Robnett, 1983). 
With this in mind, the use of the following chemicals were 
investigated; 
1) Surface Active Agents 
2) Large Cationic Compounds 
3) Highly Electronegative Compounds. 
Important factors that were considered ln the selection of the 
various treatment materials were viscousity, solubility, 
vapour pressure, toxicity, availability, and cost. The 
overriding factors were solubility, availability and cost. 
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5.3.2 Surface Active Agents 
5.3.2.1 Alkyl Dimethyl Benzyl Ammonium Chloride(Maquat). 
The alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride is a quaternary 
ammonium salt characterised by a halide ion and a cationic 
nitrogen atom with four covalent carbon-nitrogen bonds. The 
chemical structure ls illustrated in figure 5.3 
cH). 0 + 
-----------~----------r-cl / 
CH~ 
It is extremely stable, readily soluble ln water and has 
excellent wetting and penetration action. The pH of 5 percent 
maquat solution is in the range of 7-8. 
Other quaternary ammonium salts which were used include 
Alkyl Diquarternary ammonium chloride (Duoquat T/50) and 
Dialkyl Dimethyl Ammonium Chloride(Adogen 432). 
5.3.3 Large Cation Compounds 
Chehovits and Anderson (1981) reported large cations and 
heavy metal cations applied to aggregate surfaces reduce their 
moisture intake. 
Ammonium Nitrate , Ammonium Chloride, and Ammonium Phosphate 
were investigated to see if the large ammonium cation could 
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reduce the aggregates' freeze-thaw loss. 
5.3.4 Highly Electronegative Compounds 
5.3.4.1 Phosphates 
Phosphate, a polyvalent anion, lS known to be the most 
eletronegative compound (Ames, 1976). It has a special 
property of being adsorbed to and essentially becoming part of 
particle surfaces or edges thereby increasing 
electronegativity. Repulsion of the negative surfaces 
increases the dispersion of the negatively charged clay 
particles (Mitchell, 1976). Phosphate is also an effective 
precipitant. It forms an insoluble salt with most cations and 
reduces corrosion of steel. 
With the above consideration, an exhaustive study was 
performed using phosphate compounds. 
5.4 Treatment Method. 
The procedure adopted for this research was soaking the 
aggregates for a specified period of time in the various 
treatment solutions. The soak method is fast, effective and 
practicable (Marek et al., 1972). 
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5.5 Freeze Thaw test (Pretreatment). 
a) Preparation of solutions. 
3 % ammonium phosphate solution was prepared by adding 30 
grams of ammonium phosphate in a litre of triply distiiled 
water. The ammonium phosphate was stirred at frequent 
intervals till all the salt was dissolved . The ammonium 
phosphate solution was stored in a flask. It was covered at 
all times to reduce evaporation and prevent contamination till 
it was needed . Similarly , 3 % solutions of the following 
compounds were prepared; di - and tri sodium phosphate , arnrnoniun 
nitrate, ammounim chloride , calcium chloride , calcium 
superphosphate and the quarternary ammonium salts. 
Note : The preparation of calcium superphospate which 
contained a significant amount of organic impurities was quite 
different from the others. The calcium superphosphate solution 
was left undisturbed for 24 hours after which the solution was 
filtered . The filtrate was stored in a flask . 
b) Freezing and Thawing Procedure 
Washed, cooled oven- dried samples were soaked in 3 % 
ammon i um phosphate solution . After the soaking period the 
samples were removed from the solution and were surface- dried. 
The samples were then immersed in 3 % sodium chloride 
solution . After 24 hours , most of the solution was decanted 
and the container sealed to maintain 100 % relative humidity . 
The proceedure as described in section 5 . 2 . 8 was repeated . 
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c) Different sets of samples were soaked in the other 
treatment solutions for twenty four hours. Then the procedures 
as stated in section 5.2.8 were repeated to measure the 
pretreated freeze-thaw loss of the samples. 
5.5.1 Effect of Water Leaching on Beneficiation. 
Samples were soaked in 3 % ammonium phosphate solution for 
24 hours and surface dried. Deionised water was added to the 
samples. The jars were shaken and the water drained after 8 
hours. The proceedure was repeated thrice. The purpose was to 
check the ease with which the phosphate might leach from the 
treated rocks. The samples were surface-dried and then soaked 
ln three percent sodium chloride solution. 
The freeze thaw procedure as outlined in section 5.2.8 was 
repeated to determine the washed pretreated freeze thaw loss 
of the samples. 
5.5.2. Time Studies 
The minimum time required for treatment to reduce the 
freeze thaw loss of the samples was investigated. 
The samples were soaked in 3 percent ammonium phosphate 
solution for different time intervals. The various soaking 
intervals were 10, 100, 1000 and 1440 minutes respectively. At 
the end of each soaking period, the samples were removed and 
surface-dried. They were then soaked in 3 percent sodium 
chloride solution. 
A five-cycle freeze-thaw test was then performed on the 
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samples. A freeze-thaw loss for each interval was calculated. 
5.5.3 Effect of Concentration of Beneficiating Solution 
The optimum concentration necessary to reduce freeze thaw loss 
of the samples was studied. 
Samples were soaked in 0 . 1, 0.5, 1.0, 5 . 0 and 8.0 percent 
ammonium phosphate solutions respectively. After twenty four 
hours the samples were removed, surface-dried and immersed in 
3 percent sodium chloride solution. 
A five-cycle freeze - thaw test was then performed on the 
samples. A freeze - thaw loss for each concentration was 
computed. 
5.6 Effect of Salt- Solution Mixtures 
The deicing salts are known to aggravate the deterioration 
of aggregates and concrete. The ideal solution to this problem 
lS to use other deicing compounds which are not detrimental to 
aggregate and concrete . Unfortunately these compounds are 
expensive. 
The use of mixtures (sodium chloride and additives like 
sodium phosphate ) were studied . 
A combined solution containing 1.5 % each of sodium 
chloride and sodium phosphate was prepared by dissolving 15 
grams of each of the salts in a litre of water. The solution 
was stirred at frequent intervals till the solutes were 
totally dissolved . 
Samples were soaked ln the mixture for 24 hours. After that, 
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the solution was decanted and the containers sealed to 
maintain 100 percent relative humidity . 
A five - cycle freeze - thaw test was then performed on the 
samples . 
5 . 6 . 1 Concentration Studies of the Mixtures . 
For economic reasons , various concentrations of the sodium 
phosphate solutions were investigated to find the minimum 
concentration necessary to counteract the damaging effect of 
the deicing salt ( sodium chloride ) whose concentration was kept 
constant at 0 . 3 molar . The ratio of sodium phosphate solution 
( additive ) to that of sodium chloride were 1 : 1 , 1 : 3 , 1 : 6 , and 
1 : 30 respectively . 
Samples were soaked ln the various concentrations . 
A five - cycle freeze - thaw test was then performed on the 
samples . The freeze-thaw loss was then calculated for each 
ratio . 
5 . 7 Post - Treatment I nvestigations . 
Most aggregat es contain chlorides in their interstices 
due to the application of deicing salts . The deicing salts are 
predominantly sodium chloride and calcium chloride . 
To find out if the damaging effects of the could be 
checked , samples were presoaked in 3 % sodium chloride 
solution for 24 hours and then surface- dried . They were then 
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immersed in 3 % sodium phosphate solution for 24 hours . 
A five - cycle freeze - thaw test was performed on the samples . 
The freeze - thaw loss was then calculated for the post treated 
samples . 
a ) Different sets of samples were presoaked in 3 % sodium 
chloride solution . After 24 hours , they were surface dried and 
then immersed in various treatment solutions . The above method 
was repeated to measure the post treated freeze thaw loss of 
the samples . 
5 . 7 . 1 Effect of Concentration of Beneficiating Solution 
The effect of concentration of beneficiating solution was 
investigated to find a satisfactory concentration necessary to 
check the damaging effect of the chlorides and at the same 
time produce some cost savin gs . 
Samples were presoaked in 3 % sodium chloride solution for 
24 hours . The solution was drained and the samples were 
surface dried . Samp l es were then immersed in 0 . 1 , 0 . 5 , 1 . 0 , 
5 . 0 and 8 . 0 percen t ammonium phosphate solutions respectively 
for 24 hours . The so l ut i ons were decanted and the containers 
sea l ed to maintain 100 percent relative humidity . A five - cycle 
freeze - thaw cycle was performed on the samples . The freeze -
thaw loss on the post treat ed samples were calculated for each 
concentration . 
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6. Results and Discussion 
6.1 The results of the various tests are tabulated in Table 
6.1. The results of the freeze thaw test on leached pretreated 
samples can be found in Table 6.4. The results of time, 
concentration, and mixture and post - treatment studies are 
found in Tables 6 . 5, 6 . 6, 6 . 7, and 6.8 respectively. The 
petrographic number (PN) determination is also found in 
Appendix B. 
6.2 Statistical Analysis 
All the statistical analysis were done using an IBt~ 3031 
computer at the University of Windsor . 
The data for the variables were entered and submitted to the 
IBM computer using Radio Shack TRS - 80 model 1 via Wylbur 
remote job entry at the Geology Department . S . A. S (Statistical 
Analysis System ) packages were used for the calculations. 
The means, standard deviations, correlation coefficient and 
significance level are tabulated in Tables 6 . 2 and 6.3 . The 
statistical significance of Correlation, Regression Analysis 
and Student t Test are reviewed in sections 6 . 2 . 1 and 6 . 2 . 2 
6 . 2 . 1 Correlation and Regression Analysis 
Simple linear correlation and regression analysis between 
the variables were calculated to find any interrelationships . 
Simple linear correlation assesses the degree of 
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relationship between two variables. It is estimated by the 
simple correlation coefficient "r". Value of "r", which is 
dimensionless varies between +land -1; 
where "r" equals +l expresses perfect sympathy between two 
variables; say x, andy. In other words, x andy have a 
perfect, direct and linear relationship. Both x and y vary 
together. 
"r" equals -1 expresses perfect inverse relationship between x 
and y, i.e, when x increases, y decreases. 
"r" equals 0 means there is no linear relationship between x 
and y. 
Simple linear regression was used to quantify the 
relationship between the variables. The equation is in the 
form of 
Y = a + bX ln which Y lS the dependent variable, 
X lS the independent variable 
a lS the intercept and 
b lS the slope 
In most instances however, the results were plotted on a 
log-log scales. In the case of log-log plots, the regression 
equation is given by the relation; 
logY = blogX + loge 
where C is the Y- intercept 
b is the slope 
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6. 2 • 2 Student t Test 
The t test procedure computes a t statistic for testing 
the hypothesis that the means of two groups of data are equal. 
A paired comparison t test was performed on the means of the 
treated and untreated samples . This was to test whether there 
is a significant difference between the results of the treated 
and untreated samples . 
A test is significant , if the means of two sets of variables 
are different at 0.05 level of signi ficance , and is considered 
highly significant at 0 . 01 level of significance (Walpole and 
Hyers , 1972 ). 
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TABLE 6.1 
Physical Properties and Freezing and Thawing Results 
SANPNO SG ABSORP VSSD ADSORP FRTN ADSNACL PA1'NO BARONS GRANS FRTSOPER FRTOT FRTTT FRTPT MGSO 
1 2.73 2.64 3.00 0.43 25.54 0.64 225 1 1 15.28 14.66 10.09 15.80 35 
2 2.74 1. 47 1. 67 0.19 11.74 0.37 107 3 2 1. 87 1.12 0.89 2.93 6 
3 2.73 0.56 0.64 0.39 50.54 0.46 100 3 1 21.77 23.17 16.66 30.05 10 
4 2.61 3.66 4.42 0.27 22.08 0.36 223 2 2 4.04 5.92 4.01 5.86 22 
5 2.74 0.78 0.80 0.23 8.79 0.39 116 3 3 2.08 2.32 1. 94 2.47 3 
6 2.63 1. 69 1. 88 0.29 25.71 0.36 137 1 2 13.93 14.85 7.28 14.08 27 
7 2.70 0.43 0.66 0.26 15.17 0.36 119 2 2 7.45 8.84 6.42 8.79 15 
8 2.82 0.53 0.55 0.24 6.05 0.40 110 3 3 2.67 2.64 1. 04 2.89 2 
9 2.67 1. 21 1. 54 0.38 18.27 0.53 158 2 2 9.66 9.06 3.06 10.62 6 
10 2.76 0.74 0.81 0.25 26.47 0.35 107 1 2 6.59 8.75 5.11 9.00 4 
11 2.70 0.88 0.92 0.23 13.04 0.33 155 2 3 6.17 6.06 3. 72 5.15 4 
12 2.70 0.73 0.85 0.18 6.33 0.28 129 3 3 3.35 4.37 2.25 4.83 3 
13 2.75 1. 28 1. 64 0.19 3.76 0.40 112 3 3 2.28 2.38 0.42 2.39 4 
14 2.62 3.57 4.18 0.28 6.86 0.42 248 3 1 2.29 2.49 2.26 3.37 11 
15 2.81 1. 98 2.41 0.45 22.29 0.57 101 2 2 14.87 15.30 11.70 14.08 46 
16 2.76 2.64 2.74 0.84 89.34 0.92 663 1 1 60.21 64.54 50.32 62.55 98 
17 2.78 1. 65 2.82 0.10 2.05 0.29 133 3 3 3.37 0.35 0.30 0.80 5 
18 2.60 5.52 7.02 0.18 2.61 0.42 252 1 1 0.28 0.30 0.02 1. 03 34 
19 2.65 1. 05 1. 41 0.23 8.63 0.30 133 3 3 0.78 0.79 0.18 1. 05 4 
20 2.72 0.60 0.69 0.38 28.16 0.45 160 2 2 10.63 16.43 5.88 9.30 6 
21 2.64 2.36 2.46 0.65 56.50 0.78 100 2 1 25.00 29.56 20.53 38.13 38 
22 2. 77 0.35 0.39 0.22 1. 45 0.25 103 3 3 0.97 0.87 0.78 1. 05 1 
23 2.76 0.78 0.89 0.33 19.20 0.45 100 2 2 17.13 15.00 11.70 17.31 8 
24 2.69 1. 87 1. 93 0.56 48.00 0.60 135 2 1 24.66 24.73 18.26 27.72 34 
25 2.67 1. 57 1. 77 0.29 12.93 0.33 137 3 1 4.83 5.32 3.36 4.42 12 
26 2.66 1. 73 1. 98 0.46 39.03 0.55 153 1 1 16.22 15.61 11.61 26.43 43 
27 2.52 4.08 4. 7 4 0.11 3.00 0.36 112 1 2 0.09 0.17 0.02 0.56 26 
28 2 . 72 0.38 0.44 0 .26 14.25 0.34 128 2 2 3.04 5.13 1. 33 1. 88 7 
29 2.64 1. 21 1. 53 0.44 11.22 0.53 123 2 2 1. 66 1. 53 1.10 1. 73 4 
30 2.60 1. 52 1. 83 0.26 9.82 0.34 177 3 3 2. 71 2.81 0.80 2.92 6 
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S.Z\.MPNO 
SG 
ABSORP 
VSSD 
ADSORP 
FRTN 
AD.SNACL 
PATNO 
HP..RDNS 
GRANS 
FRTSUPER 
FRTOT 
FRTTT 
FRTPT 
MGSO 
. NOMENCLATURE 
Sample number 
Specific gravity 
Absorption 
Degree of saturation 
Adsorption {untreated} 
Freeze thaw {3% NaCl} 
Adsorption (treated, NaCl} 
Petrographic number 
Hardness 
Grain size 
Freese thaw {3% NaCl + 3% CaHPO 4 ) 
Freeze that {3% NaCl + 0.05 MNa 2HP0 4 ) 
Freeze that { 3% NaCl + 3% NaHPO 4 ) 
Freeze that {pretreatment) 
Magnesium sulphate soundness 
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Table 6 .2 Mean and Stan dard Deviatian of v·ariab1es. 
VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV SUM t.UNIMUM HAXIMUM 
SG 30 2.69633333 0.06985124 80.89000000 2.52000000 2.8200000 
ABSORP 30 1.64866667 1. 23588788 49.46000000 0.35000000 5.5200000 
VSSD 30 1. 95366667 1. 50904510 58.61000000 0.39000000 7.0200000 
ADSORP 30 0.31900000 0.15972714 9.57000000 0.10000000 0.8400000 
FRTN 30 20.294333 U 19.59570479 608.83000000 1.45000000 89.3400000 
ADSNACL 30 0.43766667 0.14975113 13.13000000 0.25000000 0. 9200000 
PATNO 30 158.53333333 104.72977818 4756.00000000 100.00000000 663.0000000 
HARDNS 30 2.16666667 0.79147759 65.00000000 1.00000000 3.0000000 
GRANS 30 2.00000000 0.78783860 60.00000000 1. 00000000 3.0000000 
FRTSUPER 30 9.52933333 12.12737852 285.88000000 0.09000000 60.2100000 
FRTOT 30 10.16900000 13.01606894 305.07000000 0.17000000 64.5400000 
FRTTT 30 6.76800000 10.04572182 203.04000000 0.02000000 50.3200000 ,..... 
FRTPT 30 10.97300000 13,88444705 329.19000000 0.56000000 62. 550000~0 
MGSO 30 17.46666667 :0.56232466 524.00000000 1.00000000 98.0000000 
\; 
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TABLE 6. 3 ~ 
Correlation Coefficients 'I 
SG ABSORP vsso ADSORP FR'rN ADSNACL PATNO HARDNS GRANS FR'l'SUPER FRTOT FRTTT 
SG 1.00000 
0.0000 
ABSORP -0.58767 l...._QQQQQ 
0 .(i(i"()6 0.0000 
VSSD -o.~. 0 . ..3.Mll l.OOOUv 
0,0011 0.0001 0.0000 
ADSORP 0.10474 0.06146 -0.02758 l. OOOOt> 
0.5817 0.7470 0.8850 0.0000 
FR'rN 0.10897 0.04766 -0.03906 0 ,_90120 LilllJlJlll. 
0.5665 0 . ..§.Ql.S_ 0.8376 0.0001 0.0000 
ADSNACL 0.07431 0.26344 0.18347 0.9~ 0.82328 L.Q.Q..QQ_Q 
0.6963 0.1596 0.3318 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 
PATNO -0.03338 0.41180 0.36790 0.~437.§. Q_,2.§.ll.fi 0. 570!3 l.QQQQQ 
0 :.§§hQ_ 0.0238 0.0455 0.0019 0.0012 0.0010 0.0000 
HARDNS 0.26716 -0.43090 -0.38653 -0.36959 -0.40958 -0.45337 -0.34805 l.OQQQQ 
0.1535 0.0174 0.0349 0.0444 0.0246 0.0119 0.0595 0.0000 
GRANS 0.25691 -0.48483 -0.42085 -0.6.!12.£.5.. -0.6Q6~6 -Q .62511 -0.35314 0.49770 1.00000 
9.1705 0.0066 0.0206 0.0004 0.0004 0.0002 0.0556 0.0051 0.0000 
' 
FR'l'SUPER 0.21284 0.06642 -0.01152 0 . .Bll.5Jl] 0.91:i1l 0.84Q12 Q, fi12Z6 -0.39976 -0.52Z5Q L Oilll.ll1l 
-0.2588 0.7273 0.9518 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0286 0.0027 0.0000 
FRTOT 0.18987 0.0:,953 -0.02317 0 _B.9.il] 0.9600J O......ilBOL 0.6HQ5 -0.40533 - 0 ...5.3.0Jill 0 . .9..92.1.0 l.OOOOO 
0.3149 0.7547 0.9033 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0263 0.0026 0.0001 0.0000 
FR'I'TT 0.19953 0.10044 0.01919 o .. ~ 0.94228 Q., 8320!1 0.69978 -0.37909 -0 .5JQHi 0 . 9.5l QllJ1 Q. 2812f>_ l.OOO!,!U 
0.2905 0.5974 0.9198 0.0001 0.0001 0. 0001 o.ooot 0.0388 0.0026 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 
FRTPT 0.14216 0.08007 -0.00317 0.~ 0,21J25 Q,B5435 O.SBS:Z5 -0.39269 -Q_~SJiill 0 .5l..2.5.1Jl Q_, 9.7--'-ll. 0...9..71Ji5.. 
0.4536 0.6740 0.9868 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0007 0.0318 0.0007 0.0001 o.oooo 0.0001 
MGSO -0.05495 0.~ 0.43196 0.74600 0.75231 O.:Z9B03 0.73955 -0.2QBBO -0.60239 0 . .lil1l.1i 0,81019 Q.!J3740 
O.llll 0.0049 0.0171 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0004 o:o-oo4 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
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Table 6.3.B Lo g . Correlation coeff icients 
v v v v v ~ v., v8 V9 
"to "u ''I 2 vl3 v11o 
1 2 3 4 5 
') 1.00000 
0.0000 
v2 -0.55658 1.00000 
0.0014 o.onoo 
v3 -0.55fi77 0.98827 1.00000 
0. OOllo 0.0001 0.0000 
v., 0.11781 0.06756 -0.00173 1.0()001) 
u.5353 0.7228 0.9928 0.0000 
v~ 0.06856 0.04520 -0.019115 0.84248 1.oonoo 
0.7188 0.8125 0.9187 0.0001 o.oooo 
vb 0.04809 0.39157 0.33614 0.83133 0.69747 1. 00000 
0.8008 0.3224 0 .. 693 0.0()01 0.0001 0.0000 
v., 0.19608 0.51134 0.49292 0.3)589 0.22549 0.39431o 1.00000 0.2988 0.0039 0.0057 0.0890 0.2309 0.0311 0.0000 
v 0. 27317 
-0.42395 
-0.39106 
-0.25157 
-0.34297 
-0.42946 
-0. 3871)6 J. 00000 8 0.1441 0.0196 0.032fi 0,1694 0.0635 0.0179 0 •. 3116 n.oooo 
~ 0.237~0 -0.119182 -0.411532 -0.59137 -0.54382 -0.65810 -0.4036R 0.43R92 1.00000 0.2063 0.0058 I). 0137 0.0006 0.0019 0.0001 0.0270 0,0152 o'roooo 
\1 0. '•15 7 8 
-o.1n14 
-0.16082 0.77>48 0.83fi93 O.fi036o 0.17607 
-0.14227 
-0.3q5f)1 1.1JOOOO in 0.0223 0.5168 0.3959 0.0001 O.OOnl 0.0004 0.3520 0.4533 0,0>07 'l.OCOO 
v 0. 283lo/ 
-0.13398 
-0.19732 0. 811 f) 56 0.90330 0.62585 0.18765 
-0.22517 
-0.43788 0. ~ l1 ~ 112 1.0000 11 0.12!10 0.4803 u. 2960 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.3207 0.2316 0.0155 1.0(101 0.000 
v (J.37789 
-0.18237 
-0.23936 0.79956 0.84710 0.55601 0.12694 -n.ogq74 
-0.38760 0.95/56 0.95281 1.oonoo 12 0.0395 0.3348 0.2027 0.0001 IJ.OOOL 0.0014 0.5038 O.finon 
. 0. 03113 ) . 0001 0.0001 0.0000 
v 0.21285 0.03480 
-0.02804 0.83238 1),90789 0.71581 n. 215112 
-n.318>7 
-0.55850 0. 92r37 0.95634 0.916~2 1. oouoo 13 0.2588 0.8552 0.8831 0.0()01 0.0001 o.onn1 0.2529 0.0864 •, 0.0013 l.f1001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 
v 
-0. H377 0.68617 0.66133 0.5061)4 0.56372 0.68550 () .11795q 
-0.64833 
-o. 711567 (}. 5'J277 0.43144 0.33451 o. 55834 1.00000 
111 0.0q13 0.0()01 0.0001 (). 0()1o3 0.0012 0.0001 o. 0073 0.0001 0.0001 1). II~ 18 0.0173 0.0708 0.0014 0.0000 
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NO~An•c LATUR E 
vl = Log Specific Gravity 
v2 = Log Absorption 
v3 = Log Degree of Saturation 
v4 = Log Adsorption ( untreated ) 
Vs = Log Freeze Thaw ( NaCL ) 
v6 = Log Adsorption ( treated ) 
v7 = Log Patrographic ~lumber 
Vg = Log Hardness 
Vg = Log Grain Size 
V1o = Log Freeze Thaw ( 3% NaCL + 3~ CaHP04 ) 
V11 = Log Freeze Thaw ( 0. 3 ~NaCL + 0.05 ~~ Ja 2HP0 4 ) 
V12 = !..og Freeze Thaw ( 3% NaCL + 1. 5· ·~1Na -2R~o 4 ) 
\!1$ = Log Freeze n-.aw ( pretreated ) 
V14 = Log Magnesium Sulphate 
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6.3 Relationships Among Various Tests 
Three durability parameters i.e freeze thaw, magnesium 
sulphate and adsorption, which have high correlation with the 
rest of the variables, were used as the basis for discussion. 
6.3.1 Freeze Thaw and Adsorption 
From Table 6.3, the freeze thaw loss has the highest 
positive relationships with adsorption. The correlation 
coefficient (r) equals 0.842 and at 0.0001 level of 
significance. The r 2 value shows that 70.97 percent of the 
variation in the value of freeze thaw loss is accounted for by 
the linear relationship with adsorption. 
Fig. 6.1 shows the log-log plot freeze thaw loss (in 3% NaCl 
solution) versus adsorption (98% relative humidity). The 
regresion line is represented by the equation; 
Frtn = 4.85An~·161 where 
Frtn=Freeze thaw loss in 3 percent sodium chloride 
solution. 
Ads = Adsorption at 98 percent relative humidity. 
4.85 = intercept 
It should be noted that the regression equation can be used 
for similar type of rocks but not applicable to all rock 
types. 
Hudec (1983) also reported a good positive correlation 
between freeze thaw loss and adsorption. Stark (1976) also 
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observed that the degree of saturation as measured by 
adsorption is likely to give a much better indication of 
susceptibility to freeze thaw damage in concrete. 
Deterioration due to freezing and thawing is most strongly 
related to adsorption. Since the adsorption test is easier to 
perform than the freeze thaw test , the adsorption test can be 
performed instead of freezing and thawing test or as a check 
on freeze thaw test . 
6 . 3 . 2 Freeze Thaw ( Untreated ) and Freeze Thaw (Treated) 
Figs. 6.2, 6 . 3, 6.4, and 6 . 5 represent the graphs of the 
following; 
a)Freeze thaw ( 3%NaCl ) versus freeze thaw(3%Nacl/3% CaHP04 
mixture). 
b ) Freeze thaw ( 3%NaCl ) versus Freeze thaw (. 3MNaCl/O . OSMNa2HP04 
mixture ). 
c)Freeze thaw ( 3%NaCl versus Freeze thaw (. 3MNaCl/0 . 3MNa2HP04 
Mixture ) 
d ) Freeze thaw ( 3%NaCl versus Freeze thaw (. 3MNa2 HP04 
preatment/3%NaC l) 
As would be expected the correlation coefficients of the 
untreated and treated freeze thaw tests are highly positive 
and at 0 . 0001 level of significance as shown in Table 6 . 3B 
There is no significant difference in the slopes of the 
regression lines of t he log- log plots but as the freeze thaw 
loss of the treated samples decreases there is also a 
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3.6 4.0 
corresponding decrease in the slope of the regression lines . 
The decrease in slope shows that treatment reduces the freeze 
thaw loss of the samples but the low quality samples show 
better improvement than the high quality samples as shown by 
the Table below; 
Freeze- Thaw Loss on Aggregates with 
3% NaCl 3%(NaCl+CaHP04) . 3M( NaCl +Na2HP04 ) , 3M N~ HP04 p ' tment 
2 . 05 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 0 0 . 80 
11.22 l. 66 1.10 1 . 73 
22 . 08 4 . 04 4 . 01 5 . 8 6 
39.03 16 . 22 11 . 61 26 . 43 
48 . 00 24 . 66 18 . 26 27 . 72 
56 . 50 25 . 00 20 . 53 38 . 13 
6. 3 • 3 Freeze Thaw and Magnesium Sul phate Soundness 
The freeze thaw loss results show a high positive 
corre l ation with magnesium sulphate loss . The correlation 
coeff i cient " r " equa l s 0 . 506 and a t 0 . 004 level of 
signi ficance . 
Voll ick a n d Skillman ( 1957 ) and Hudec ( 1978 ) also found a 
high correlation between freeze thaw loss and magnesium 
sulphate loss . The growth of salt crystals in the rock pores 
produce disruptive int ernal forces s i milar to the action of 
freezing in water in l arge rock pores . 
The log- log plot of freeze thaw loss versus magnesium 
sulphate loss in Fig . 6 . 6 shows a wide scatter . It is 
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gO 
therefore not advisable to forecast the results of one test 
from the other, except within wide limits. 
A similar view has been expressed by Verbeck and Landgren 
(1960). According to them, "the mechanism of disruption in 
sulphate soundness is different", and "such test has only 
rough and uninterpretable empirical correlation with aggregate 
performance in concrete. 
6.3.4 Freeze-thaw and Absorption 
Fig. 6.7 shows a scatter of freeze-thaw loss versus 
absorption. There is a positive correlation between the 
percent freeze-thaw loss and percent absorption. The 
correlation coefficient (r) equals 0.8025 at a significance 
level of 0.04. 
However, Ingham and Dunikowska-Koniuszy (1965) obtained a 
poor correlation between freeze thaw loss and absorption. This 
1s opposite to the author's findings. 
Even though, absorption is related to freeze thaw loss as 
evidenced by the high positive correlation coefficient, some 
durable samples like the Detroit River Group have absorption 
in excess of 4.0 percent. 
Similar finding was reported by Brink and Timms (1966). They 
stated that while absorption was related to the soundness of 
aggregates, the relationship was not sufficiently good to 
enable absorption to be used in specifications. 
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6.3.5 Freeze Thaw Loss and Degree of Saturation 
Fig. 6.8 shows the graph of freeze thaw loss versus degree 
of saturation. Even though the scatter diagram shows a poor 
correlation, there is a high positive correlation between 
freeze thaw loss and degree of saturation. The correlation 
coefficient (r) equals 0.83 at a significance level of 0.0001. 
This is higher than the correlation between freeze thaw loss 
ctnd absorption. 
The above result supports the findings of Wuerpel and 
Rexford (1940), Sweet (1940), Bayne and Greenland (1949) and 
Dolch (1978) who found out that absorption alone is not 
critical in determining durability but the degree of 
saturation attainable is the most important. 
6.3.6 Freeze Thaw Loss and Grain Size Distribution 
Fig. 6.9 shows the scatter diagram of freeze-thaw loss 
and grain size distribution. The lines show the general trend 
of freeze-thaw loss and grain size distribution. There is 
negative correlation between freeze thaw loss and grain size 
distribution i.e, as the grain sizes diminish, the freeze thaw 
loss increases. Shakoor et al. (1982) obtained similar results 
when they studied some argillaceous carbonates. 
Water in small pore sizes have lower vapour pressure over it 
than the bulk water. Water is therefore forced to enter the 
rocks to a degree greater than the available space, thus 
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3 
coarse 
caus1ng expansion and deterioration (Hudec, 1982) . 
It is interesting to note that large pores or large grain 
sizes allow water to freeze and therefore a positive 
correlation between freeze - thaw loss and grain size should 
have been obtained . Since small pores lower the freezing 
temperature of water and amount of 1ce to be formed in rock 
particles, the conclusion drawn by Dunn and Hudec (1965 ) that 
unsoundness in many rocks was not related to the quantity of 
ice which form under cooling conditions but to the quantity of 
non- freezable water is valid . 
6.3.7 Freeze- thaw Loss and Hardness 
Fig . 6 . 10 shows the scatter diagram of freeze - thaw loss 
and hardness . The lines show the general trend of freeze- thaw 
loss and hardness . There is a poor but significant correlation 
between freeze thaw l oss and hardness . In other words , 
hardness per se , 1s unrelated to the durability of the 
aggregates . In a similar research , Gray and Renninger ( 1967 ) 
also concluded that aggregates which fail scratch hardness 
test , may make strong , sound and durable concrete. 
Hudec and Russe l l (1979 ) a l so observed that strength and 
durab i lity are not synonymous terms when they studied some 
sedimentary rocks i n Southern Ontario . They concluded that 
rock units with high strength characteristics do not necessary 
have high durability characteristics . The author ' s work 
supports their conclusion . 
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6.3.8 Freeze-thaw Loss and Petrographic Number 
Since petrographic examination characterizes rocks 
according to rock type, hardness, grain size and degree of 
weathering, it would be expected that freezing and thawing 
loss will correlate very well with the petrographic number . 
Fresh, hard and coarse - grained rocks resist freezing and 
thawing action better than weathered soft and porous rocks . 
Fig . 6 . 11 shows a scatter diagram of freeze - thaw loss 
versus the petrographic number determination. A high positive 
correlation was found between freeze - thaw loss and the 
petrographic number . The relationsh i p is also significant at 
0 . 001 level . 
This supports a published report by Larson and Cady ( 1969 ). 
They found out that petrographic examination is a major tool 
in the evaluation of frost suscept i bility of aggregates . 
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6. 3. 9 Magnesium Sulphate Loss and Hardness 
Fig. 6.12 shows the graph of magnesium sulphate loss versus 
hardness. The boundary lines show the general trend of the 
variation between magnesium sulphate soundness and hardness. 
There is a negative high correlation between magnesium 
sulphate loss and hardness and at 0.0004 level of 
significance. Bell (1980) reported that the stress produced 
by magnesium sulphate crystals in small rock pores is 
equivalent to 100 MNJm2. This is often sufficient to cause 
disruption. Hence, hard rocks which are able to resist the 
stresses have low magnesium sulphate losses. 
Harvey et al. (1978) also found an lnverse relation between 
magnesium sulphate loss and hardness, i.e, magnesium sulphate 
loss increases with decreasing hardness. 
6.3.10 Magnesium Sulphate loss and Absorption 
The scatter diagram between magnesium sulphate loss and 
absorption is shown in Fig. 6.13. The correlation coefficient 
of 0.50 although not high, is significant at 0.004 level. 
Harvey et al. (1978) and Hudec (1983) obtained a much high 
correlation between the magnesium sulphate loss and 
absorption. It is worthwhile to note that samples with high 
absorption like the Detroit River Group also have high 
magnesium sulphate losses. Apparently, the samples with high 
absorption allow more magnesium sulphate solution to enter the 
rock pores. When the solution crystallizes in the rock pores, 
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the tensile stresses cause greater deterioration. 
6.3.11 Magnesium Sulphate Loss and Petrographic Number. 
Petrographic number is based mainly on hardness and degree 
of weathering of the rocks. Magnesium sulphate test produces 
tensile stresses in rock pores (Hudec, 1983), and therefore, 
it is expected to have high positive correlation with 
petrographic number. 
Fig. 6.14 shows a scatter diagram between magnesium 
sulphate loss and petrographic number. The correlation 
coefficient of 0.74 at 0.0001 percentile between magnesium 
sulphate loss and petrographic number supports the above 
assertion. As the degree of weathering of rock particles 
increases (high petrographic numbers), the magnesium sulphate 
loss also increases. 
This supports the research work of Hudec (1981 and 1983). 
He reported that petrographic number showed high correleration 
with magnesium sulphate loss. 
6.3.12 Magnesium Sulphate Loss and Adsorption 
Fig. 6.15 shows the log-log plot relationship between 
magnesium sulphate loss versus water adsorption at 98 percent 
relative humidity. There is a positive correlation between 
magnesium sulphate and adsorption and is highly significant at 
0.0043 level. In other words, the higher the adsorption, the 
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• 
greater the loss in the magnesium sulphate test. 
The samples which were treated with sodium chloride 
solution before the adsorption test has higher correlation 
coefficient (r) equals 0.69 with the magnesium sulphate loss 
than the untreated samples (r=O.Sl). The scatter diagram for 
the treated sample is shown in Fig.6.16. 
The slope of the magnesium sulphate loss versus adsorption 
(treated) is twice that of the adsorption(untreated). Hence, 
treating the rocks with salt increases their deterioration. 
6.3.13 Adsorption and Freeze Thaw Loss of Treated Samples 
Figures 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 6.20 show the log-log plots of 
the following; 
a) Adsorption versus Freeze Thaw(3% NaCl/3% CaHP04 mixture) 
b) Adsorption versus Freeze Thaw(.3M NaCl/O.OSM Na2HP04 
mixture) 
c) Adsorption versus Freeze Thaw(.3M NaCl/0.3M Na2HP04 
mixture) 
d) Adsorption versus Freeze Thaw(.3M Na2HP04 Pretreatment/.3M 
NaCl) 
The correlation coefficients for a), b), c), and d) above are 
0.773, 0.841, 0.799, and 0.832 respectively. They are all 
significant at 0.0001 levels. 
The most interesting aspect of the treated samples worth 
mentioning is the reduction of the slope between the 
adsorption and the freeze thaw losses. Treating the samples 
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• 
75 
4.0 
with the various chemicals satisfied the adsorption sites and 
made the freeze thaw losses less dependent on adsorption. 
The author's observation supports the assertion of Hudec 
(1978, 1980 and 1983), and Robnett (1983) that any treatment 
that reduces water adsorption on rock surfaces, increase their 
resistance to weathering. 
6. 3.14 Adsorption Untreated and Adsorption Treated 
Fi8. 6.21 shows the scatter diagram of adsorption 
untreated versus adsorption treated. The correlation 
coefficient r equals 0.831 and is very significant at 0.001 
level. 
The equation of the line lS given by; 
Y=8. 529X1.2969 where 
Y is adsorption untreated and 
X lS adsorption treated. 
The salt increased the adsorption of the treated samples as 
compared to the untreated samples. 
Since adsorption is strongly related to freeze thaw and 
magnesium sulphate losses, any treatment (e.g. deicing salt) 
which increases adsorption on rock and concrete surfaces will 
definately increase deterioration. 
6.3.15 Adsorption and Grain Size 
Figure 6.22 shows a scatter diagram of adsorption versus 
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grain size. There is an inverse relationship between 
adsorption and grain size. The "trend" is significant at 
0.0004 level. In other words, as the grain size decreases, 
adsorption increases. 
Verbeck and Landgren (1960) reported similar findings that 
fine-grained rocks adsorb and attain higher degree of 
saturation than coarse-grained rocks. 
Since fine-grained rocks adsorb more water vapour from the 
atmosphere, they are likely to deteriorate faster than coarse-
grained rocks. 
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6.4 Significance of the Chemical Treatment 
6.4.1 Pretreatment 
The results of freeze thaw test on the pretreated samples 
can be found in Table 6.1. 
The freeze-thaw loss of the untreated samples was higher as 
compared to the freeze thaw loss of the pretreated samples. 
A student t test analysis on the results is shown below; 
Mean 
Freeze thaw loss(NaCl) 
Freeze thaw loss(Pretreated) 
Difference 
t 
20.29 
10.97 
9.32 
0.0001 
The t value reveals that pretreating the samples with the 
phosphate improved the freeze thaw loss significantly over the 
untreated samples at 0.0001 confidence level. 
The surface coverage of the samples by the phosphate helped 
reduce their adsorption capacity (Mitchell, 1976). The 
reduction in adsorption capacity increased the soundness of 
the rocks. Robnett (1983) claimed that when adsorption on rock 
samples is reduced, significant increases in the strength, 
impact resistance, and resistance to freeze thaw of the 
aggregates result. 
6.4.1.1 Effect of Water Leaching on Pretreated Samples. 
The results of freeze thaw test on the leached pretreated 
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samples are tabulated in Table 6.4. 
A student t test at 95 percent confidence level showed that 
there was no significant difference between the results of the 
leached pretreated samples and unleached pretreated samples. 
The insignificant amounts of the compounds leached from the 
internal rock surfaces, suggest that the phosphates and the 
quarternary ammonium salts have strongly adhered to the 
internal rock surfaces. This will make the aggregates 
permanently resistant to frost attack. Since the compounds 
have adhered to the rock surfaces, they would not contribute 
to the pollution of groundwater. 
6.4 .1.2 Time Studies 
The results of the freeze thaw test on the samples 1n the 
timed immersion in treatment solutions are reported in Table 
6 • 5 • 
The student t test was performed on the difference in means of 
the freeze thaw losses in sodium chloride and treatment 
solutions at various timed intervals . 
A test is significant, if the means of two sets of variables 
are different at 0.05 level of significance. 
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TABLE 6.4 LEACHING 
Samples were pre t reated with the solutions, then leached three ( J ) 
t imes i n •.vat er and saturated in J% NaCl for twenty-four ( 24) hours and 
then freeze thawed in J% NaCl. 
J% Maquat J% Maquat J% (NH4)2 J% (NH4)2P04 3% Duoquat freeze leached F.T. in 
thawed in 3 times in HP04 F.T. leached 3% NaCl in 3% NaCl J times in 3% NaCl water/ F.T. water/ F.T. I SAMPLES in 3% NaCl in 3%. NaCl I 
l. 26.54 26.91 24.00 26.00 I 30.22 
2. ' J3.10 J4,4o 29.59 )0.39 31.44 
J. l. 59 3.14 2.77 J,JJ 5.90 
4. 16.63 17.77 13.18 18.22 1).08 
5· 19.10 19.96 16.'38 16.4'5 20.28 
!x=l9.J9 x=2o.44 x=l7.18 lx=18.88 1X=2o.18 
ls=10.61 s=10,42 is= 9.21 s= 9.22 s= 9.81 
I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I I 
LEGEND1 
x=mean 
s=standard deriation 
F .~.=freeze t haw 
11 9 
j~ I:ucquai 
leached 
3 t i mes ir 
waterjF.T. 
in 3%Na::l 
30.99 
34.28 
6.30 
14.08 
?1 . ?f.. 
x=2LJ8 
s=10.38 
TABLE 6.5 TIME STUOIES 
Samples were pre-treated with 3% (NH 4 l 2HP0 4 for one thousand (1000) minutes, six hun d r e d 
(GO O) minutes, and one hunrlred (100) minutes, and then ten (10) minutes, respectively. Th e y wer e 
then saturated in 3 % NaCl solution for twenty-four (24) hours and freeze-thawed in 3% NaCl 
solution. 
~ Jl f Q I £ 
1440 minutes 1000 minutes uno minutes 1nn minutes 10 mimute s 
5•~ (NHt
1
) 211P0 4 3% ( NH 4 ) 2HPOt1 3% ( N H 4 ) 2 H PO 4 3% (NII 4 ) 2HPC\ 3* (NH 4 ) HP0 4 /. ~ % 
SM1PLES 3% NaCl 3% NaCl 3% NaCl H NaCl 3!); NaCl NaCl 
l. 16.27 15.21 15.72 ] q. 5 ~ 22.08 28.]1) 
2. 2.97 4.26 4. 71 5.02 5. 9 8 14.2 3 
3. 33.06 37.29 37. 13 37.50 40. 21 4R.nn 
4. 4. 8 4 6.17 7.01 9.03 9.79 12. 9 'i 
5. 7,39 4.57 5 .53 5. 77 7. 2 4 22 .0 8 
-1·1eans x 12.77 13.50 14,02 15.57 17.57 25 .0 8 
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The significant level t h · a eac tlme interval ls reported 
below; 
Time PR)lTl 
10 minutes 0.0384 
100 minutes 0.0229 
600 minutes 0.0128 
1000 minutes 0.0107 
1440 minutes 0 . 0078 
where PR)lTl is the percentile at various time intervals 
From the t test analysis, soaking the samples in the phosphate 
solution for only 10 minutes produced a significant 
improvement in the freeze thav.1 loss of the samples. 
This shows that the phosphate anions attach themselves at a 
fast rate to the rock surfaces. It can be deduced from above 
that large volumes of the aggregates can be treated in a day, 
since time h70uld not be a limiting factor. 
6 .4.1. 3 Concentration Studies (Pretreatment) 
The results of the concentration studies which were 
conducted to find the optimum concentration of the phosphate 
for significant reduction of freeze thaw loss of the samples 
are reported ln Table 6.6 
A student t test was performed on the means of the various 
concentrations' freeze thaw loss and that of 3 % NaCl freeze 
thaw loss of the samples. 
The significance level for the various concentrations are 
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TABLE 6.6 CONCENTRATION STUDIES 
Samples were treated with 0.1%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 5%, 8%(NH4 )2HP04 and after 
twenty-four ( 24 ) hours, J% NaCl was added to the drained samples. 
I 2- <::- <::-SAMPLES .1 (NH!.J.) 2HP04 O. ~-(NH4 ) 2HPo4 1%HP~ 5%HPO 4 8%HPO 4 J%NaCl 
J% NaCl J" NaCl J%NaCl J%NaC1 J%NaC1 J%NaCl 
1. 22.03 
I 
18.88 17.65 16.27 18.29 27.85 
2. 8.59 5.59 2.97 2.97 4.68 9.66 I 
J. 46.66 41.62 33.06 33.06 35.88 50.16 
4. 10.78 8.49 I 4.84 4.84 3.88 11.39 
" 
10.2'1 10.01 7.19 7.39 'i.31 22.08 
I 
x 19.66 16.92 14.91 12.77 13.61 24.22 
s 16.03 14.67 11.80 11.21 l 13.79 16.06 
I I 
I 
1 2 2 
reported below; 
Concentration PR)lTl 
0.1% Phosphate 0 . 0889 
0.5% Phosphate 0 .0 094 
l. 0% Phosphate O.OOG5 
3.0% Phosphate 0.0001 
8.0% Phosphate 0.0001 
From the student t test, 0.5 % and higher concentrations of 
phosphate solution can be used to pretreat the samples. The 
low concentrations of the phosphate needed to beneficiate the 
samples reduce the cost involved in the pretreatment. 
Industrial Minerals(l982) reported that prices of 
phosphates are falling continuously. Pretreating the 
aggregates with phosphates in the near future will be more 
economical. 
6. 4. 2 Mixtures 
Table 6.7 shows the results of the freeze thaw test on the 
samples in a combined solution of sodium chloride and sodium 
phosphate mixtures. 
The freeze thaw loss l n 3 % NaCl solution of samples was 
higher as compared to the freeze thaw loss of the samples ln a 
combined solution of sodium chloride and the phosphates . 
A satistical analysis using the student t test was 
performed on the samples. The analysis indicated that even 
when the ratio of the sodium chloride to sodit-m phosphate was 
6:1, the improvement in the freeze thaw loss was significant 
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TABLE 6.7 CONCENTRATION OF MIXTURES 
The samples were soaked for twenty-four (24) hours in mixtures of Na2HP04 
and NaCl. The ratio of the mixtures in concentration were 1:1, 1:3, 1:6, and 
1s30, The samples were freeze-thawed in those mi~tures. 
0,3M Na2HP04 O.lM Na2HP04 0.05M Na2HP04 
0.01 NNa2 J~aCl 
0.3M Nacl 0.3M NaC1 HP04 SAI'ilPLES 0.3M NaC1 o.)MNaCl 
1. 5.88 12.00 16.43 18.63 27.85 
2. 1.33 2.27 5.13 6.60 9.66 
3. 18.26 21.62 24.72 35.23 50.16 
4. 3.36 5.37 7.32 9.99 11.39 
'), 4 01 4 22 'i q2 14 11 22.08 
x 6.57 9.10 11.90 16.91 24.22 
1 24 
at 0.0001 confidence level. 
6.4.2.1 Economic Considerations 
Deicing salt (sodium chloride) is inexpensive, and 
therefore, any additive to the deicing salt, increases the 
overall cost in melting the ice. 
In view of this a cost comparison was performed between sodium 
chloride and a combined sodium chloride/sodium phosphate 
mixture . 
Listed below are the approximate prlces of the salts used, 
the cost may vary depending on the location and market demand 
of those salts . 
Salt 
sodium chloride ( deicer ) 
sodium phosphate ( additive ) 
Price, $/kg . 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 50 
If the sodium phosphate is used alone to melt the ice, the 
cost per kilogram will be twice as much as that of sodium 
chloride alone . Furthermore , sodium phosphate is less soluble 
in water , hence a larger amount of the salt would have to be 
used to melt a given amount of ice compared to sodium 
chloride . 
As previously stated , the sodium chloride/sodium phosphate 
ratio of 6 : 1 , reduced the freeze thaw loss significantly at 
0 . 0001 confidence level. 
The uni t cost of the mixture would be ; 
0 . 25 ( NaCl ) + 0 . 08 ( Na 2HP04 )= $0 . 33/kg 
1 2 5 
From the calculation, the mixture increased the cost of the 
sodium chloride by 8 cents only but resulted l n significant 
improvement in the freeze thaw loss. 
The total cost would be less in practice slnce labour, 
repalr and maintenance costs would also be reduced. 
The mixture is therefore an excellent and economic alternative 
to minimise the deterioration of pavements. 
6.4.3 Post-Treatment 
The result of the post-treatment lS tabulated in Table 6.8 . 
The results show clearly, that all the treatment solutions 
were able to curtail the damaging activities of the deicing 
salts in the rock pores. 
The student t test analysis also demonstrated that 0.1 percent 
sodium phosphate solution upgraded the samples significantly 
at 0.0001 confidence level. 
In practice therefore, the phosphates should be applied to 
sensitive areas like bridge decks having large quantities of 
deicing salts. The phosphates will reduce the deterioration 
and spalling at the bridge decks. 
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TABLE 6 I 8 POST TREATMENT 
Samples were treated with J% NaCl for twenty-four ( 24 ) hours and then 
drained, surface dried, and 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 5%, 8% (NH4 )2HP04 were added, 
3% NaCl 3%NaCl J% NaCl 3% NaCl 3% 0.1 (NH4) 2HP04 0.5% (1';1i4 )2Po4 l%(NH4)2PH0 5%PC~- 8%NH~ SAMPLES 4 
l. 5.02 3.55 1.50 0.?3 0~50 
2. I 2.19 1.26 1. 04 1.33 0.42 
3 . 25.66 18.30 14.36 ?.86 6.?9 
4~ 4.97 I 
3.82 2.39 1.3? 2.93 
') 
_5_' 89 'i 22 l qc:; 3 ')1 l h8 
x 8.?4 6.44 4.65 2.96 2.86 
s 9.56 6.?8 5.53 2.93 2.6J 
. 
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6.5 Assesment of Various Treatment Solutions and Mechanisms 
Involved in Upgrading the Frost Resistance of Aggregates 
6.5.1 Surface Active Agents 
6.5.1.1 Alkyl Dimethyl Benzyl Ammonium Chloride (Maquat) 
6.5.1 .1.1 Pretreatment 
The alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride improved the 
freeze -thaw deterioration of aggregates considerably. The 
resultant success of this chemical can be attributed to the 
surface coverage by the large alkylammonium ions which helped 
reduce the water adsorption and extensive hydration. 
Similar finding was reported by Theng et al. (1967). They 
observed that alkyl ammonium ions decreased water adsorption 
on some montmorillonite clays. Research work accomplished 
by Hudec and Sitar (1975), Hudec (1978, 1980 and 1983) support 
the findings that the decrease in freeze-thaw loss of the 
aggregates are due to the decrease in water adsorption. 
6.5.1.1.2 Post-treatment 
In the post-treatment method, the alkyl dimethyl benzyl 
ammonium chloride reduced the freeze thaw loss of the 
aggregates better than the freeze thaw untreated and freeze 
thaw pretreated. The significant improvement can be ascribed 
to the ability of the quaternary ammonium compounds to replace 
inorganic cations on clay surfaces (Theng et al., 1967). There 
is likelihood that the sodium ions on the aggregates' surfaces 
were completely replaced, hence the decrease in percent 
adsorption and drastic reduction in freeze- thaw loss. 
6.5.1.1.3 Application of Alkyl Dimethyl Benzyl Ammonium 
Chloride in Beneficiating Aggregates. 
The alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride has a pH of 7-8. 
It is extremely stable and maintain its stability over a wide 
range of temperatures. It can therefore be used to upgrade 
aggregates for mass concrete. The excellent wetting and 
penetration property of the alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium 
chloride can promote adhesion between the aggregate particles 
and binder, especially the bituminous binders (Marek, 1972). 
However, it should not be used to upgrade aggregates which 
are to be used for highly reinforced steel structures. The 
tendency of the chloride ion attached to the alkyl radical to 
cause corrosion of the steel is highly probable. Corrosion of 
steel leads to spalling of concrete structures. 
6.5.1.2 Alkyl Diquarternary Ammonium Chloride(Duoquat T/50) 
6.5.1.2.1 Pretreatment 
The alkyl diquarternary ammonium chloride reduced the freeze 
thaw loss of the aggregates significantly. The alkyl 
diquaternary ammonium chloride is a cationic surface active 
agent, hence it reduced the water adsorption of the rock 
surfaces by covering the surface. Due to its large ionic 
size, it inhibited hydration on the rock surfaces with 
consequent reduction ln freeze thaw loss. 
6.5.1.2.2 Post-Treatment 
The freeze-thaw loss when the Duoquat L/50 was used as a post-
treatment solution was less as compared to the pretreatment. 
The probable mechanism responsible for the improvement of the 
aggregates resistance to freeze-thaw loss is the ability of a 
quaternary ammonium ion (cationic surface-active agent) to 
replace the inorganic cations. This reduces water adsorption 
and hydration on the rock surfaces and hence lessens the 
deterioration of aggregates. 
6.5.1.2.1 Application of Alkyl Diquarternary Ammonium 
Chloride in Beneficiating Aggregates. 
The diquarternary salt has a pH of 6-8. It can therefore be 
used to upgrade rocks in either asphalt or concrete 
structures. Since it is a surface active agent, it can improve 
the stripping tendencies of aggregates on bituminous 
surfaces. 
However, the diquartenary salt suffers from partial 
decomposition at elevated temperatures, hence it should not be 
used to treat aggregates for mass concrete where high 
temperatures are anticipated. The anionic chloride ion may 
corrode steel in reinforced steel structures when it is used 
to beneficiate the aggregates. 
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6.5.1.3. Dialkyl Dimethyl Ammonium Chloride (Adogen 432). 
As expected, the adogen produced similar results to that 
of maquat and duoquat. The pretreatment improved the freeze 
thaw deterioration of the aggregates due to the surface 
coverage of adogen 432. 
The post treatment improved the resistance of the 
aggregates better than that of the pretreatment. The 
significant reduction in aggregates ' freeze thaw loss lS due 
the replacement of sodium ion by the diakyl dimethyl ammonium 
ion. 
In addition to increase aggregates ' resistance to freeze 
thaw loss, adogen 432 may provide a good adhesion between the 
aggregate particles and bituminous binders. 
A major problem which can arise when aggregates are 
treated with adogen 432 is corrosion of reinforced steel due 
to the chloride anion . 
6 0 50 2 Large Cationic Compounds 
6 . 5 . 2 . 1 Ammon i um Nitrate 
Ammonium Nitrate improved the aggregates ' resistance to 
freezing and thawing . The beneficiating effect is due to the 
large ionic size of the ammonium cation. Atwell and Farmer 
( 1976 ) reported that in an electrolyte system ammonium ion lS 
preferentially adsorbed on the negatively charged surface and 
t hus can provide sufficient coverage on the rock surface. 
1 31 
Water adsorption on rock surfaces ls therefore reduced. 
Moreover, the monovalency and the large ionic size also 
inhibited hydration effects which are prevalent in cations 
with small ionic radii. McGreevy (1982) cited the hydration 
effects to be the sole cause of the destructive action of 
sodium chloride at 0.2 degrees centigrade. 
Ammonium nitrate is abundant in nature and quite cheap. 
However, ammonium nitrate is a salt of a weak base and a 
strong acid and therefore in the presence of water, the pH of 
the solution may be acidic. If the ammonium nitrate is used to 
treat aggregates for use in concrete structures, it can attack 
the cement paste which is generally alkaline. Mohai and Rai 
(1980) found out that ammonium nitrate salt is aggresive to 
concrete. Its effect on asphaltic concrete is not known. 
Ammonia gas is also liberated when ammonia salt reacts with a 
strong base like sodium and calcium hydroxides. The equation 
lS represented as follows; 
Ca(OH)2 + NH4 N03 ~car~+2NH3 + 2H2 0 
The volatization of ammonia causes a decrease in pH and this 
may assist in deterioration of concrete. The excess water 
generated may increase the water/cement ratio thereby making 
the concrete more porous and easily prone to weathering. 
Ammonium Nitrate also increases steel corrosion (Bois and 
Bortz, 1965). 
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6. 5. 2. 2 Ammonium Chloride 
As 1n the case of ammonium nitrate, the reduced freeze 
thaw loss of the ammonium chlor1"de t t d · rea e rock samples 1s 
attributable to the preferentially adsorbed ammonium ion on 
the rock surfaces. The ammonium ion also reduced hydration 
effects, thus increasing the aggregate soundness. 
Ammonium chloride 1s a salt of a weak base and a strong 
acid. The aqueous solution of ammonium chloride will be 
acidic . It should not be used to beneficiate concrete 
aggregates . In highly reinforced steel concrete, the chloride 
ion can also accelerate corrosion of the steel . 
6 • 5 • 2 • 3 Ammonium Phosphate 
Ammonium phosphate was the most effective large cationic 
compound in reducing the freeze thaw loss . This significant 
reduction in freeze thaw loss is probable due to the large 
ionic sizes of both ammon1um cation and the phosphate anion . 
Gillott (1969 ) reported that large ions exert a greater 
disturbing effect on water structure than do those which are 
close in size to the water molecule . The disruption of water 
structure commonly leads to a closer packing of the water 
molecules so that in solution many ions appear to occupy less 
volume than in solids . 
Adsorption and hydration are likely to be reduced. This will 
increase aggregate soundness . 
However , ammonium phosphate should not be used to treat 
concrete aggregates due to volatl'zatl'o f · no amrnonla gas. 
6.5.3 Highly Electronegative Compounds. 
6.5.3.1 Phosphates 
Three types of phosphates were used in this research. 
These were ammonium phosphate dibasic, monocalcium phosphate 
(superphosphate), and sodium mono-,di-, tri-, tetra-, and 
polybasic phosphates. Since they all increased the resistance 
of the samples to freeze thaw action, subsequent reference to 
the compounds will be simply phosphates. 
The phosphates produce the most significant improvement 
ln upgrading the samples as compared to the rest of the 
treatment compounds. The special properties of the phosphates 
which contributed to the reduced freeze thaw loss of the 
samples are discussed below. 
Ames (1976), reported that phosphate, a polyvalent anion, 
ls the most electronegative compound. Other anions with 
decreasing electronegativities are silicates, sulfate, 
flouride, bicarbonate, chloride and nitrate. Apart from being 
the most electronegative compound, phosphate has a special 
property of being adsorbed to the negative surfaces of the 
rock particles. This increases the residual negative charges 
on the rock surfaces, thus leading to increased repulsion. The 
clay particles on the rock surfaces are subsequently dispersed 
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(Mitchell, 1976). The dispersion makes the argillaceous 
carbonates dense, less permeable and hence more resistant to 
freeze thaw action. 
When the deicing salts (mostly chlorides) melt the ice, the 
salt enters the rock pores in the form of sodium and chloride 
ions. The sodium (Na+) cation (highly electropositive) 1s 
adsorbed first on the negatively charged rock surface, and 
then chloride (Cl-) anion occupies a site over the sodium 
(Na+) cation as shown diagrammatically 1n Fig. 6.23 A. 
· 6 23A Na+ and Cl F1g. . · 
ions in a rock pore. 
Fig. 6.238. Na+, Cl and 
3-. . . P0 4 10ns 1n a 
rock pore. 
Chlorides are flocculants (Mitchell, 1976), consequently, the 
Porous, permeable and easily prone rock surfaces become more 
I the Pres ence of phosphate, the most to freeze thaw attack. n 
hl "d are displaced. The electronegative anions, the c or1 es 
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phosphate C PO~-) anion then occupies a site over the sodium 
cation as shown in fig . 6 . 23 B. The large phosphate anion 
inhibits the detrimental activities of the chloride and 
reduces the water entry into the rock pores . This explains why 
the freeze thaw losses of the samples in the mixtures were 
less as compared to the sodium chloride alone . 
The deicing salts lower the relative humidity or the 
vapour pressure of t he solution in rock pores . The lowered 
relative humidity increases the degree of saturation in the 
rock pores ( Litvan , 1975 and 1976 ; Macinnis and Whiting , 
1979) , as a result , more rock deteri oration occurs . 
The lowering of relat i ve humi dity is proportional to the 
concentration of the solute , the lowest relative humidity 1s 
attained when the solution is saturated . This is in accordance 
with Raoult ' s law . 
The percent humid i t i es of some sat urated inorganic salts 
so l ution at a given temperature is reproduced from Weast 
( 1982 ). This is shown i n Table 6 . 13 . 
Salt 
NaOl 
CaC~ 
NH4 Cl 
N a2 HP04 
During freezing , 
Temp . t 0 c 
16 . 39 
20 . 0 
20 . 0 
20 . 0 
most of the solutes 
% Humidity 
30 . 49 
35 . 0 
79 . 5 
9 5 . 0 
( mostly deicing salts ), 
attain their saturat ed state ( Powers , 1955 and 1975; Hansen , 
1963 ). The percen t humidities in Table 6.13 appears to 
represen t the ac t ua l percent humidi ties in rocks during 
freezing. The sodium chloride salt which has the least percent 
humidity produced the worst aggregate freeze thaw loss. 
Followed in that order by calcium chloride, ammonium chloride 
and sodium phosphate. 
The 95 percent humidity produced by sodium phosphate in the 
rock pores prevented adsorption of water vapour on the rock 
surfaces, thus reducing the freeze thaw loss of the samples. 
6.5.3.2 Application of Phosphates 1n Beneficiating 
Aggregates. 
Phosphates are cheap, stable and readily available. They 
can be stored, handled and applied with ease in the field to 
melt ice and beneficiate the aggregates. 
Phosphates are effective precipitant which form insoluble 
salts with most cations (Mitchell, 1976). This is a useful 
asset in concrete industry. A major source of weakness 1n 
concrete is the leaching of calcium hydroxide which is 
produced during the hydration of cement. The equation of the 
reaction is represented as follows; 
2(3CaO.Si02 ) + 6H 20 = 3Ca0.2SiOi2+3Ca(OH)..L where 
3Cao.Si0
1 
is the tricalcium silicate 
6H.l..O is water 
3Ca0. 2Si0~ is the tobermorite gel 
3Ca(OH\ is caicium hydrate crystals(source of weakness in 
concrete 
Concrete which contains aggregateE pretreated with phosphates 
can precipitate the calcium hydroxide crystals in the form of 
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insoluble calcium phosphate. The insoluble coating will make 
the aggregates frost resistant and also enhance the durability 
of concrete. 
Another source of weakness in concrete industry is the 
corrosion of reinforced steel. Werner (1983) reported that, 
"Steel is, in some ways unfortunately, a necessary constituent 
of reinforced concrete which when properly clad is protected 
from corrosion by the alkaline environment of good concrete; 
if however, the concrete is porous, steel may become oxidized 
due to exposure to moisture and oxygen as evidenced by rust 
stains appearing on the surface of concrete". Chloride ions 
are also known to accelerate corrosion. Fortunately, 
phosphates have been known to inhibit corrosion and are used 
in coating steel to make it corrosion resistant. When 
phosphates are used to beneficiate aggregates which are to be 
used in reinforced steel concrete, there will be an additional 
advantage of reducing steel corrosion. 
Phosphates being effective precipitants are not mobile in 
soils. The pollution of ground water caused by deicing salts 
will be reduced when phosphates are used as an additive. 
Most of the phosphates are fertilizers, for example, 
ammonium phosphate and superphosphate, hence their use as 
beneficiating agent and deicer will promote fine grass growth 
on the highways which the chlorides deicers have killed 
previously. 
Chapter VII 
7. Conclusion and Recommendations 
7.1 Conclusion 
On the basis of this research, it is concluded that 
l. Freeze thaw loss has the highest and significant 
correlation with adsorption. Therefore, rock deterioration 
depends on the amount of water adsorbed. 
2. Other high and significant correlations with freeze-thaw 
loss are degree of saturation, absorption, magnesium sulphate 
soundness, and petrographic number. 
3. Freeze-thaw loss shows inverse high correlation with grain 
size, i.e, as the grain size of the aggregates decreases, 
freeze thaw loss increases. 
4. Salt treatment of the aggregates increases their water 
adsorption capacity. 
5. Inadequate resistance to the effects of water (either in 
the vapour, liquid or ice phase) is responsible for aggregate 
deterioration. 
6. The phosphates, the quaternary ammonium salts and the 
ammonium cation provided adequate surface coverage for the 
aggregates. They also have special properties to replace 
inorganic cations (Na , Ca ) from the rock surfaces. 
7. Reduction of water adsorption and extensive cation 
hydration from the aggregates surfaces increase the aggregates 
resistance to freezing and thawing. 
8. The most effective chemical which reduced the freeze-thaw 
loss of the aggregates lS sodium phosphate. 
7.2 Recommendations 
1. The effectiveness of a particular treatment compound varied 
with the rock types . Further study is needed to rationalize 
the procedure for matching the treatment with particular rock 
type. 
2. Since all the tests were performed on unconfined 
aggregates, future research work should be geared towards 
cement and asphalt concrete containing the treated 
aggregates . 
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Appendix A 
Geologic Setting and Location of Samples 
Sample No. 
l 
2 
3 
Location 
Ambro Pit. 2 km. 
from Caledon. 
West of Highway 
10 
as above 
Amb ro Quarry . 
2.5 km South-
East of Vine-
mont 
154 
Description 
Weathered, soft and porous 
variety of pebbles namely; 
granite, diorite, limestone 
and dolomite. The pebbles 
have fine to medium grained 
texture. 
Glacio-fluvial deposit. 
Slightly weathered, medium 
to coarse grained granites, 
diorites and dolomites. 
Fine to medium grained, 
grey to tan coloured 
limestone 
Glacio-fluvial deposit. 
Brown to tan 1n colour, 
fine grained dolomite with 
or without shaly partings. 
Amable Formation. 
Sample No. 
4 
5 
6 
Appendix A cont'd. 
Location 
Ambro Quarry. 
2.5 km South-
East of Vinemont 
Arnherstburg Quarry 
2 km East of Amhers-
burg, South of Pike 
Road 
As above 
155 
Description 
Slightly weathered, fine 
grained, medium to dark 
grey limestone. Cherty 
limestones are common. 
Light grey to buff, mot-
tled, medium crystalline 
to aphanitic, porous, 
mainly fossiliferous 
limestone. Few variety 
has black shaly parting 
Locas Formation of the 
Detroit River Group. 
Medium brown to choco-
late brown, aphanitic 
thick bedded dolomites 
Locas Formation of the 
Detroit River Group. 
Sample No. 
7 
8 
9 
Appendix A Cont'd 
Location 
Dibblee Quarry. 
South of Highway 
49. 4 km North-
East of Brockville. 
As above 
Cayuga Quarry. 
6 km West of 
Cayuga. North 
of Highway 3. 
156 
Description 
Massive bedded, fine 
grained crystalline 
dolomite. 
Oxford formation of 
Beekmantown Group. 
Light grey, shaly 
partings, thinly lam-
inated in part, calc-
alreous, aphanitic 
dolomite. 
Oxford Formation of 
Beekmantown Group. 
Medium bedded, clast-
tic in part, aphanitic 
dolomite. Light brown 
to medium brownish 
grey in colour. 
Bertie Formation. 
Sample No 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
Appendix A Cont ' d 
Location 
Cayuga Quarry . 
6 km West of 
Cayuga . North 
of Hi ghway 3 . 
As above 
El ginburgh Quarry . 
l km West of Elgin-
burg 
As Above 
Description 
Medium grey, fine 
grained, crystalli-
ne cherty limestone. 
Bois Blanc Formation 
Light tan, fine 
grained, microporous 
thinly laminated 
dolomitic limestone 
Bertie - Akron Forma-
tion 
Medium grey, fossi -
lliferous, irregu-
lar, shaly parting 
aphanitic limestone 
Member D of Gull 
River Formation . 
Medium grey, dense , 
lithographic limes-
tone . 
Member D of Gull 
River Formation . 
Sample No . 
14 
15 
Appendix A Cont ' d 
Location 
Henderson Quarry . 
South of Highway 
401, l km West of 
junction with 1000 
Islands 
Huron Gravel . 
ll km East of 
Chat ham , North of 
Highway 401 . 
158 
Description 
Slightly weathered, 
buff coloured, med-
ium grained sands -
tone and Dark grey, 
medium gl' ained 
limestone 
Potsdam or Napean 
Formation 
Good aggregates 
from H. M. S 
Pebble count include 
fi ne grained 
quartzite , 
medium to coarse 
grained granite, 
coarse grained and 
cherty limestones 
Buried glacio-
fluvial deposit 
Sample No 
16 
17 
Appendix A Cont'd 
Location 
Huron Gravel 11 km 
East of Chatham, 
North of Highway 401 
Iroquois Quarry. 
3 km South West 
of Iroquois on the 
North side of Highway 
2 
159 
Description 
Reject aggregates 
from H.M.S. 
Pebble count include 
grey, fine grained 
cherty limestone, 
fine grained shale, 
Weathered, medium 
grained granites 
and quartzites. 
Buried glacio-
fluvial deposit. 
Medium to coarse 
grained, thickly 
bedded, very dark 
grey dolomite. 
Some of the dolom-
ite has recrystalli-
zed calcite. 
Oxford Formation of 
Beekmantown Group. 
Sample No . 
18 
19 
Appendix A Cont ' d . 
Location 
Iroquois Quarry . 
3 km South West of 
Iroquois on the 
North side of Highway 
2 
Marshall Aggregates . 
5 km North of Woods -
tock , on West side 
of Hi ghway 59 . 
160 
Descriptio n 
Medium to coarse 
grained, massive 
black dolomite with 
recrystallisation 
of calcite . 
Oxford Formation 
of Beekmantown 
Group . 
Reject of H. M. S . 
Pebble count include 
large amount of fine 
grained chert . Other 
lithologic rock 
types are brown to 
tan , medium grained 
limestone , weathered 
granites and dolomi -
tes . 
Glacio- fluvial 
deposit . 
Appendix A Cont ' d 
Sample No . Location 
20 Marshall Aggregates . 
21 
5 km North of Woodstock , 
on West side of 
Highway 59 
As above 
161 
Description 
Good A~gregates from 
H. M. S . Rock types of 
this gravelly sample 
include medium gra-
ined , brown to tan 
limestone , coarse 
grained granite and 
dolomite . 
Glacio- fluvial 
deposit . 
Heterogenous rock 
types . Include the 
the following ; 
porous and dense 
chert , fresh to 
deeply weathered 
granite , medium 
to coarse grained 
limestones and 
dolomites . 
Glacio- fluvial 
deposit . 
Sample No. 
22 
23 
Appendix A Cont'd. 
Location 
Nelson Quarry. 
9 krn North of Inter-
section with QEW on 
West side of Quelph 
line 
Oxford Sand and Gravel. 
1.5 km South of 401 on 
East side of Highway 59. 
162 
Description 
A mixture of pitted, 
porous, buff colour-
ed fossiliferous 
dolomite and light 
to medium grey crys-
talline dolomite. 
Amable Formation 
Heterogenous mixt-
ures of different 
rock and mineral 
fragments. Rock 
types include fine 
to medium grained 
limestone, fresh to 
weathered cherts, 
dolomites and gran-
ites. Fine grained 
siltstones. 
A major glacio-
fluvial deposit. 
Sample No . 
24 
25 
26 
Appendix A Cont ' d 
Location 
Pittsburg Quarry 
3 . 5 km South of 
Intersection 
Highway 401 and High-
way 15 on West side 
of Hi ghway 15 . 
As above 
As above 
163 
Description 
Very fine grained 
( aphanitic ), medium 
to dark grey dolo-
mitic limestone . 
Green Marker Bed 
of Gull River 
formation, Member 
A of Simcoe Group . 
Burnt ash , medium 
grained limestone. 
Member A, Gull 
River Formation of 
Simcoe Group 
Slightly weathered , 
medium to light 
grey, fine to medium 
grained limestone . 
Member A, Gull River 
Formation of Simcoe 
Sample No . 
27 
28 
29 
Appendix A Cont ' d . 
Location 
Walker Brothers . 
3 km South of Inter-
sect i on QEW and 
Glen dal e Avenue , 
Thoroid . 
As above 
As above 
164 
Description 
Dark grey, fine 
grained , micro -
porous and thinly 
laminated dolomitic 
limestone . 
Decew Formation 
A mixture of fine 
grained , dark colou-
red limestone and 
greyish dolomitic 
limestone . 
Lockport- Amable 
Formation . 
A mixture of fresh 
coarse grained , 
greyish dolomite 
and dark grey , fine 
grained dolomite . 
Lockport Formation . 
Sample No. 
30 
Appendix A Cont ' d . 
Location 
v.Jalker Brothers, 
Thoroid . 3 km South 
of intersection QEW 
and Gl endale Ave . 
165 
Description 
Very fine grained, 
thinly laminated, 
friable black shale. 
Rochester Formation 
Appendix B 
® •A,..su• ot l franSQOf'tall()f'l ano 
Commun~Cauons COARSE AGGREGATE ?ETROGRA ?HIC ANALYSIS On1ano 
PIT NAME 8fVI BRQ PI\ LAB. NO. l 
DATE 7-/~.>-7)... FRACTION 9. .] Yl1 r'Y) ANALYST A·F 
TYP~ 
TYPE G~NULAR & NO. MASS •f. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CARBONATES ( hard ) 
20 CARBONATES (slightly weathered ) lb7.ID ~s.q, ~s.ql 
2 CARBONATES ( sandy, hard ) 
21 CARBONATES ( sandy, medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard ) ~ot.oq 3/.17 31· 17 
3 SANDSTONE (hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 7.1../l.. I. IS 1.15 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE ( ho rd and medium nard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (nord and sligiHiy weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 7q.o7 /~ . .:l5 a . ..2s 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( slightly weatnered ) 15/.55 2.3.4q X 2 <./6. qp 
40 CARBONATES (soft· sliQntly sholey) x2 
41 CARBONATES (sandy, soft and soft pitted) x2 
42 CARBONATES (deeply weatnered) 3~.ql 5.1() s. 10 
25 GNEISS ( svft) SCHIST (medium hard) x2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES .5.90 O.Qj X 2 1.\?~ 
27 GRANITE- DIORITE- GABBRO (brittle) x2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( shaley or clayey) 
44 CAR SO NATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) I xJ 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous ) x3 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) xJ 
50 GNEISS ( friable ) x3 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) x3 
53 CEMENTAT IONS x3 
54 CEMENTAT IONS ( total ) x3 XJ 
55 SCHIST ( soft ) 
x3 
56 Sl L TSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
I 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE I~ cf TOTALS b 45.00 /DO 
%GOOD 7D·'I )( 1 : zo.<f 
% FAIR ;J.q,</b )(3: 9~.3~ il EST. PE~CENT CRUSHED l If EST. PERC=NT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR X6: 
% DELETERIOUS )( 10: I CORRECTED GRANULAR AND l J.:t</ I HOT MIX , MULCH AND j;sq] 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONOETE " · N . 
1 66 
®"'"''"-; of l TranSQOI1atton and 
COARSE CornmuntealtOnS AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Oni&IIO 
PIT NAME AMsgo PIT LAB. NO. 1._ 
DATE 7-f(p-9~ FRACTION q, 7 mrn ANALYST _A.!= . 
YPE 
TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS .,. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( nard ) bl g.ll c(. II 
20 CARBONATES ( sligntly weatnered ) 51~ 12_~.95 tb~V5 
2 CARBONATES (sandy, hard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hordl 
3 SANDSTONE (hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nord ) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (ecorse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE ( hard end medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard end slightly weathered ) qy 1::/.50 /;J..50 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) ?5 1/.30 X 2 ..u .b 
40 CARBONATES (soft · sligntly shaley 1 x2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy , soft and soft pitted ) X 2 
42 CARSONATES (d eeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS (soft l SCHIST (medium hard) X 2 
26 CHERT - CHERTY CAR BONATES l( 2 
27 G R A N I T E - D I 0 R I T E - GA BB R 0 ( b r i t t le ) X 2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) l( 2 
52 ENCRUSTAT ION l( 2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE I 
43 CARBONATES ( sholey or clayey} 
44 CAR BONATES ( cchr8ous) 
.15 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leach11d) X5 
.16 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) x3 )(3 48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous ) 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft l x3 
50 GNEISS _lfriable) x3 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) x3 
x3 53 CEMENTATIONS 
x3 54 CEMENTATIONS (toto I l 
x3 55 SCHIST ( soft l 
x3 56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 ! SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 1 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE VI~-Dfo TOTALS 152 /OD 
'1. GOOD ~.</~ X J : ~. '16 
I /.3o )( 3: 33.qD i( EST . PERCENT CRUSHED I % FAIR 
I[ EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED l 
x6 : %POOR 
% DELETERIOUS l( 10' [CORRECTED GRANULAR AND j ;;~ 
! HOT MIX , MULCH 
AND \ 1).3 J 16 .0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
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® MmiSity Of l Trans00f'1auon and 
Cornmun.caoons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Qn1ano 
PIT NAME 8~B&Q QUAR.R.Y LAB. NO. 3 
DATE 7-lb-l' ~ FRACTION g. '7rYti'"Yl ANALYST A. 1=. 
TYPE 
TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS •t. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) 43~. ?b 76. '/)... 7/:.. 'i.J..-
20 CARBONATES ( slightly weathered ) 
2 CARBONATES ( sandy , hard ) 
21 CAR SO NATES (sandy , medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard ) 
3 SANDSTONE ( hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard ) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (hard ) 
5 QUARTZITE ( coors• and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE ( hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and slightly weathtrred ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBONATES j_soft; slightly_ shaley) I IS:. 3fa .)(),so X 2 (//. 0 
41 CARBONATES (sandy, soft and soft pitted) X2 
42 CARBONATES (d eeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS (s oft) SCHIST (medium herd) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES x2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO (brittle) x2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X 2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sholey or clayey) ;(.I,SS :?.s-f' ;. . -sfl 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CH ERTY CARBONATES (leached) X5 
I 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) xJ 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous ) xJ 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) xJ 
50 GNE ISS ( fr~cble) xJ 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) xJ 
53 CEMENTATIONS xJ 
54 CEMENTATIONS (tot a I l xJ 
55 SCHIST ( soft ) x3 
56 SILTSTONE xJ 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed) 
TOTA L DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE 1~0. 5 TOTALS "'~.77 /00 
%GOOD 7~. q;z " I : 7~.q~ 
% FAIR ,;w. v "3: c. /. iJ' If EST PERCENT CRUSHED I 
15". "/ 9 !I EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR .;; .s.l' x6: 
% DELETERIOUS "10: I I ..zo J I CORRECTCD GRANULAR AND I HOT MIX, MULCH AND j;o-3] 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCR ETE P. N. 
. -
® ...,,.,..,ol l TranSQOI'taJ~and 
CotnmunariOf'ls COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Ontano 
PIT NAME AHBRO QUA ltR.'j LAB. NO. </ 
DATE 2-/6-~ ;)__ FR ACTION CJ. • 7 rn ,., ANALYST 4. r=. 
YPE 
TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS •t. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CA RSONATES ( hard ) 
20 CARBONATES (sli ghtly weathered ) I )'D. Sb 3~3q 3V-3....9_ 
2 CAR 80 NATES (s andy , hard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy' medium nard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALL I NE (hard) 
3 SANDSTONE ( hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE ( medium nard ) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE ( hard end medium nard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (h ard and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( slightly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBONATES (s oft · sliqnt/y she ley ) X 2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy, soft and soft pitted ) X2 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS ( soft ) SCHIST ( medium nord) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES ;;; ~"· ~" f,O. q~ X2 1 :n f'-2 
27 GRAN IT E - DIORITE - GABBRO ( brittle) X 2 
28 VOLCANIC ( soft) )( 2 
52 ENCRUSTAT ION )( 2 
29 ARGILLITE ><2 
TOTAL FAt R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sha ley or clayey) 3,/fc D.b7 D. '-~ 
44 CARBONATES (ochreous ) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached ) ><5 
46 SA NDSTON E ( soft fri able ) ><3 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft , porous ) ><3 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( soft) ><3 
50 GNEISS ( fro ab le ) ><3 
51 GRANITE - DIORJTE -GABBRO (f riable) ><3 
53 CEMENTATIONS ><3 I 
54 CEMENTATIONS (tota l ) ><3 
55 SCHIST ( soft) ><3 
56 SILT STONE ><3 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST (d ecomposed ) 
TOTAL DELE TE R IOU S AGGREGATE /bO.q_3_ TOTALS '/70 !OD 
•t. GOOD 3r; . 3Cf )( 1 : 39 .39 
% FAIR bo,q4 ><3= I~~. ?.:L II EST. ?ERCENT CRUSHED I 
(-/.0~ If EST PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I (J.' 7 %POOR ><6: 
% DELETERIOUS ;( 10: J I :;_:;.s J I CORRECTED GRANULAR 
AND l lbl I HOT MIX, MULCH AND 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CON CRE TE P. N. 
;a~ .. ~C ... l43 79 - 11 1. ForMerty 08-A4T-141 
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® ·"'""''Y ol l Tran~oottallon and 
Convnumcauons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Qn1ano 
PIT NAME AM HERSTBUB~ OOARRY LAB. NO. E_ 
DATE 7-llo-~::Z... FRACTION q,7m,.,., ANALYST A, 1=. 
!TYPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS .,. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECnON 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) ~9t{.5lj 3/.Sq 31.5CJ 
20 CAR B-ON A TES (sli ghtly weathered ) 108_ <f t.'l.l l·:l.l 
2 CARBONATES I sandy, hard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, m11dium hard ) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard) 
3 SANDSTONE (h ard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard ) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE -DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTAL LINE (slightly weathered ) 5~._li~ ~1 . 35 X 2 IJ.J..~ 
40 CARBONATES (soft; slightly shaley) X 2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy, soft and soft pitted ) x2 
42 CARBONATES (d eeply weathered) 
25 GNE I SS (s oft) SCHIST (medium hard) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES X 2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO (brittle) X 2 
28 VOLCANIC ( soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X 2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sho ley or clayey) 5.1.<..9 5.95 ::).<.(5 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) xJ 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft, parous ) xJ 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) x3 
50 GNEISS ( friable ) xJ 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (f riable) xJ 
53 CEMENTATIONS xJ 
54 CEMENTATIONS (toto I ) xJ 
xJ 55 SCHIST ( soft ) 
xJ 
56 SILTSTO NE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 I CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
l 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE qoo. 7~ I" I TOTALS 100 
•t. GOOD 3~.? )( 1 : 3~.9 
% FAIR bl.35 x3= 1~4.05 Jr EST. PERCENT CRUSHED 1 
35 · 1 :rEST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED 
1 
IS . 95 
•t. POOR x6 = 
.,. DELETERIOUS "10 = r CORRECTED GRANULAR AND l ib l J 
I HOT MIX , MULCH AND ! .15 ;2,_] 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
. . 
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® "'""tryol Transoortauon and Conwnurucanons 
QnflncJ 
l 
COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
PIT NAME A MJ-/ FR5TBURY QUARRY 
DATE 7-/ b -~,l FRACTION q. 7I'YI!'Y) LAB.NO. __ ~~----------­ANALYST A. F 
tJ"YPE 
NO. 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) 
TYPE 
20 CARBONATES (slightly weatnered ) 
2 CARBONATES (sandy, hard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium hard) 
23 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard) 
3 SANDSTONE (hard) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
MASS % 
.251.15 3~.7'1 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (hard and medium hard) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and slightly weatnered) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO ), 9o o.-~q 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( sligntly weatnered) 
40 CARBONATES (soft· slightly shaley) 
41 CARBONATES (sandy, soft and soft pitted) 
42 CARBONATES (deeply weathered) 
25GNEISS(soft) SCHIST (mediumhard) 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES 
27 GRANITE -DIORITE- GABBRO (brittle) 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) 
52 ENCRUSTATION 
29 ARGILLITE 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sholey or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached) 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) 
48 VOLCANIC ( very soft, porous) 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) 
50 GNEISS J friable) 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) 
53 CEMENTATIONS 
54 CEMENTATIONS (total) 
55 SCHIST J soft) 
56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST (decomposed) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE 
'1. GOOD X I : 
% FAIR x3= 
%POOR 
% DELETERIOUS 
xiQ= ___ _ 
l HOT MIX , MULCH AND . CONCRETE P. N. l 11~ 
TOTALS 7:J~.00 100 
ll EST. PERCENT CRUSH_ED 
If EST. PERCENT FLATS & i:LONGATED 
[ 
CORRECTED GRANULAR AND 
16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. 
171 
GRANULAR & 
16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
X 2 
l( 2 
l(2 
X5 
lCJ 
lCJ 
l(3 
xJ 
xJ 
x3 
x3 
x3 
l 
3q.s_g_ 
\q,3~ 
/QJo 
1 1oeo 
® ""n•stryol l Tran~at!Of" ana 
CommuniCattons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OnrattO 
PIT NAME CAY!J~~ QU&BB~ LAB. NO. _J_ z-tb-~~ DATE FRACTION g. 7 Q:ltl:) ANALYST _A.F 
~YPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS "I. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CARBONATES ( hard ) beA.Qb _%.17 ~t]_ 
20 CARBONATES ( sl ightly weathered ) 
2 CARBONATES ( sandy , hard ) 
21 CARBONATES ( sandy , medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE ( nord) 
3 SANDSTONE ( nord ) 
22 SANDSTONE ( medium hard ) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE (hard and medium nord ) 
7 VOLCANIC (nord and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALL INE ( s I ightly weathered ) ::l7.t.i7 3.1?.l. X 2 7. btc 
40 CARBONATES ( soft· slightly snolev) x2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy , soft and soft pitted) X2 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered ) 
25 GNE I SS ( soft l SCHIST (medium nord) l( 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES x2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO (brittle ) x2 
28 VOLCANIC ( soft) x2 
52 ENCRUSTATION l( 2 
29 ARG I LL IT E x2 
TOTAL FA I R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( shaley or clayey) 
44 CAR BONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached ) xs 
46 SA N DSTONE ( soft f r iable ) x3 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous ) ><3 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( soft) x3 
50 GNEISS ( fr iab le ) ><3 
51 GRAN I TE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) ><3 
53 CEMEN TAT IONS x3 
54 CEMENTAT IONS ( total ) xJ 
x3 55 SCH I ST ( soft ) 
><3 
56 ISI LTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHA LE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
I TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE 7/7.43 /DO lQ3.'t3 TOTALS 
%GOOD Cjb . /7 X J : Q(?,l7 
% FAIR 3. ~.;)_ ><3= //.40 I EST. PERCENT CRUSHED l 
II EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR X6: 
'1. DE LETERIOUS )( 10: I CORRECTED GRANULAR AND I I OL.f J I HO T MIX , MULCH AND ! 10~] 16.0 mm CRUSrlED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
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® Mon<SII'fOI l TransoonaOOtt and 
Communteattons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS orua11o 
PIT NAME CAYUQA QLJf\RBY LAB. NO. 15 
DATE 1-1~ -!?d.. FRACTION g,] !!l!!J ANALYST A F, 
rTYPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS ·t. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) .;(oq,y~ ;2.6.19 ~b.IQ 
20 CARBONATES (sli ghtly weathered ) 
2 CARBONATES (s andy , hard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy , med ium hard) 
23 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (h ard ) 
3 SANDSTONE (h ard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZ IT E (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE -A RKOSE ( hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC ( hard and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( s I ightly weathered ) )( 2 
40 CARBONATES ( soft ; slightly shaley) x2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy, soft and soft pitted) )( 2 
42 CARBONATES (d eeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS ( sofr ) SCHIST ( medium hard) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES 5qD,55 73.'l31 x2 IL!7. 63 
27 GRANITE- DIORITE- GABBRO (brittle) x2 
28 VOLCANIC (s oft ) )( 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION x2 
29 ARGILLITE ><2 
TOTAL FA! R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( she ley or clayey ) 
44 CAR BONA rES ( ochreous) 
45 ' CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft f r i able ) x3 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous ) x3 
49 CAR BONATES CRYSTAL L I N E ( soft ) x3 
50 GNEISS ( f r iable ) x3 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO ( friable) x3 
53 CEMENTATIONS x3 
54 CEMENTATIONS (total l x3 
x3 55 SCHIST ( soft) x3 56 51 L TSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELE TERIOUS AGGREGATE /73. ~l TOTALS 'BOD /DO 
"!.GOOD ~b. I~ X J : ~b. I~ 
%FAIR ?a.~~ xJ: J.J.I.L!3 If EST. PERCENT CRUSHED I 
If EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
"!. POOR X6: 
.,. DELETERIOUS )( 10: \ 17~ j r CORRECTED GRANULAR AND I riOT MIX , IAULCH AND I I J. g l :6.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CON CRE TE P. N. 
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® M""'uyol I r ransoortahOI'I and 
Commut'\tC.aCIC>n5 COARSE AG GREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYS IS 0n1ano 
PIT NA M E CAYU§~ QU~BB~ LA B. NO. q 7-lb-<il:L DATE FRACTION q,:z,.,.,"""' A NALYST A 1=. 
!TYPE TY PE GRANULAR & NO. MASS •t. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
1 CA RBO NATES ( na r d ) 
CORRECn ON 
20 CARBONA TES (sli ght l y weatnered ) 177 3.75 ~S. 'i7 ';5. q] 
2 CA RBONA TES ( sandy , hard ) 
21 CAR SO NA TES (sandy , med ium hard ) 
23 CARBON A TE S CRYSTAL LI NE (h ard ) 
3 SANDS TONE ( hard ) 
22 SANDST ONE ( med ium nord l 
4 GNE ISS- SCH 1ST ( hard ) 
5 QUART ZI TE ( coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GRE YWACKE - ARKOSE ( hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCA N I C ( hard and s li ghtly weathered ) 
8 GRAN ITE - DIOR ITE- GABBRO 
9 TRA P 
TOTAL GOOD A GGREGA TE 
24 CARBO N A TES CRYSTA LLINE ( s li ght ly weathered ) ~.57 q,ob X 2 19. /).. 
40 CARBON AT ES ( so ft· s li ght ly sha ley) x2 
41 CA RBONA TES ( sandy , soft ond soft p itted ) 15.1.5 /,(,q X2 3. 38 
42 CAR BON AT ES ( d eep ly weathered ) 
25 GNEISS ( so ft) SCH IST ( med i um hard ) X 2 
26 ICHERT- CH ERTY CARBONA TES X 2 
27 GRA NIT E - DI OR ITE - GABBRO ( br itt le ) X2 
28 VOLCA NI C ( sof t) X 2 
52 ENC RUSTA TI ON X 2 
29 ARG ILLITE x 2 
TOTAL FA I R A GGREGATE I 
43 CARB ON A TES ( sha ley or ci ayev-l 
44 CA R BO NA rES ( ochreous ) 
45 CH ERT -CH ERTY CARBONATES ( leached ) X5 
46 SA ND STO NE ( so ft f r iable ) x 3 
48 VOLCANIC (very so f t , porous ) xJ 
49 CARBONA TES CRY STA LLIN E I softl .l7.q7 3. I I x J a .~~ 
50 GN EISS ( frt ab le ) xJ 7 
51 GRA NITE - DI OR ITE -GABBRO (f r iab le ) xJ 
53 CEM ENTATIO NS x J 
54 CEME NTATIO N S (toto I \ xJ 
55 SCHIST ( sof t ) xJ 
xJ 56 SILTSTO N E 
I TOTAL POO R A GGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VO LCAN IC OR SCHI ST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERI OUS AGGR EGATE I /b. 79 QDU IOO TOTALS 
%GOOD )j'5,q7 X ) : )'S,q 7 
% FAIR IQ· 75 x J: 3-1. ;l5 If EST. PERCENT CRUSH EO I 
/9. t,f, ir EST PERCENT FL ATS & ELONGATED I 3.1/ %POOR X6 : 
'1. DELETE RIOUS " 10: 
- r CORRECTE D GR ANULA R AN D I I HOT MIX, MULCH AN D I 13 7 J I 16.0 mm GUS HE D P. N. 11 7 CON CRETE P. N . 
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® !Aonosuvot l rransex>rtauon ana 
CommuNCanofls COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Qnuwo 
PIT NAME Dl B5Lc GU~RK:1 LA B. NO. 10 1_-Jio-'?:.L 9. ]a::JYY> DATE FRACTION ANALYST A.f= 
ITYP: TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS •t. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CARBONATES ( hard ) 
20 CARBONATES (sli ghtly weatherltd ) 
2 CARBONATES ( sandy, hard ) 
21 CARBONATES ( sandy , medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE ( hard ) 7.1b.l.// %.1?5 'lb. i'fl 
3 SANDSTONE (hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE ( medium hard ) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE ( hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTAL LINE ( s I ightly weathered ) /b.bq ~. 2. :L X 2 "f, '-1 '5 
40 CARBONATES ( soft · slightly shaley) x2 
41 CARBONATES (sandy, soft and soft pitted) X2 
42 CARBONATES (d eep l y weathered ) 
25 GNEISS (s oft ) SCHIST (medium hard) x2 
26 CHERT - CHERTY CAR BONATES X 2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO ( brittle) )( 2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X 2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FA! R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES { sholey or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES (ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached ) xs 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) >e3 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft, porous ) >eJ 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) (o,q {). Q.l xJ .1. 7fo_ 
50 GNE IS S ( friable ) >eJ 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) xJ 
53 CEMENTATIONS >eJ 
54 CEMENTATIONS (total l >eJ 
55 SCHIST ( soft) >eJ 
56 SILTSTONE x3 
i 
i 
! TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VO LCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE IO<.i.Ob TOTALS 750.0 100 
%GOOD qg,.~5 X I = q&.95 
"1. FAIR 4.45 "3 = / ~ 35 II EST. PERCENT CRUSHED I II EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
"1. POOR o. q1. >e6 = 5. 5 .1. 
"1. DELETERIOUS )( 10 = I Ji I CORRECTED GRANULAR AND I HOT MIX , MULCH AND I ll (0 J 16.0 mm GUSHED P. N. )0~ CON CRETE P. N . 
. -
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® Mono$1ry OI l TraMOOf'!au.on ana 
ComtnunteariOf"S COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OntariO 
PIT NAME DIBBLE DUAB~i ll 2-l!:z- J1 ~ LAB. NO. DATE FRACTION g, Z!lJ !!l ANALYST _A F, 
~PE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS .,. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) 
CORRECTION 
20 CARBONATES (sli ghtly weather&d ) 
2 CAR BONATES (sandy , hard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy , medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (h ard } 7 ).?;,, 7 . Q{,, (../{) Q6, 1./() 
3 SANDSTONE (nard } 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nard l 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (nard} 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE ( hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (nard and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) ..2~.~0 3,'-/;J. X 2 6. 9</ 
40 CARBONATES {soft; slightly snaley) X 2 
41 CARBONATES (sandy, soft and soft pitted) X 2 
42 CARBONATES (d eeply weatnere.d) 
25 GNE ISS (soft l SCHIST (medium hard) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES X2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO (brittle) x2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft ) x2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FA! R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( shaley or clayey) Oob4 .M ,()£'_ 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft frt able ) xJ 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous ) x3 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft l xJ 
50 GNEISS ( fnable) x3 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) x3 
53 CEMENTATIONS x3 
54 CEMENTATIONS (total l xJ 
55 SCHIST ( soft) x3 
56 SILTSTONE x3 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 I SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST (d ecomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE ( {)3,3~ TOTALS 75n !00 
%GOOD 9b.'IO X I : qb.40 
% FAIR ;2.43, xJ= /0 . .l.b !resT PERCENT CRUSHED I 
.4~ lr EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
. 0 ¥' %POOR X6 : 
'1. DELETERIOUS X IQ: r CORRECTED GRANULAR AND 1 163 l 
I HOT MIX, MULCH AND ! 107 I 16.0 mm CRUSH ED P. N. CONOETE P. N. 
Pllt-C -
-
C l4l 79 l1 ( Formerty 01-IIIIT-34) 
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COARSE AG GREGATE CvmmunteaiJont PETROGRAPH IC ANAL YSIS Ontano 
PIT NAME ELG,INGUR.G H OUARB¥ LA B. NO. I ~ 
DATE 7-/<a-S'J...- FRACTION q , ]~ ANALYST A . F , 
lfyPE TY PE GRANULAR & NO. MASS .,. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CO RRECTION 
1 CAR BONATES ( na r d ) 3tt5l.qq l.jq,/5 l..jq ,l5 
20 CA RBONATE S (sli gh tly weathered ) 
2 CA RBONATES ( sandy ' nar d ) 
21 CAR BONATES ( sand y' medium nard ) 
23 CAR BO NATES CR YSTAL LIN E { hardl 
.:lbli'. l"> ;n. 70 137.7"' 
3 SAN DSTO NE ( h ard ) 
22 SAND STO NE ( med ium hard ) 
4 GNE ISS - SCH 1ST ( hard ) 
5 QUAR TZIT E (coarse and fi ne gra ined ) 
6 GRE YWAC KE - ARKOSE ( hard and med ium hard ) 
7 VO LCANIC (h ard and sl ightly weathered ) 
8 GRA N ITE - DIOR I TE - GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD A GGREGA TE 
24 CA RBON A TES CRYSTALL INE ( s I ight ly weathered ) '/b. IS 6.5 X 2 / "3 . 0 
40 CAR BO N ATES (s o f t · sli g h t ly sho lev l ~i.I.J.S 5.~3 X 2 /0. 4b 
41 CAR BON A TES ( sandy , so ft and so ft p it t ed ) X 2 
42 CA RB ONAT ES (d ee p ly weathered ) 
25 GNEISS (s o ft) SCHI ST ( med i um hard ) )( 2 
26 CHERT - CH ERTY CA R BONA TES )( 2 
27 GR ANITE - DI OR IT E - GABBRO ( br i tt le ) )( 2 
28 VO LCANIC ( so ft) )( 2 
52 ENCRU STATI O N >< 2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FA! R A GGREG AT E 
J3 CAR BONATES ( s h a le y or cl ayev l 
44 CARBOI'l A TES ( oc h reous ) 
45 CH ERT -CH ERTY CARBONATES (leached ) ><5 
J6 SANDSTON E ( so f t f r iable ) >< 3 
48 VOLCANIC {very sof t porous ) ><3 
49 CAR BONAT ES CRYSTALLIN E ( sof t) ><3 
50 GNEIS S ( f r iab le ) x3 
51 GRANITE - DIO RITE - GABBRO (f riab le ) x3 
53 CEMENTATI O N S x J 
54 CEM ENTATIO N S (tota l l xJ 
xJ 55 SCHIST ( soft) 
>< 3 56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR A GGREGA TE 
60 OCH RE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC O R SCHI ST ( d ecomposed ) q bl / . 3~ 1."35 C,41{G0~VA TE~ CONTAJN JNq P't'RIT"ES 
TOTAL DELET ER IOUS AGGREGATE 111 · 7~ 710 100 TOTALS 
%GOOD ~b . q I X J : ~b . q l 
% FAI R 1\. 73 )( 3 = 3'5 . lq If EST. PERCE NT CRUSHED ! 
Jr EST. PERCENT FL A TS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR X6 : 
% DELETERIOUS (. 35 )( 10: / -=5.5 I I I J 
r CO RRECTED GRANULA R AN D II J-HOT MIX , MULCH AN D 136 16.0 mm CRUSH ED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
. -
® 'Aon"<rv ol l Transoonal10f'l afiCI 
COARSE AGGREGATE CommuntealtOM PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS On1ar10 
PIT NAME ELC"q IN BU£\GH GUARQY LAB. NO. 1;2 
DATE 7 -/h-i?~ FRACTION g, ] no) I\! ANALYST A.F 
!TYPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS •t. 16.0 mm CRUS~-
CORRECTlON 
1 CARBONATES ( hard ) 43~.44 5Y.'?O 5~·'80 
20 CARBONATES (sli ghtly weathered ) 
..150,).3 31.::12. ?,j, .:l7 
2 CARBONATES (s andy ' nord ) 
21 CARBONATES ( sandy, medium nord ) 
23 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( hard ) 
3 SANDSTONE (nord ) 
22 SANDSTONE -(medium nord) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coors~ and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE (hard and med ium nord J 
7 VOLCANIC (n ord and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( s I ightly weathered ) II 1.3'-1 /3.Q/ X 2 27./}3 
40 CARBONATES (soft . s li ghtly sna lev) x2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy , soft and soft pitted ) X 2 
42 CARBONATES (d eeply weotnered) 
25 GNEISS (soft) SCHIST (medium nord) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES X 2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO (brittle) X 2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft ) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION xz 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sholev or cloyev l 
44 , CARBONATES ( ocnreous ) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached ) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft fri able ) xJ 
xJ 48 VO LCAN IC (very soft porous ) 
xJ 49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( soft) 
xJ 50 GNE IS S ( fr<oble ) 
xJ 51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (f riable) 
xJ 53 CEMENTATIONS 
xJ 54 CEMENTATIONS (tota l) 
xJ 
55 SCHISTlsoftl 
xJ 
56 SILT STONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY I 63 VOLCANIC O R SC HI ST ( decomposed ) 
I 
I 
TOTAL DELET ERIOUS AGGREGATE [ S?lXl.DI 100 II "Z,,q TOTALS 
%GOOD CJb. 07 X 1 : 96.07 
/3. q:, xJ: ti!.79 If EST. PERCENT CRUSHED I •t, FAIR 
if EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR x6: 
·r. DELETER IOUS "10: r CORRECTED GRAN ULAR AND I I I Li J 
I HOT MIX , MULCH AND I I:;_~ j 16.0 mm CRUSHED ?. N. CON C RETE P. N . 
® """s~rvot l Transpot'tauon ana 
C.JO'N'T'IUncauona COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS On•ano 
PIT NAME HEl\1 DEBSQN QUA.RR1: LAB. NO. 14 7-/f2-93 DATE FRACTION g, 1 Q:J t!l ANALYST A. F=, 
!TYPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS •J. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) 
CORRECTION 
20 CARBONATES -(slightly weathered ) 
2 CARBONATES (sandy, hard ) 
21 CARBONATES ( sandy , medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE ( hard l 49G.45 72.. 97 7'J.·~7 
3 SANDSTONE ( hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard ) ~.qo Ci,m q,o7 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE ( coors• and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE (hard and medium hard) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) 117.09 17.Sb X 2 35.13 
40 CARBONATES (soft · slightly sholev-f x2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy, soft and soft pitted ) X2 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS ( soft l SCHIST (medium hard) )( 2 
26 CHE~T - CHERTY CARBONATES x2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (brittle) X 2 
28 VOLCANIC ( soft) X2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X 2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FA! R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sho ley or clayey) 
44 CAR BONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached ) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft fr iable ) .;,) q 0 ,4 q xJ /.I.Q 
48 VOLCAN IC ( very soft porous ) xJ 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTAL LI NE ( soft) I xJ 
50 GNE ISS ( f r iable ) x3 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) x3 
53 CEMENTAT IONS x3 
54 CEMENTAT IONS ( toto I l xJ I 
55 SCHIST ( soft l xJ 
x3 
56 SILTSTONE 
I TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
I 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE I IL£ b71. b5 loo TOTALS 
%GOOD ~ !. qtf X I : na4 
% FAIR 17.56 x3= 6J,, "'f If EST: PERCENT CRUSHED I 
;<. qc.J !lEST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR o.ttq x6 = 
% DE LETERIOUS )( 10 = I I CORRECTED GRANULAR AND I ! I<? I HOT MIX , MULCH AND I 1'07 ] 16 . 0 mm c;<USHED P. N. CONCRETE ?. N . 
. 
l ® Yft"USiryOI Transoorra1100 and CotT'munteaiiOns 
t)n1ano COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
PIT NAME 1-lURON GRAVEL 
DATE 7-/b -<72 FRACTION 9.7 ,.,.,m 
YPE 
NO. 
I CARBONATES (nord) 
TYPE 
20 CARBONATES (slightly weathered) 
2 CARBONATES (sandy, hard) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium hard) 
23 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( nord) 
3 SANDSTONE (nord) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse ond fine grained ) 
LAB . NO._I~S~----------
ANALYST A F, 
MASS "f. 
I 01. 7b IJ. 40 
GRANULAR & 
'6.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (nard and medium nord) 
7. 7 '=' O,_j_7_ o.~z 
7 VOLCANIC (nord ond slightly weathered) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
-q, 7VJ 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered) 45,.{" 5.07 X 2 ID.I4 
40 CARBONATES (soft· slightly shole_yJ 
41 CARBONATES (sandy , soft ond soft pitted) 
42 CARBONATES (deeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS (soft) SCHIST (medium nord) 
26 CHERT - CHERTY CAR BONATES 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO ( brittle) 
28 VOLCANIC ( soft) 
52 ENCRUSTATION 
29 ARGILLITE 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( shalev or davey) 
44 CARBONATES (ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached) 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft fr iable ) 
48 VOLCAN IC (very soft porous) 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE {soft) 
50 GNEISS ( friable ) 
51 GRANITE- DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) 
53 CEMENTATIONS 
54 CEMENTATIONS (total) 
55 SCHIST J soft) 
56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE 
%GOOD 
•t. FAIR 
%POOR 
•t. DELETERIOUS 
'85. lq 
14.91 
)( I = 
xJ: 
X6: 
'85. 19 
yt.j, 43 
><10= ----=-
I HOT MIX , MULCH AND _ CONCRETE P. N. 1 130 J 
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5.l3 0,5g X 2 
11.05 !.~4 x2 .;2' _g_ 9 
X 2 
4 ?. 6 I 5 _!li " 2 I o. ~ .;l. 
TOTALS '3'1.1- 100 
\(EST. PERCENT CRUSHED _ 
!rEST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATeD 
-
r 
CORRECTED G~ANULAR AND 
16.0 mm CRUSHED ?. N. 
X 2 
xz 
x5 
xJ 
xJ 
xJ 
xJ 
x3 
xJ 
x3 
xJ 
l 
_L 
l\3.57 
I I (j_ 
® Yon051ly OI l Transoonauon ana 
Communtea110ns COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS o,,ano 
PIT NAME f-iU8.(2~ ~RAVEL LAB. NO. lb 
DATE :Z-1~- ~.2. FRACTION ~· J !21!:!:::! ANALYST 4~. 
!TYPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS 
·I. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( nord ) ~~.1'1 
.17. 50 :nso 20 CARBONATES ( slightly weathered ) I~.N 14.0.:>.. 14. OJ 
2 CARBONATES (s andy , hard) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium hard) 
23 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( hardj 
.)33.54 .2__.3, q5 ..23.~ 
3 SANDSTONE (hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) lb. 7? ,, ll.. 1._7_ .2.. 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE ( hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC {nord and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 6to.o.z b.9o 6.~0 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) 39. "5 3·q" X 2 ]!1_3 
40 CARBONATES lsoft · slightly sholey_l 1.3~ 0. II/ ><2 o. ').j> 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy , soft and soft pitted ) Is, 25 I ,5lo X 2 ~ J:l 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) I o. Jl. /. Qlf_ J. 0_!1_ 
25 GNEISS ( soft) SCHIST ( medium hard) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES I 2~. Ito /)., 5:2.. X2 2s. oo 
27 GRAN ITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (brittle) 5f).(, )' 5. 7 I x2 I 1.4:2. 
28 VOLCANIC ( soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTAT ION x2 
29 ARGILLITE ><2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CAR SO NATES ( sha ley or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached ) x5 
.16 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) x3 
48 VOLCANIC {very soft , porous ) xJ 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE tsoft) x3 
50 GNEISS ( friable ) xJ 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (fr~able) /0. '-5 /.()5 ><3 3. ~~-
53 CEMENTAT IONS x3 
x3 54 CEMENTATIONS (toto I l 
xJ 55 SCHIST ( soft ) 
x3 56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 1 CLAY 
63j VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
l 
1 
_L TOTAL DELETERIOU S AGGREGATE Q7S' / Oi) /~5.9.3_ TOTALS 
'1. GOOD 74.tY/ X j : 74. D'/ 
'!.FAIR ~t../.13 x3= 7t/. ?Cj_ II EST. PERCENT CRUSHED I 
6. 3 ll EST. PERCENT FL ATS & ELONGATED l !.OS x6: '1, POOR 
·r. DELETERIOUS X 10: I CORRECTED GRANULAR AND I I ;). 0 J l HOT MIX , MULCH AND I 155 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CO NCRE TE P. N. 
;1ft_ .. .. 
181 
® •••nos<rv ol l Tra~anon ana 
CommuniCal•ons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Jn1a110 
PIT NAME IR.OOUQIS QUARR:t LAB. NO. _ll ]-1(?-V:J.. DATE FRACTION q, J ...., ..... ANALYST 81 t='r 
~PE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS .,. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CARBONATES ( nerd ) 
20 CARBONATES (slightly weathered ) 
2 CARBONATES (sandy , hard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium hard ) 
23 CAR BON A TES CRYSTALLINE ( ncrdj 75~-:e ~]'I ~.l_dJ 3 SANDSTONE (nard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nerd) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (nerd) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse end fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (nerd end medium nerd ) 
7 VOLCANIC {herd and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) 3~07 4· 7fo X 2 q, 51 
40 CARBONATES (s oft . slightly sncley) X 2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy, soft and soft pitted) X 2 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) 3.7 0,1../(o (), i/c, 
25 GNEISS (s oft ) SCHIST (medium nord) )( 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES "2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (brittle) x2 
28 VOLCANIC (s oft) )( 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X2 
29 ARGILLITE X2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( snoley or cloyeyj 
44 CARBONATES (ochreous ) 
.:15 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached) x5 
46 SAN OS TONE ( soft friable ) xJ 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous ) xJ 
49/CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) xJ 
50 GNEISS l fr~cble ) xJ 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) xJ 
xJ 53 CEMENTATIONS 
xJ 54 CEMENTATIONS (toto I l 
I xJ 55 SCHIST J softj 
xJ 56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 ! SHALE I 62 CLAY 
63 1 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed l 
i 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE !Oi 75 r(OU I o o 
qJ. 79 TOTALS %GOOD 9~.79' X 1 : 
%fAIR 5.J:t. xJ: /),(,b J[ EST PERCENT CRUSHED L 
lr EST.PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR x6 : -
% DELETERIOUS X IQ: 
r CORRECTED GRANULAR AND 1 /OS I HOT MIX , MULCH AND I 1/!J ] 16.0 mm CRUSHED ?. N. CONCRETE ?. N . 
Ptlt-CC- 4 
- -
-. l 3 79 11 ( For"'U'IY 08 MT 4 I 182 
® "'"'srrvol l Tran500ri&UOn and 
Commun-e a nons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Qn1at10 
PIT NAME ~ROQtJO IS OUARRY LAB. NO. lg 
DATE ]-II..- 9~ FRACTION q.J~m ANALYST 8 1\:=, 
iJ"YPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO MASS '/, 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( nord ) l 20 CARBONATES (sli ghtly weathered ) I 
2 CARBONATES (s andy ' nord ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy' medium nord) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hordj 7'gq. 7~ 9P,7.l.. _g_r;, 7 ;L 
3 SANDSTONE (n ord ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nord) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (nord) 
5 QUARTZITE (ecorse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE ( nord and mad ium nord ) 
7 VOLCANIC (nord and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( slightly weathered ) ?.bO (].Cf5 X 2 J....qo 
40 CARBONATES (soft; slightly sholeyj ~.fo'/ o.3J x2 ~ 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy, soft and soft pitted ) x2 
42 CARBONATES (d eeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS (soft) SCHIST (medium nord) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONA rES X2 
27 GRANITE- DIORITE- GABBRO (brittle) x2 
28 VOLCANIC Jsoft) )( 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X 2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( snolev or clayey) 
1!4 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached) x5 
( soft friable ) xJ 46 SANDSTONE 
x3 48 VOLCANIC (very soft , porous ) 
xJ 49 CARBONATES CRYSTAL Ll N E ( soft ) 
xJ 50 GNEISS ( friable ) 
xJ 51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (f riable) 
xJ 53 CEMENTATIONS 
x3 54 CEMENTATIONS ( toto I l 
x3 
55 SCHIST (soft) 
xJ 
56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 \0CHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 1 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST (decomposed ) 
AGGREGATE I 10/.:J.? TOTAL DELETERIOUS I <600 /60 Qf. 72.. TOTALS 
'1. GOOD q~.7:J.. )( I : 
'1. FAIR /. ;J. '? xJ: 3. PI If EST. PERCENT CRUSHED I 
If EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED l 
'1. POOR x6 = -
'1. DELETERIOUS "10: 
r CORRECTED GRANULAR AND I /()j [ HOT MIX , MULCH AND I J 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
·~- - -CC 3•3 79 It ( Form•tty 08-WT·.e•l 
® """'rtol l T rar'!soonanon and 
Comrnun<:auons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Ontan<> 
PIT NAME M~ BS ~ ~u. A~~ RE"C1ArEs LA B. NO. 19 
DATE 7-/b- :J.Q. FRACTION g.:::z !!!111 ANALYST A. F. 
tr'YPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS 'I. 16.0 mm CRUSH 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) 
.;l.7/.t,3 3'3.qs 3'3.q5 
20 CARBONATES ( slightly weathered ) ~:J . S7 :{.](o ;;.,.J.!IL 
2 CARBONATES (s andy , hard ) 
21 CARBONATES ( sandy , medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (h ard ) Jqr,.t~s J4.5" . .J<.I. 'S<.r 
3 SANDSTONE (hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nard) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST ( hard) 
5 QUARTZ ITE ( CC?arse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE ( hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and s I i ghtly weathered ) 74.44 q 3/ !l~ 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBONATES ( soft · slightly shaley 1 X2 
4 1 CARBONATES ( sandy , soft and soft pitted ) 13.q~ /.75 X 2 "3.'50 
42 ICARBONATES ( deeply weathered ) b'S. 'i'i '(.~'! ~. ~4 
25 GNEISS ( soft l SCHIST ( medium hard ) X2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES }05.~7 13.~0 x2 J.t>.40 
27 GRAN ITE- DIORITE- GABBRO (b ritt le) X 2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION x2 
29 ARGIL LIT E x2 
TOTAL FA! R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sholev or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached ) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) x3 
X3 48 / VO LCA NIC (very soft porous ) 
x3 /fl. 7? 49 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE ( soft) 5'0.1/ 6. ~ (o 
50 GNEISS ( fnable) x3 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (f r iable ) x3 
x3 53 CEMENTATIONS 
x3 54 CEMENTATIONS (toto I ) 
x3 55 SCHIST j softj 
x3 56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHI ST ( decomposed ) 
I 
I TOTAL DELETE RIOUS AGGREGATE l:/.7.50 TOTALS ~00 /00 
%GOOD 70.59 )( 1 = 70.5~ 
% FAIR ~3.13 .:3= 69.57 I  EST PERCENT CRUSHED I 
37.5~ \lEST . PERCeNT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
"· ~(o '!. POOR X6: 
'1. DELETERIOUS )( 10= 
r CO RREC TED GRANULAR AN D I 11.? 
I HOT MIX , MULCH AND I I 7? J 16.0 mm CRUSHED ?. N. CONCRETE p N. 
~"-CC. 4 
-
-
-. l J 79 11 l .Porlfterly 01 MT 4 I 
'AfniSiry Of 
Tra.nSOOf'tanon clNJ 
Commvn.caoons 
l ____ ~ 
COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
PIT NAME MARs 4ALL A<;~ REC7 ATE s 
DATE ]-{f.,- ~::l FRACTION q .] .wm 
r-
~YPE 
NO. 
1 CARBONATES ( hard ) 
TYPE 
20 CARBONATES { sligntly weatnered ) 
r-2 CARBONATES ( sandy, nord) 
r-21 CARBONATE 5 ( sandy, medium nord ) 
23 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard) 
3 SANDSTONE (nord) 
22 SANDSTONE -(medium nord ) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (h ard) 
5 QUARTZITE ( coors• and fine grained ) 
LAB. NO. _;{.....;.,;;() ____ _ 
ANALYST A. F · 
MASS '/, 
II '3. 3.< 13. 5 I 
GRANULAR & 
16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
/?.? I 
13.51 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (nord and medium nord) 
7 VOLCANIC (n ord and sligntly weathered) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( sligntly weatnered) 
40 CARBONATES . ( soft; sligntly snoley) 
41 CARBONATES (sandy, soft and soft pitted) 
42 CARBONATES (de eply weathered) 
25 GNEISS (soft) SCHIST ( medium hard) 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO ( brittle) 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) 
52 ENCRUSTATION 
29 ARGILLITE 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( shaley or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES (ochreous ) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached) 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friabl e ) 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous) 
.19 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) 
50 GNEISS (fri able ) 
51 GRANITE- DIORITE -GABBRO (fri able) 
53 CEMENTAT IONS 
54 CEMENTAT IONS (total) 
55 SCHIST isoft) 
56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decompoud ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE 
%GOOD 
'/• FAIR 
%POOR 
'1. DELETERIOUS 
39 .Cf<l 
b6. b5 
O.Y.I 
xI: 3~, q<.j 
xJ: (<(/. qs 
x6: ~.43 
xJQ: ----
I HOT MIX . MULCH AND 
CONCRETE P. ~. 1;(23 J 
~Jt .. Ct-l4 l 79•11 ( ~orfft•rly 08-,.T-·4) 
~.5.51 b. olj " 2 
I ~9ocJ/ 35.10 "2 
b. 0'3 D. 7 :J... X 2 
"2 
x5 
xJ 
xJ 
"!; .40 0.1.// x3 
xJ 
x3 
x3 
x3 
x3 
TOT,ALS IOD 
I 
lr EST. PERCENT FLATS & tLONGATED I 
! CO RRECTED GRANULAR AND 
1 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. 
6.h2 
~.0~ 
~O.:l..O 
70.20 
j. /J... 
® """"ryol l TranSQOf1811()n and 
Communte311()(tS COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Qn1ano 
PIT NAME MARS l-l ALL A~'i R ~GATES LAB. NO. ~~ 
DATE "'J.- I !a-~ ;l FRACTION 9·7m!!! ANALYST A t:=. 
~PE TYPE MASS GRANULAR & NO. .,. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CARBONATES ( hard ) 
.%1.4'1 4'3. lq ll3.!9 
20 CARBONATES ( slightly weotner.d ) 19'1. 91 ~~. "~ ).;), "~ 2 CARBONATES ( sandy. nard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy ' medium nard) 
23 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (nord) .~~.Db i..f.54 4. 54 
3 SANDSTONE (nord ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nord ) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (nord) 
s QUARTZITE {coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (nord and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (nord and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 1!3. 79 13.60 13.60 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( s I igntly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBONATES ( soft· slightly shalev l 3. ?'/ 1 <llo X 2 O.CJ:J... 
41 CARBONATES (sandy, soft and soft pitted) 7'/. 9 '( q. <I 'I x2 ;9. n 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) ~!.:J.J. ..(. :>-'f ;l. s-<7 
25 GNEISS ( soft l SCHIST (medium hard) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CAR BONATES )3. '51 ,A,7Cf x2 ~·r7 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO ( brittle) (/. 99 o:s'? x2 /./) 
28 VOLCANIC ( soft ) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION x2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CAR BONATES ( snaley or clayey l I 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous ) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached) xs 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) x3 
48 VOLCANIC ( very soft , porous ) XJ 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) x3 
50 GNE ISS ( f r 1able) xJ 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE GABBRO (friable) /,50 ,/)? x3 ,s"Y 
53 CEMEN TAT IONS x3 
54 CEMENTAT IONS (total l xJ 
x3 55 SCH I ST ( soft ) 
x3 
56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELE TE R I 0 U S AGGREGATE I /3.0.:. ~qo / 00 TOTALS 
'1. GOOD ~(/.01 X ] : <;4. D' 
'1. FAIR 15 .~/ X 3: 47.43 [f EST PERCENT CRUSHED I 
/.0 C( lr EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I . I~ %POOR X6 : 
'1. DELETERIOUS X ]0: r CORRECTED GRANULAR AND I II~ [ HOT MIX , MULCH AND I /33 l 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE p N . 
··-
-
• 
® Monos1ryof l rramoonauon ana 
cornmu'"cauons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS On!aflO 
PIT NAME NELSbN OUARR:t LAB. NO. :12.. 
DATE 2-l~-~~ FRACTION q,7 !:!l""" ANALYST A . ~ . 
~PE TYPE MASS GRANULAR & NO. ·;. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( nard ) 
20 CAR BONATES ( s li ght ly weathered ) 
2 CAR BONATES (sandy . nard ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy ' medium nard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRY STALL IN E ( nord ) ~oi'D.5'J <t3.1 9'3.:l. 7 
3 SANDSTONE ( nard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nard) 
4 GNE ISS- SCHIST (n ard) 
5 QUARTZITE ( coors• and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE ( nord and medium nord ) 
7 VOLCANIC (n ord and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO . 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALL INE ( s lightly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBONATES (s oft · s li ghtly sholey) /). 7. qo /(o. 70 ><2 3'3.</D 
41 CARBONATES (s andy , soft and soft pitted) ><2 
42 CARBONATES ( dee p ly weathered) 
25 GNEISS (soft) SCHIST ( medium nord) "2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES ><2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO (brittle) ><2 
28 VOLCAN IC (soft ) "2 
52 ' ENC RUST AT ION "2 
29 ARG ILLITE ><2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( snaley or clayey J 
.14 CAR BONATES ( ocnreou s ) 
45 CHE RT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached) ><5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft fri able ) xJ 
48 VOLCANIC ( very sof t, oorous ) x3 
49 CAR BONA TES CRY STAL LI NE ( soft l xJ 
50 GNEISS ( fr,o ble ) ><3 
51 GRAN ITE DIORITE - GABBRO ( friab le ) x3 
53 CEMENTATIONS I x3 
54 CEMENTATIONS ( tota l l xJ 
55 I SCHIST ( so ft ) xJ 
56 SILTSTONE xJ 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY I 63 VOLCANIC O R SCHI ST ( decomposed ) 
I 
i TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE /()0 (/b.n_ 7fo() TOTALS 
%GOOD 93. :2 7 )( 1 : 93.).1 
% FAIR I fo.?O x3= S0./0 II EST. PERCENT CRUSHED I 
if EST PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED l 
%POOR x6 = 
% DELETERIOUS X JQ: 
r CORRECTED GRANUL AR AND I I!~ [ HOT MIX , MULCH AND I lo3 J 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N. 
® "''"'""'"' l rr,nsoonallon :tna 
Comtn\.lnte aiiOf"S COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
..)n!AIIO 
. 
PIT NAME OX FORO G R~VEL LAB. NO. ,23 
DATE 1-[(a-~~ FRACTION 9:·]l'l"'!!J ANALYST 
YPE TYPE GRANULAR & NO. MASS '/, 16.0 mrn CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) 3}(.0:l, 34.14 34.74 
20 CARBONATES (sli ghtly weathered ) 193.(}0 .::!.1./ l ~/.( [ 
2 CAR BONATES (s andy, nard) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium hard J 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE lhard) l:l.O.,l J3.~9 ~~~~ 
3 SANDSTONE (n ard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard ) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (nard) 5.1/ O.h'O O.h_5_ 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and line grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and slightly weathered ) ,dO 1.7C ) 3.)!]_ ~ 3. :J!j_ 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) :1.·4'5 ·.19 )( 2 • .2._(; 
40 CARBONATES (soft · slightly she ley) )( 2 
41 CARBONATES (sandy, soft end soft pitted) dO(/':) .,), 3lo X2 L/. 7 ')._ 
42 CARBONATES ( deep ly weathered) 
25 GNEISS I soft ) SCHIST (medium hard) x2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES .];t33 .).57 x2 5./L/_ 
27 GRANITE -DIORITE- GABBRO (brittle) G.oJ. f.DY x2 ;l.._Q_£ 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X 2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( shaley or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES (ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leacked) xs 
( soft friable ) x3 46 SANDSTONE JC3 48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous ) 
xJ 49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE l_soft) 
>CJ so GNEISS ( friable ) 
xJ 51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) 
xJ 53 CEMENTATIONS 
xJ 54 CEMENTA TIONS (total l 
xJ 55 SCHIST (soft) xJ 56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 1 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE lOb /0(:,.13 gr.,r., TOTALS 
•t. GOOD q-,. 73 X 1 ~ q3.73 
•t. FAIR C:,.~7 >( 3: I '?.s> I !fEST PERCENT CRUSHED l 
i[ EST PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
'1. POOR :<6 : 
'1. DELETERIOUS >( 10: [CO RRECTED GRANULAR AND I lo to I Ill J i HOT MIX, MULCH ~NO 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
.. 
® Mon<stryol l Transoottauon ano 
communiCauons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPH IC ANALYSIS Or'tlano 
PIT NA ME PITTS BuR ~ ~ OUA.R~.Y LA S. NO. ~<j_ 2-l {Q -'i};)... Ci.l '"""" DATE FRACTION ANA LY ST 
!TYPE TY PE MASS 
GRANULAR & 
NO. .,. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTI ON 
I CAR BO NATES ( no r d ) 550.7 _79 . 50 7 3' .'5() 
20 CA RBON ATE S (sli ghtly . .,eornered ) / 50.~ J. l. '-14 ~ ( .If_'-{ 
2 CARBO NATE S ( sandy ' nord ) 
21 CARBO NATE S ( sa nd y , med ium hard ) 
23 CAR BO NATE S CRY STALLI NE ( hord l 
3 SANDSTONE ( nord ) 
22 SANDSTONE J medi u m nard ) 
4 GNEISS- SC H 1ST ( nord ) 
5 QUAR TZITE ( ecorse and f i ne gra ined ) 
6 GREYWAC l< E - AR KOSE ( hard and med ium nord ) 
7 VOLC A N I C (n ord and sli ght ly weathered ) 
8 GRAN ITE - DI OR ITE - GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOO D A GGREGATE 
24 CARBO NATE S CRYSTA LL I NE ( slight ly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBO NATE S ( so ft . s li ght ly sna ley ) X 2 
41 CA RBO NATES ( sandy , soft and soft pitted ) x 2 
42 CARB ONATES ( d eep ly weathered ) 
25 GNE iSS (s o ft) SC H I ST ( med i um herd ) X 2 
26 CH ERT- CHE RTY CA RBONA TES x 2 
27 GRA NITE - DI OR IT E - GABBRO ( br i tt le ) X2 
28 VOLCANI C ( so ft) X 2 
52 ENCR U STATI ON x2 
29 AR G ILLITE x2 
TO TAL FAIR A GGR EG A TE 
43 CA RBONATES ( sh a l ey or cl ayey ) 
44 CA RBONATES ( oc h reous ) 
45 CHE RT -CH ERTY CARBONATES ( leec hed ) x5 
46 . SAND STON E ( so ft f r i able ) xJ 
48 VOLCANIC (very so ft porous ) x3 
49 CARBONA TE S CRY STALLI NE ( sof t) xJ 
xJ 50 GNE ISS J frt ab le ) 
xJ 51 GRAN ITE - DI OR ITE -GABBRO (f r i ab le ) 
x3 53 CEME NTAT IO N S 
xJ 54 CEME NTATION S (to t o I ) 
xJ 55 SCH 1ST ( so ft } 
xJ 56 SILTSTON E 
TO TAL POOR A GGREGATE 
60 O C HRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 1 VO LCANIC O R SC HI ST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERI O US AGGREG ATE j DO 701·0 100 TOTAL S 
%GOOD /DO X J : 100 
% FA I R xJ : l EST. PERCE NT CRUSH ED L il EST. PERCENT FL A TS & ELONGATED I 
%PO O R x6 = 
% DELETERI OU S X IQ: I CO RRECT ED GR A NULAR AND j tDO I HOT MIX , MU LCH ).N D I IDO J 16.0 mm CRU SHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
-~- . -
® 'AonosttyOI l Tra11sportal101' and 
commurwcanons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Ontano 
PIT NAME PliTS BURq f-1 QUARRY LAB. NO. ;25 
DATE Z-l~-~ ~ FRACTION 9.l!!]~ ANALYST A·E· 
jrYPE TYPE MASS GRANULAR & NO. '/, 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
I CARBONATES ( hard ) 
20 CARBONATES (slightly weathered ) q!i'h.3 7/. qJ, 7/.Cj;:t 
2 CARBONATES ( sandy, hard) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy , medium hard ) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard) /.l'5. 4CJ I ?.Qtp '(L~ 
3 SANDSTONE (hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium hard ) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (hard and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP I 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( s I ightly weathered ) bl.f.4D _g.sJ.. X 2 /q.C6 
40 CARBONATES (soft; sligntly snaley 1 X 2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy , soft and soft pitted ) X2 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS (soft l SCHIST (medium nard) X 2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES x2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO (brittle) X2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION x2 
29 ARGILLITE x2 
TOTAL FA! R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( shaley or clayey) 
44 ' CARBONATES (ochreous) 
4.5 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached) x.S 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) x3 
x3 48 VOLCANIC l very soft porous ) 
49 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE ( soft) xJ 
x3 50 GNEISS _lfr table) 
x3 51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) 
xJ 53 CEMENTAT IONS 
x3 54 CEMENTAT IONS (total l 
xJ 5.5 SCHIST (soft) 
x3 56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE I 60 OCHRE 
61 / SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE IOO 109.53 C:,Jf!,,2D TOTALS 
%GOOD So.4q )( 1 : CJo <.W 
% FAIR q, '5~ x3= ~ (/.5~ I[ EST ?ERC!:NT CRUSHED l ir EST .. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR x6 : 
., DELETERIOUS )( 10 = l uo ,. r CORRECTED GRANULAR AND [ HOT MIX , MULCH AND \ llq ] 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
P~-c . 
-
® ...,,..,ryol l rransoortauon anc:J 
Cofnm1Jntcanons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS ()n!iln<l 
PIT NAME 'PITTS ~U 8.~ 1-1 0UBBB.~ LAB. NO. .,2~ . l-/to-Y~ g, f!:!l!!J DATE FRACTION ANALYST 8·E· 
lrypE TYPE MASS GRANULAR & NO. '/, 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CARBONATES ( nord ) 
20 CARBONATES (slightly weathered ) 
2 CAR BONATES ( sandy , hard ) 
21 CARBONATES ( sandy. medium nord) 5:)S'. I~ (,3~'; {.,3.1./? 23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard ) ~).3S' )0./l 10.1~ 3 SANDSTONE (hard ) 
22 SANDSTONE J medium hard) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (nord and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) lb3. ~lo .lO. "Ss X 2 4(), 70 
40 CARBONATES (soft· slightly shole_yj .24.l.~o 3._J...C X 2 b.'O(o 
41 1CARBONATES (sandy , soft and soft pitted) xz 
42 CARBONATES (dee ply weathered ) 
25 GNEISS (soft) SCHIST (medium hard) xz 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CARBONATES X 2 
27 GRAN I TE - DIORITE -GABBRO (brittle) x2 
28 VOLCANIC ( soft) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION xz 
29 ARGILLITE xz 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sholey or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached ) xs 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) x3 
48 VOLCANIC lvery soft porous ) x3 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) ;)Q. 9~ .J. r.,o x3 ?.n 
50 GNEISS ( fr~oble) x3 
51 GRANITE- DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) x3 
53 CEMENTATIONS x3 
54 CEMENTATIONS ( toto I ) x3 
55 SCHIST ( soft) x3 
56 SILTSTONE x3 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE I 62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE 1~?. 7 ::{ ~60 I Db TOTALS 
'I. GOOD ]3./oS X 1 : 73·05 
% FAIR ,}3 .55 xJ= ]O.b5 il EST PERC=NT CRUSHED I 
/'S./o II EST.. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED l %POOR d.bO X6 : 
'1. DELETERIOUS X 1Q: I [ CORRECTED GRANULAR AND 119 [ HOT MIX , MULCH AND I I roD J 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
0 R .. cc .. J• . 
191 
-® \oftn~stryol l TransoortatJOn .J(l(l comrnurwcaoons COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS QnliYMl 
PIT NAME WALkER BROl1-I~RS ;;.7 LAB. NO. 
DATE ")_-!~- 9 .2.. FRACTION q,]..., 2:l ANALYST 
!TYPE TYPE MASS GRANULAR & NO. 'I. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
1 CARBONATES ( nord ) 7bS.l.j C1S.b5 qs,b5 
20 CARBONATES (slightly weathered ) 
2 CAR BONATES (sandy. nord ) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium hard) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (n ord ) 
.34. ?q 4.35 L./.:»5 
3 SANDSTONE ( ho rd ) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nord ) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE ( nord and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC {nord and slightly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( s I ightly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBONATES j soft· slightly_ sholey) X2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy , soft and soft pitted ) X2 
42 CARBONATES (d ee ply weathered) 
25 GNEISS (soft) SCHIST (medium nord) x2 
26 CHERT- CHERTY CAR BONATES x2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO ( brittle) X2 
28 VOLCANIC (s oft ) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X2 
29 ARGILL ITE x2 
TOTAL FA! R AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sho ley or clayey ) 
44 CARBONATES (ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached) x5 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) 1 X 3 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft, porous ) x3 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( soft) x3 
50 GNE ISS ( fr1oble) xJ 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (fri able) xJ 
53 CEMENTAT IONS x3 
54 CEMENTA TION S (toto I l x3 
5.5 SCH IST ( soft ) x3 
56 SILTSTONE x3 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 ! VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE IOD ~oo IOO TOTALS 
%GOOD 100 X ] : 100 
% FAIR ><3= il EST. PERCENT CRUSHED I 
If EST PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR x6 : 
" DELETERIOUS "10 = J ,. AND i 1oo r CORRECTED GRANULAR [ HO T MIX . MULCH AND I JOD ] 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRETE P. N . 
21 ,_._ CC-l4 
-
l 79 11 { F.,tMuly 0 8 ·WT· .. <41 -
192 
l ® Mff\IStryo# r ransoortat!Ot\ ano Comrnt.JniCatiOtlS 
~n1ano 
COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
PIT NAME \AJALKEB B~D"Nt"RS LAB. NO. ;) p 
DATE 7-l<o- ~::l- FRACTION q.l ...,...., ------
iJ'YPE 
NO. 
1 CARBONATES ( nord ) 
TYPE 
20 CARBONATES ( siigntly weathered ) 
2 CARBONATES (sandy, nord) 
21 CARBONATES (sandy, medium nord) 
23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE (hard) 
3 SANDSTONE (nord) 
22 SANDSTONE (medium nord) 
4 GNEISS- SCH 1ST (hard) 
5 QUARTZITE ( coors• and fine grained ) 
ANALYST 
MASS "f. 
6 GREYWACKE - ARKOSE (hard ond medium hard) 
7 VOLCANIC (hard and sligntly ·notnered) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE ( sligntly weathered) 
40 CARBONATES (soft · slightly sholey) 
· 41 CARBONATES ( sandy, soft and soft pitted) 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) 
25 GNEISS I soft) SCHIST (medium nord) 
26 CHERT CHERTY CARBONATES 
27 GRANITE- DIORITE- GABBRO (brittle) 
28 VOLCANIC (soft) 
52 ENCRUSTATION 
29 ARGILLITE 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sholey or clayey) 
44 CARBONATES (ochreous) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES (leached) 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) 
48 VOLCANIC (very soft porous) 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (soft) 
50 GNEISS ( fr~oble) 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) 
53 CEMENTAT IONS 
54 CEMENTATIONS (total l 
55 SCHIST ( soft ) 
56 SILTSTONE 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed) 
TOTAL DELETERIOUS AGGREGATE 
'1. GOOD /DO X 1 : IDO 
% FAIR xJ: 
%POOR x6 : 
'1. DELETERIOUS x lQ= .---=--
[ HOT 'AIX , MULGI AND 
_ CONCRETE P. N. I too J 
TOTALS ~03.3;2 IDD 
I  EST. PERCENT CRUSHED T 
!fEST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGA,ED 
I CORRECTED GRANULAR AND 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. 
GRANULAR & 
16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECTION 
X 2 
X 2 
X2 
X 2 
X2 
x5 
x3 
xJ 
x3 
xJ 
xJ 
xJ 
x3 
x3 
x3 
!DO 
I 
I 
I 1oo 
r--
l ® Mintscry ol TranSOOttanon ai"' c ommuncat!Of\5 COARSE AGGREGATE PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS Qn1ano 
PIT NAME WAU<.E R, BRoTI-H;gs 
LAB. NO. ,;l't 
DATE 7-l(o- \?.;L FRACTION g,J::!:l~ ANALYST f . fr_ , 
= 
n-vPE TYPE MASS GRANULAR &. NO. •t. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
~ ( nord ) CORRECTION I CARBONATES 3q ~ 53.67 53. C> 7 
'2o CARBONATES ( slightly weathered ) 
2 CARBONATES (sandy , nord) 
21 CARBONATES ( sandy ' medium nord) 
'23 CAR BONATES CRYSTALLINE ( nord l 341 1../b.:l.(p (jr,-:2(_ 3 SANDSTONE (nord ) 
~2 SANDSTONE (medium nord ) 
4 GNEISS- SCHIST (nord) 
5 QUARTZITE (coarse and fine grained ) 
6 GREYWACKE -ARKOSE ( ho rd and medium hard ) 
7 VOLCANIC (nord and sl i gntly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DIORITE- GABBRO 
9 TRAP 
TOTAL GOOD AGGREGATE 
24 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE (slightly weathered ) 
.'\.00 O.fot.. X 2 (, 33 
40 CARBONATES ( soft · sliontly sholev) X2 
41 CARBONATES ( sandy , soft and soft p itted) X2 
42 CARBONATES ( deeply weathered) 
25 GNE I SS I soft) SCHIST ( medium nord) X 2 
26 CHERT - CHERTY CAR BONATES X2 
27 GRANITE - DIORITE - GABBRO ( brittle) X2 
28 VOLCANIC (soft ) X 2 
52 ENCRUSTATION X2 
29 ARGILL ITE X2 
TOTAL FAIR AGGREGATE 
43 CARBONATES ( sholev or clayey ) 
44 CARBONATES ( ochreous ) 
45 CHERT -CHERTY CARBONATES ( leached ) xs 
46 SANDSTONE ( soft friable ) x3 
48 \ VOLCAN IC (very soft , porous ) x3 
49 CARBONATES CRYSTALLINE -( soft) xJ 
50 GNEISS ( friable) x3 
51 GRANITE - DIORITE -GABBRO (friable) xJ 
53 CEMENTAT IONS x3 
54 CEMENTAT IONS (toto I l xJ 
55 SCH IST (soft ) xJ 
56 Sl LTSTONE xJ 
I 
TOTAL POOR AGGREGATE 
60 OCHRE 
61 SHALE 
62 CLAY 
63 i VOLCANIC OR SCHIST ( decomposed ) 
I AGGREGATE I TOTAL DELETER IOUS 
750 T!OO I 00. "" TOTALS 
'1. GOOD qq, 3~ X 1 : qq,33 
% FAIR o.<oro xJ: j,q8 If EST . PERCENT CRUSHED I 
lr EST. PERCENT FLATS & ELONGATED I 
%POOR X6 : 
'1. DEL:TERIOUS ;( 10: r CORRECTED GRANULAR AND l1o1 J I ~OT MIX , MULCH AND I ID I I 16.0 mm CRUSHED P. N. CONCRE TE ?. N . 
. . . 
® """SIIVOI l TranSOQt1auon ana COARSE Comtnuf"'tCaltOM AGGREGATE PET ROGRAPHIC ANA LY SIS Qntaro 
PIT NAME W~Lt5, ElS. 6~QI!j E RS 
LA B. NO. 3o ]-llo- <?~ DATE FRACTION 9· ]!:!::]~ ANALYST f:, A. 
irYPE TY PE GRANU LAR & NO MASS •t. 16.0 mm CRUSH. 
CORRECn ON 
1 CARBONATES ( no r d ) ~7.~ 3.&5 
20 CAR BO NATES ( sli g htly wea t he red ) 3.b5 
2 CARBO NATE S (s an dy , nord) 
21 CA RBO NATES ( sandy , med iu m hard ) 
23 C~RB ONATES CRYSTALLIN E (h ard ) I 
3 SAND STO NE (n ord ) 
22 SANDSTONE ( med ium hard ) 
4 GNE ISS- SCH 1ST (h ard ) 
5 QUAR TZI TE (coarse and f ine gra ined ) 
6 GRE YWACKE - A RKOSE ( nord and med ium hard ) 
7 VOLCAN I C ( hard and s I i ght ly weathered ) 
8 GRANITE - DI OR ITE - GABBRO 
9 TR AP 
TO TAL GO OD AGGREGATE 
24 CARB ON A TES CRYSTA L LI NE ( s I ightly weathered ) X 2 
40 CARBONATE S ( so ft; sli g h t ly sn o ley ) I /CA.35 1'-1. 5.9 X2 
..2'i. I to 41 CAR BON A TE S ( sandy , sof t and so ft p itted ) X2 
42 CARBONATES ( d eep ly weathered ) 
25 GN EISS ( so ft) SCHIST ( med i um nard ) )( 2 
26 !CH ER T - CHERTY CA R BONA TES X 2 
27 GR AN I TE - DIO RITE- GABBRO ( br itt le ) ><2 
28 VO LCANI C (s o ft ) )( 2 
52 ENCR USTAT ION >< 2 
29 ARG ILLIT E x2 
TOTAL FA! R A GGR EG AT E 
43 CAR BO NATES ( s h ~ le y o r cl aye y ) 377. 9~ 50.3? f:O.~ 
<!4 CAR BO NA TES ( o chr eous ) . 
45 CHER T -CH ER TY CA RBONATES ( leached ) >< 5 
46 SAND STONE ( so ft fri ab le ) x3 
48 VOLCANIC (ver y so ft porous ) ><3 
49 CARBONATE S CRYSTALL I N E ( so ft) ><3 
50 GNEISS I fr~ ab l e ) ><3 
51 GRAN ITE - DIORITE -GABBRO ( f r i ab le ) ><3 
53 'CEMENTATION S x3 
54 CEME NTAT ION S (toto I l ><3 
55 ISCHIST ( so ft ) ><3 
56 SILTSTONE ><3 
TOTAL POOR AGG REG AT E 
60 OCHR E 
61 SHALE )35.44 61. 3'1 313. 'j() 
621 CLAY 
63 ! VOLCANIC OR SCHI ST ( decomposed ) 
I 
TOTAL DELETERIOU S AGG REGATE 3'17. Q2. TOTAL S 1'5().00 IDO 
'!. GOOD 3. bS )( 1 : 3 .(.,5 
'!.FA I R [<-{, 'jl{ x3= 4~ 1 7~ If EST. PERCE NT CRU SHE D I 
so.3? 30.:l.;l~ 'f EST.. PERCENT FLA TS & ELONGATED I 
'1. POOR x6 = 
'!. DELE TERIOUS 31.34 ;( 10 = 3 13,q0 
r CO RRECT ED GRANULAR AND I 3CJ 7 l HOT MIX , MULCH AND l f,bL{ I 16.0 mm CRU SHED P. N. CONCRE TE 
'· "' . Pllt-C - . 
Glossary 
Aggregate - A granular material of mineral compostion such as 
sand, gravel, crushed rock , or slag used with a 
cementing medium to form mortars or concrete , or 
alone as in base courses , railroad ballasts . 
Coarse Aggregate- Aggregate predominantly retained on the 
4 . 75 mm ( No . 4) s1eve . 
Poor Aggregate- Very low grade or very inferior quality 
rock which deteriorates readily under normal 
weathering conditions 
Unsound Aggregate - Same as above . 
Durability- The ability of aggregate or concrete to withstand , 
to a sat i sfactory degree , the effects of service 
conditions to which it is subjected , such as 
weatheri ng , chemical act i on or wear . 
Soundness - Ability of an aggregate to resist weathering 
action , particularly , freezing and thawing . 
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